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Tuesday, 27 August 2019
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair at 12.04 pm and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (12:04): We acknowledge the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their culture, their elders past, present and future, and
elders from other communities who may be here today.
Just before calling questions, I would like to acknowledge in the gallery the Consul General of India,
Mr Raj Kumar, who is attending, with representatives from the education sector in Mumbai, India,
and Viewbank College, a science, technology, engineering, arts and maths futures conference.
Welcome to the Parliament.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
ENERGY SUPPLY
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (12:05): My question is to the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change. Will the minister guarantee that Victorian families will
not suffer power blackouts as a result of energy shortages this summer?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:05): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his question. What I will say to that
question is that it is the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) who have confirmed the state of
our energy system in terms of supply for the coming summer, and they have actually confirmed that
it is our privatised, ageing coal and gas grid that has become less reliable with time. Therefore this
coming summer is tight; they have made that very clear. It is also the market operator’s responsibility
to indicate, and this is what they have done in their report of last week, the plans that they are putting
in place to source additional supplies of power for this coming summer so that Victorians have it when
they need it.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the minister is the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change. She is responsible: she has responsibility for the energy sector in Victoria. I ask
you to bring her back to answering the question: will the minister guarantee that Victorian families
will not suffer power blackouts as a result of energy shortages this summer? It is not for her to put the
blame on others. She is the minister. She is responsible and is required to answer for that responsibility
here in the chamber.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not uphold the point of order. The minister is being relevant to the
question that was asked.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Thank you very much, Speaker. I will continue to add that the market
operator’s report also shows that Victoria’s investment in renewable energy will significantly improve
our supply over the next two years. This is additional energy that we would not have had in our system
if it had been left to those opposite and their mates in Canberra, especially Angus Taylor. This is why
it is so important for us to continue to invest in—
Mr R Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, the report does not say that it will significantly improve.
It says renewable generation makes only a small improvement to the reliability outlook. So the
minister might want to actually read the report because it does not say—
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Warrandyte will resume his seat. I ask that members, if
they wish to raise a point of order, to do so appropriately. There is no point of order. The minister, to
continue.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO: Speaker, those opposite obviously do not understand and they do nothing. In
fact we would have been so much worse off if it were up to them. We are getting on with providing
the new energy supply that we need in our state, working with the market operator, who have been
very clear about their plans for this coming summer in terms of sourcing sufficient supplies to meet
our needs.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (12:08): Clearly the minister is not
prepared to guarantee that Victorian families will not have energy shortages this summer. So I ask the
minister: if the energy supply crisis is a national problem, as the minister suggests, why does the
AEMO’s 2019 Electricity Statement of Opportunities report, released last week, devote an entire
chapter solely to the risks that Victoria alone faces this summer?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:09): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the supplementary question. It is
very clear for everyone to read that the market operator’s role is to report to the market as a signal to
force sufficient supplies to come online. They have also made some very important comments in terms
of New South Wales’s coming challenges, which are going to be very, very similar to Victoria’s, and
for the same reason—and that is, ageing coal-fired generators.
The SPEAKER: Order! Just before calling the Leader of the Opposition, I need to be able to hear
the minister’s answer. I ask members not to shout across the chamber.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, I make available to assist the minister an extract
from the report showing one whole chapter, ‘Risks in Victoria this summer’. I make that available to
the house.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition can make that document available. There
is no point of order though.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: I think these numbers speak for themselves. Since we were elected there are
1000 megawatts more power in our state than there would have been with those opposite, and under
construction are more than 2700 megawatts of capacity now being built in our state. Further, thanks
to the fantastic Minister for Planning, a further 4000 megawatts of power that has got planning
approval— (Time expired)
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: MILDURA BASE HOSPITAL
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (12:10): I am delighted to update the house on the future
of the Mildura Base Hospital, a public hospital run through a commercial arrangement with a private
operator under terms and conditions drafted and executed by another government. Most recently in
2013 those arrangements were extended with no consultation with the local community. They did not
care what the local community thought about these matters. Well, these arrangements fall due next
year, and on Friday I was pleased to be in Mildura with the Independent member for Mildura, who
has run a spirited campaign, an effective campaign, to put her community first and not to be distracted
by others who do not know anything about this issue. She has instead pushed forward—
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: The record can reflect that the front bench opposite think that this is a great big
laughing matter, that this is a funny matter. Well, there are no jokes when it comes to health care in
Mildura.
It is our view and the view of the community, I think in overwhelming terms, that this hospital should be
returned to being a true public hospital for patients, not for profits, and that is why we were able to make
that announcement on Friday. What is more, we announced $1 million for service planning and a proper
consultative process which will be chaired and led by the Independent member for Mildura. It is my
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expectation and our hope that we will be able to see services grow at Mildura Base Hospital, because we
are of the view that you will always do better for patients if a public hospital is in public hands.
The SPEAKER: Order! Before calling the member for Mornington, I want to warn the member
for Eltham, the member for South-West Coast and the member for Warrandyte not to shout across the
chamber during a ministers statement.
WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (12:13): My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. Will the minister guarantee—I beg your pardon; it is the wrong one. We will try
again.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! When the house comes to order—with the assistance of the Premier.
Order!
Mr MORRIS: Thank you, Speaker. My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. At a meeting in February 2018 SKM pleaded with the minister for safe and
temporary storage of recycling material. Why didn’t the minister act on this plea 18 months ago?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:14): I thank the member for his question. I find it difficult to reconcile two parts
of that question, and those are SKM and safety. I really find it hard to bring those two things together,
frankly, after the Coolaroo fire.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Warrandyte has been warned.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Let us remember who is responsible for the assets that are privately owned.
That is SKM. It is their responsibility to comply with all of the safety regulations that either come from
the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) or indeed WorkSafe Victoria or the CFA, MFB
or local government. That is their responsibility. They made the decisions that they took, and they are
now living with the consequences of that.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (12:15): Since seeking the minister’s help with these stockpiles—help
which was denied—SKM has had two further fires at its facilities: at Coolaroo on 8 July 2018 and at
Laverton North on 9 July. Given the risk to public health and public safety, why did the minister ignore
the danger of these stockpiles?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:15): I thank the member for the supplementary question, and it is precisely for
these reasons that we have given additional powers to the EPA and additional resources to crack down
on dodgy recycling businesses. This is the reality of the situation. Community safety comes first and
foremost for our government. That is why the actions of the EPA have been taken to precisely look
after the interests and the health of our community, and we will not compromise on safety.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (12:16): I rise to update the house on further action our government is taking to
support Victoria’s recycling sector and overhaul kerbside recycling. Today I was very pleased to
announce that we will be providing KordaMentha, the receivers of SKM, with a $10 million loan that
will help clean up the stockpiles on SKM sites. This will provide the quickest way possible to get
recycling back on its feet in Victoria. The loan will do just that. It will fund essential maintenance
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works at SKM’s plants at Laverton, Hallam, Coolaroo and Geelong and will also provide more
certainty for the workforce at those sites.
Today we also outlined a formal process to overhaul kerbside collection recycling in Victoria, to work
alongside councils and industry. The process will start in September and we look forward to the
innovative and cost-effective ideas to reduce waste and contamination and improve reprocessing. All
of these commitments come on top of the $6.6 million in financial relief that we provided to councils
a couple of weeks ago, and that is returning the landfill levy that has been paid since SKM stopped
receiving waste materials.
Also, we know that there is more to do. That is why we are tackling this challenge from every angle.
And I thank the Leader of the Opposition for showcasing this government’s $500 million investment
in Replas during his visit to the Carrum Downs site the other night. He got his picture in the paper. He
got his image on the television, and if the Leader of the Opposition would like to review recycling
facilities that our government has invested in, I am happy to provide a list of 50 companies who to
date have benefited from our investment—our record $141 million investment—in the recycling
industry. We are getting on with delivering the actions that we need, not just— (Time expired)
EASTERN FREEWAY HERITAGE LISTING
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (12:18): My question is to the Minister for Planning. The government is
seeking heritage protection for the Eastern Freeway. Exactly what are the heritage characteristics of
this congested multilane freeway the government wants to protect?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (12:19): I thank the member for Kew for his question. Heritage is a bit of a topic du jour at
the moment with the decision to ensure that Federation Square is put on the Victorian Heritage
Register, which I think has been broadly supported by the community more generally.
Members interjecting.
Mr WYNNE: There are great opportunities—Speaker, I will not be diverted. So in terms of the
potential listing of the Eastern Freeway, this is a matter that will be considered, obviously, by Heritage
Victoria. They will make an assessment of it, because there is the interplay between the Eastern
Freeway and of course the North East Link, and the opportunities are there for us to give further
consideration to some of the structures.
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, on relevance, Speaker, my question referred to the heritage—socalled—characteristics of the Eastern Freeway, and I would like the minister to outline to the house
what those characteristics are that they are seeking to protect.
The SPEAKER: My interpretation of the minister’s answer was that he was just coming to the
individual aspects of the heritage that were asked about.
Mr WYNNE: Thanks very much, Speaker. There may well be some heritage structures there that
may well be of interest. In that context they will be independently—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: I ask the minister to resume his seat. Order! I do need members on my left to
come to order so I can hear the minister’s answer.
Mr Walsh: On a point of order, Speaker, on the issue of relevance, the member for Kew’s question
was about the very thing. If the minister thinks there may well be some heritage values, could he please
inform the house of what those heritage values are that he is trying to protect.
The SPEAKER: The minister is being relevant to the question that was asked.
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Mr WYNNE: Thank you very much, Speaker. There may well be some structures there that are of
heritage value, and they will be independently assessed by Heritage Victoria. That is the way that
heritage is dealt with in this state.
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (12:22): Will the government, after that effort, now withdraw its request to
heritage list the Eastern Freeway?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (12:22): The answer to the question is no. There is a proper process that needs to be put in
place to assess this application, and we will make sure that this proper process is undertaken through
Heritage Victoria. So the answer to the question is no.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: SCHOOL BREAKFAST CLUBS
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (12:23): I rise to update the house on the
Andrews Labor government’s expansion of the school breakfast club program. I was delighted to
launch this expansion at St Albans North Primary School with the member for St Albans, and it is a
wonderful school. Since the program was established in 2016 it has provided 50 000 meals each week
at 500 government primary schools. That is 8.8 million breakfasts helping students to be healthier,
happier and more productive at school.
We know that the school breakfast club program is making a difference, and that is why we are making
it even bigger. The Andrews Labor government has funded a further $58 million to double the school
breakfast club program. By the end of next year we will have 1000 schools delivering this program—
and not just breakfast. The expansion program also includes lunches and school holiday food supplies
for our most vulnerable kids. This is a government that keeps its promises, because unlike those
opposite, doing the right thing for students is not up for review. Eighty-five per cent of teachers have
reported improved academic performance, 95 per cent have reported improved concentration in class
and 88 per cent have reported improved social skills in their students—what an improvement on what
we inherited. The education maintenance allowance was abolished by those opposite. Fresh Fruit
Friday was cut. One billion dollars was cut from the education department—
Members interjecting.
Mr Wells: On a point of order, Speaker, sessional order 11 requires answers to be ‘factual, succinct
and relevant’. This is not an opportunity, through a ministers statement, to attack the opposition. I ask
you to bring him back to the facts behind the ministers statement.
Ms Allan: On the point of order, Speaker, I refer you to sessional order 7, which I believe may be
more relevant to the point of order, where a minister ‘may seek the call to make a statement of up to
2 minutes’. So I suggest that the Deputy Premier is being entirely consistent with the sessional orders.
The SPEAKER: Previous rulings apply to answers. Given this is a ministers statement though,
both speakers Smith and Madigan have talked about passing references to opposition policy but not
substantial references. So I ask the minister to come back to making a statement.
Mr MERLINO: Some things never change, and the facts are: we build, and they cut. That is the
fact of the matter.
MURRAY-DARLING BASIN PLAN
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (12:26): My question is for the Minister for Water. Minister, the ongoing
rollout of the Murray-Darling Basin plan is a cause for great concern throughout the southern basin,
and there is little confidence that there will be integrity in its ongoing management, given the litany of
mismanagement, questionable water purchases and fraudulent behaviour, particularly in the northern
basin. More recently allegations of tampering have occurred in relation to evidence about South
Australia’s scientific reports into the Coorong lakes. The ministerial council meeting last December
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agreed the 450 gigalitres of up-water would only be achieved if there were no negative social or
economic impacts in the wider community. The importance of that socio-economic test being applied
transparently and evenly across the whole basin is essential. What steps will the Victorian government
take to ensure that the socio-economic test will be applied fairly and that no further water will be
removed from the consumptive pool as part of all these projects?
The SPEAKER: Order! Before calling the Minister for Water, I do ask members to keep their
questions as brief as possible so that the minister is able to respond to the question appropriately.
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services)
(12:27): I thank the member for Shepparton for her question and also for her ongoing advocacy and
support for proper transparency and accountability around the Murray-Darling Basin plan. The member
is right to say that there have been significant issues in terms of transparency and accountability,
particularly in the northern basin. There is no question about that. We had a long conversation about
that at the last ministerial council in relation to the appointment of the inspector-general.
But there is no doubt—I have said to this house a number of times—that Victoria has done the heavy
lifting when it comes to delivering water back to the environment. Over 800 gigalitres of water has been
returned to the environment, and we are on track to meet what is our legal commitment of
1075 gigalitres. But the research that we have done has shown that this has already had an impact on
the viability of the region and on the viability of irrigators. We have remained absolutely determined
that no additional water should be removed from the productive pool unless it meets the socio-economic
test that has been set. We went through a long process of getting agreement with the other states, and
Victoria led this process, making sure that those socio-economic criteria were as strong as possible and
were not just about willing buyers and willing sellers, which is what the commonwealth wanted.
So we have put in place a very strict set of criteria that looks at cumulative impacts, the financial
sustainability of regions and the impact right across the regions. Most importantly one of the criteria—
and I will just read that for the member—is that projects approved cannot reduce the overall productive
capacity of the relevant region. That was a really critical part, because this is about projects that support
water savings rather than projects that take further water from production.
We also then got agreement from the commonwealth and the other states about the process, because I
share the member’s concern about making sure everyone complies with that criteria. So this means
that every state has the projects and we have to assess each of those individual projects against the
criteria. So it is not just about people willingly putting their hand up. Every single project must be
assessed by these criteria. And I can assure the member that in Victoria—and we will continue to see
this across the country, we will continue to advocate to make sure every single state follows this
criteria—each project will be assessed against each of those criteria. It is my view that no more water
will come from the consumptive or productive pool—it has to come from water savings, otherwise
we risk the future of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district and other productive areas.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (12:30): Minister, the inspector-general has been appointed now by the
federal Minister for Water, David Littleproud. I am interested to know what role you see for him in
really trying to increase that social understanding of what is going on but also to be really the
policeman of the basin and to do the job that I think many of us in Victoria would hope he would do.
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services)
(12:30): Thank you again to the member for Shepparton for her supplementary question. As everyone
knows, there is a lack of confidence in many of the regions around the plan and particularly around
the ability of the Murray-Darling Basin Authority to hold states to account. We saw that on Four
Corners around water theft and misuse of water. Victoria has a very high rate of compliance with our
water rules, and we take serious action when people are not complying with them. I think the concerns
absolutely have been around the northern basin, but there is no question there are some concerns about
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what happens to the water once it hits the South Australian border as well. There is not much
accountability there.
In supporting the inspector-general appointment, this was about making sure we did have somebody
who looked at the systemic issues and was able to report back to states and to the ministerial council
to show where there are any systemic issues around water misuse. I think it is critical to have someone
independent. I think the person that is being appointed, Mick Keelty, will play a really valuable role
and help all of us rebuild confidence in those communities.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: DANGEROUS GOODS REFORM
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:31): I rise to
update the house on our work reforming and cracking down on the storage of dangerous goods in
Victoria. Members will be aware that WorkSafe, working with the partners at the Environment
Protection Authority Victoria, the MFB and Victoria Police, have discovered a very disturbing and
significant stockpiling of dangerous goods in Melbourne’s northern suburbs. That stockpiling is of
course not only very dangerous for the local community, it is very dangerous for the people that are
required to work upon the remediation of those sites as well. It is incredibly irresponsible in that it puts
at risk the health and safety of that workforce and of those that are required to respond, and we know
in certain instances it has caused some very, very significant fires.
We, as the state of Victoria, have in 13 instances been forced to step in and take control of those sites
where there have been stockpiled dangerous goods in order to preserve health and safety. So those
sites now have 24-hour security. There are measures in place to make sure that everyone is protected,
but today we will be introducing legislation to crack down on the illegal stockpiling of dangerous
goods. What that legislation will do is increase the penalties in certain instances. There will be a jail
term of up to 10 years for corporations, for those who put at risk the lives of others through the
stockpiling, transportation and mismanagement of dangerous goods as well as very, very significant
penalties of up to $6.4 million.
It is important that we continue to ensure that we have got a regulatory model that is fit for purpose,
and so what our government is doing is we have invested in making sure that there are more inspectors.
We will also be launching a campaign to encourage members of the community who see suspicious
things or smell suspicious things or observe suspicious things to report those to WorkSafe, and we will
continue to support the health, safety and wellbeing of all Victorians.
BUILDING CLADDING
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (12:33): My question is again to the Minister for Planning. When was the
Victorian Building Authority (VBA) first advised that the property in McDonald Street, Mordialloc,
which was evacuated over the weekend because of dangerous combustible cladding and mould, was
too dangerous to live in?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (12:34): I thank the member for Kew for his question. I should start, actually, by just
indicating to the member for Kew that it is the view of the government that we should not be
identifying buildings that are subject to flammable cladding because of the potential risk of arson.
Absolutely he should ask any question that he wishes to ask in relation to cladding and building more
generally, but I would ask him to restrain himself in relation to identifying buildings, and I say that in
the context—
Members interjecting.
Mr WYNNE: After you identified it. I say that in the context of the advice that has been provided
to government by emergency services. It is an important point—
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Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, the minister has alleged that I released the address of
this premises on the weekend. It was dropped on Friday afternoon by the Victorian Building Authority,
and the CEO did a doorstop out the front of it on the weekend.
The SPEAKER: The point of order is?
Mr T Smith: On relevance. The minister needs to be accurate in his answers; he has not been.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not uphold the point of order. The minister, to continue.
Mr WYNNE: I would ask the member for Kew: absolutely, ask any question you want in relation
to any building matters that you like, but please, on the advice of the MFB, do not—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! Member for Kew!
Mr WYNNE: On a number of occasions in this house the member for Kew has identified
buildings, and I simply ask him to show restraint. This is on the advice of the emergency services
because these buildings can become arson risks.
In relation to specifically the question that he raises, the City of Kingston in 2016 with this building
put in place some emergency orders to make good on the building, which made the building continue
to be able to be occupied up until 2017. This is a building that has suffered really quite catastrophic—
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, my question related to when the VBA was first
informed. Can you ask the minister to come back to answering my question—the date the VBA was
first informed that this building was very dangerous?
The SPEAKER: The minister is being relevant, and I think he is running through a series of dates.
The minister to continue.
Mr WYNNE: Thank you very much, Speaker. In 2016 the City of Kingston did place emergency
measures in place to ensure that the building could continue to be occupied, and it did continue to be
occupied for some period of time. The building has suffered significant deterioration over that period,
including cladding—as the member for Kew has indicated—significant waterproofing penetration,
water damage and in fact mould as well. So the decision made by the City of Kingston and the VBA
to have this building evacuated was one that was not taken lightly, but it was—
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, again it related to the date the VBA was informed that
this building was unsafe—not the City of Kingston, the VBA. When were they informed? The minister
is not being relevant to my question.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do ask the minister to come back to answering the question.
Mr WYNNE: The decision to evacuate the building was not taken lightly, and it was taken in the
context of ensuring that community safety was paramount in this matter.
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, with 6 seconds left—the date the VBA was informed.
You directed him to be relevant to my question. Again, the date the VBA was informed.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do ask the minister to come to answering the question.
Mr Wynne interjected.
The SPEAKER: The minister has concluded his answer.
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (12:38): The Age reported on the safety risks of this building in December
2016. Why has this government waited almost three years whilst these residents’ lives were in danger
before giving them just 48 hours to evacuate the property?
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Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (12:39): I thank the member for Kew, and again I indicate to him that in 2016 the City of
Kingston placed the initial order upon the building to put in place some emergency measures. Those
measures were put in place at that time, and it was deemed that the building was safe to occupy at that
time. Since then the building has significantly deteriorated, as I have indicated already in my previous
answer, not only in relation to cladding but also in relation to water penetration and indeed mould as
well. So this is a building that is going to require significant—
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, I make available to the house the Age of 21 December
2016 which refers to this. I have asked for the date that the VBA was informed. He did not answer my
question. Can you at least get him to answer my supplementary question, please, Speaker?
The SPEAKER: Order! The supplementary question was a very broad question. The minister is
being relevant to the question.
Mr R Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I warn the member for Warrandyte.
Mr WYNNE: Thank you very much, Speaker. So from the point of view of this government,
community safety is paramount, and this was—
Mr T Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: The member for Kew is warned.
Mr WYNNE: This was a building that was in significant danger, and the government has—
Mr T Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kew has been warned.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: GENDER EQUALITY
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (12:40): Today I rise to update the house on the Andrews Labor government’s
commitment to gender equality. Four years ago our government committed to ensuring that 50 per
cent of all appointments to paid government boards would be women, because we recognise that when
our institutions and our boardrooms better reflect the Victorian community they make better decisions.
It is as simple as that. So I am very pleased to inform the house today that the Andrews Labor
government has delivered. Since we made this commitment four years ago the representation of
women on paid public boards has jumped from 39 per cent to 54 per cent; that is over half. After
expanding this commitment last year men and women now make up an equal number of paid board
chairs as well, something to be very proud of here in Victoria indeed.
Just recently I was pleased to open applications for the women’s board leadership program, something
familiar to many of us in this house. This scholarship program provides training and mentoring to help
women develop the skills they need to advance their board careers, because Victorian women of all
backgrounds should have an opportunity to contribute to our decision-making bodies, and this
program is ensuring that we have a pipeline of talented, skilled and, most importantly, supported
women to fill these positions. I encourage all members in this place, regardless of how you might feel
about affirmative action, to support candidates in their local community to apply for this program.
It is also worth noting that the member for Bulleen supported a target for women’s representation in
his party room. It is worth asking whether the Leader of the Opposition will do the same—or is that
one of the many policies that is up for review at the moment? It is worth asking. But today I give this
commitment: this government, the Andrews Labor government, will never stop advocating for and
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promoting women on boards or in Parliament. Under the Andrews Labor government there is no risk
to our commitment to gender equality, and there will be no review.
Ms McLeish: On a point of order, Speaker, I wish to draw to your attention to an outstanding matter
that I have, question on notice 862 for the Minister for Education, which I asked on 20 June. It is a
good month or so overdue, and I would appreciate a follow-up.
The SPEAKER: Thank you for raising that matter. We will follow that matter up with the minister.
Constituency questions
GIPPSLAND SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (12:43): (1034) My question is to the Minister for Planning.
On behalf of my constituents, I ask: will the minister establish a planning panel to consider the
Alberton wind farm? Given the minister’s refusal to meet with my constituents who are opposed to
the wind farm, he should at least let them have their say through a planning panel. My constituents are
concerned about a number of things, including noise, visual amenity and impacts on bird life in the
Alberton-Gelliondale region. We know that the Labor Party took local government out of having a
say on wind farm planning permits, so the minister should ensure that people actually have their say.
There is a precedent of course: under section 97E of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 the
minister can establish such a panel. The previous Labor government did so for wind farms at Ararat,
Berrybank, Crowlands, Lal Lal, Moorabool, Mortlake and Stockyard Hill, so again I ask the minister
to establish a panel to ensure that my local constituents have the opportunity to have their say on this
wind farm proposal.
YUROKE ELECTORATE
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (12:44): (1035) My constituency question is to the Minister for Education.
What is the latest information that the minister can provide on the delivery of the Andrews Labor
government’s commitment to provide dental services at public primary and secondary schools and
how this will benefit students and families in Yuroke? As any parent knows, oral diseases are among
the most expensive to treat. However, they are also among the most common and the most preventable.
This fantastic program will save parents time and money, and ensure that children get access to the
vital health services they need. The Yuroke electorate is home to many school-aged children, and I am
sure that residents will be very interested in any additional information the minister can provide.
EILDON ELECTORATE
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (12:45): (1036) My question is for the Minister for Ambulance Services.
What plans are underway for the rebuild and possible relocation of the ambulance station in
Mansfield? If the station is to be relocated, the people of Mansfield want to know what sites are being
considered. The current station is outdated and in desperate need of replacement. It was built in the
1970s and is no longer fit to house the 10 paramedics and five vehicles. The current street location is
not ideal. The need to upgrade has long been identified. There is also much talk in the town about the
establishment of an emergency services precinct. My constituents are keen to know if the government
has plans to rebuild and relocate the ambulance station to be part of this proposed precinct.
NARRE WARREN SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr MAAS (Narre Warren South) (12:45): (1037) My constituency question is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change and concerns off-leash dog parks in Casey. Minister, what
plans does the Andrews Labor government have for off-leash dog parks in the Casey area? I often run
into keen dog owners in my electorate who are looking for more open spaces for their pets to play,
especially off leash. They welcome the recent announcement which invests in off-leash areas
statewide, including the Casey area. Pets are an important part of people’s daily lives and they provide
excellent company and support, especially to the lonely and vulnerable. Dogs have been shown to
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benefit physical and emotional health. Indeed, therapy dogs are becoming more commonplace in
workplaces, retirement homes and health facilities to provide support and relieve stress. A new offleash dog park would be fantastic for our local area and I look forward to sharing the minister’s
response with the Narre Warren South community.
CAULFIELD ELECTORATE
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (12:46): (1038) My question is to the Minister for Police. Minister,
I refer to a recent recommendation from Israel Police that deputy health minister Yaakov Litzman be
charged with offences of fraud in relation to the extradition case of Malka Leifer, who faces 74 counts
of rape and sexual assault here in Victoria. The Israel Police recommendation follows a six-month
investigation into the accusations that Litzman pressured two psychiatrists to alter the conclusions on
their evaluations of Ms Leifer’s mental fitness to be extradited. Minister, on behalf of my constituents
in Caulfield and given the recent developments in this case, I would ask you: please provide an update
as to what arrangements you and Victoria Police have made to ensure Malka Leifer is promptly
returned to Victoria to face justice.
BROADMEADOWS ELECTORATE
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (12:47): (1039) My question is to the Minister for Education.
What information is available about needs-based funding for early years education? One of the
Andrews Labor government’s most profound initiatives is that it is investing in three-year-old
kindergarten and school-readiness funding. Dallas in my electorate is one of the areas of greatest
disadvantage in Victoria and I just want to assess what we are doing to help these constituents. I also
want to acknowledge the Deputy Premier for this initiative. Children’s education is really vital to
encourage as early as possible people along the path to lifelong learning. This goes a long way to
addressing the disparity in the social determinants of life and that is what we are trying to do and trying
to reform.
MORWELL ELECTORATE
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (12:48): (1040) My constituency question is to the Premier. Premier,
what is the latest information with regard to the proposed SEA Electric vehicle manufacturing facility
earmarked for the Latrobe Valley?
In October of last year the Premier announced this project with much fanfare and with strong support
from most quarters of the community, including across the political spectrum. In fact the Premier said
at the time that:
The Latrobe Valley is set to become the capital of electric vehicle manufacturing in Australia, with the
Andrews Labor Government providing support that will create hundreds of new jobs, help boost the local
economy and support workers transition to new industries.

Post this time there has been little public information available other than the Latrobe Valley Authority
stating that this manufacturing facility would be established by 2021. So can the Premier confirm when
construction of the SEA Electric vehicle manufacturing facility will commence, when it will be
operational, how many local residents will be employed initially and the site of the said facility? These
are important questions and information for our community, given ongoing employment challenges
in the Latrobe Valley.
MOUNT WAVERLEY ELECTORATE
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (12:49): (1041) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Youth Justice, and I ask: what is the Andrews Labor government doing to support our youth justice
workers? Recently I was approached by a constituent whose son works in a youth justice centre, and
he highlighted to me the importance of supporting our workers in this tough but essential role. Shift
after shift, our youth justice workers dedicate their time to this very complex role in our society. Their
work has many aspects, from being a custodian, to mentor, to educator, to youth worker and more.
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Their work is not without hazard, is sometimes stressful but can also be rewarding. These dedicated
people are worthy of our respect, and I thank them for the work they do.
ROWVILLE ELECTORATE
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:50): (1042) My question is to the Minister for Transport Infrastructure.
Minister, can you explain to Rowville residents what engineering advice you had received, or were
referring to, when you stated that Labor’s Suburban Rail Loop project was incompatible with building
a heavy rail line to Rowville? Minister, I am disappointed but not surprised that Labor announced the
Suburban Rail Loop without knowing how it would integrate with existing transport priorities. But it
is news to everyone that Labor’s loop, which is due to be finished in about 30 years, would make it
impossible, or almost impossible, to extend the heavy rail line a further four stops out to Rowville.
That was not in the media release. After all, Public Transport Victoria finalised their $2 million
feasibility study into Rowville rail more than five years ago, which outlined a route and a strong case
for a railway line that would become one of the busiest railway lines in Melbourne’s outer east.
Minister, I look forward to your advice for the residents of Rowville.
SUNBURY ELECTORATE
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (12:51): (1043) My question is for the Minister for Fishing and Boating in
the other place. Minister, what is the latest information on upcoming fish stocking projects and
initiatives in my electorate? Last Thursday night I had the great pleasure of meeting with representatives
of the local Sunbury Angling Club, who were of course keen to know how our community could benefit
from some of these exciting projects and initiatives. My electorate is home to some terrific waterways,
including Spavin Drive Lake, The Nook, Blind Creek, Jacksons Creek and Deep Creek. The angling
club are of course aware of the significant investment from the Andrews Labor government, making it
cheaper and easier for more Victorian families, including those in my electorate, to get out on the water
by abolishing parking and launching fees at public boat ramps. They are also aware, Speaker, as you
are, of the success of our record investment in Target One Million, a terrific program. They are keen to
find out more about angling opportunities in my electorate of Sunbury.
Ms D’Ambrosio: On a point of order, Speaker, during question time, in my ministers statement, I
misstated a figure with respect to my commentary around Replas and grants given to them. I meant to
say $500 000 and of course not $500 million in grants to Replas.
The SPEAKER: Just in commentary on constituency questions I wanted to remind members—
there were a range of really important policy issues raised today—that they need to remember to
clearly relate their constituency question to their constituency. It is part of the sessional order in front
of us. Just remember when you are drafting your constituency question to ensure that it directly relates
to your constituency.
Bills
CHILDREN’S SERVICES AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (12:53): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Children’s Services Act 1996 to further provide for
the regulation of children’s services, consistently with the Education and Care Services National Law
(Victoria) where appropriate, including establishing a scheme for the approval of persons who provide the
services and for the operation of the services and to provide for the monitoring and enforcement of the scheme,
to make related minor and consequential amendments to other acts and for other purposes.

Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (12:53): Can I request a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr MERLINO: Essentially the bill aligns the Children’s Services Act with the regulatory regime
in the national quality framework wherever appropriate. So it is about getting consistency in the
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regulation of early childhood education. The vast majority of early childhood services are under the
NQF, the national quality framework—long day care, family day care, preschool and outside-of-schoolhours care. There is a small percentage of around 8 per cent—for example, up to 5 hours of care in a
neighbourhood house or up to 2 hours of care in a service operating in a sport or leisure centre—that
are under the Children’s Services Act. So it is just about aligning those regulatory arrangements.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
DANGEROUS GOODS AMENDMENT (PENALTY REFORM) BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (12:54): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Dangerous Goods Act 1985 to increase the penalties
of various offences in that act so that the penalties better reflect the serious nature of those offences and to
create a new offence for reckless conduct in respect of dangerous goods that endangers persons and for other
purposes.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (12:55): I ask the minister for a brief explanation of the bill.
Ms HENNESSY: I am delighted to. As was outlined in the course of question time, it is essentially
a bill that will increase the penalties in respect of some dangerous offences in the Dangerous Goods
Act. It will introduce one additional penalty in respect of reckless conduct that may impact on
potentially endangering life.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
MARINE AND FISHERIES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Ports and Freight, Minister for Public Transport)
(12:56): I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Fisheries Act 1995, the Marine (Drug, Alcohol and
Pollution Control) Act 1988, the Marine Safety Act 2010 and the Transport (Safety Schemes Compliance and
Enforcement) Act 2014 and for other purposes.

Mr T BULL (Gippsland East) (12:56): May I please ask the minister for a brief explanation of the
bill.
Ms HORNE: The bill will deliver on a commitment to bring an end to all commercial netting in
the Gippsland Lakes by 2021, and the bill will phase out the 10 Gippsland Lakes fishery access
licences over a two-year period, with all licences cancelled by 1 April 2021. The bill also improves
regulation of pilotage service providers to improve marine safety and public confidence in the safety
of shipping operations.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
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Petitions
Following petitions presented to house by Clerk:
PRINCES HIGHWAY WEST SPEED LIMIT
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria. The Petition of the residents of Western Victoria draws to the
attention of the House the upgraded Princes Highway West and the desire among many commuters, residents
and business operators for increasing connectivity between Western Victoria and Melbourne.
The petitioners request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria amend the law and direct VicRoads to
increase the speed limit on the Princes Highway to 110km/h between Colac and Werribee (except Winchelsea
township).

By Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (774 signatures).
GOVERNMENT BANKING
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
The Petition of certain residents of Victoria draws to the attention of the House that new regulations force all
State Government organisations, including country hospitals, schools and water authorities to move all their
banking to a centralised account with Sydney-based Westpac Bank.
This directive will remove banking from local community banks and reduce grants to community
organisations in country areas. It will also reduce the amount of interest local hospitals can earn, thereby
further harming country communities.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the State Government to
reverse its decision to force all government banking to be centralised to Westpac.

By Ms STALEY (Ripon) (175 signatures).
BALLARAT HIGH SCHOOL
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
The Petition of certain residents of Victoria draws to the attention of the House the State Government’s zoning
changes to the Ballarat High School Zone.
Affected families were advised that there would be zone changes but not provided with any formal
notification about boundaries and timelines from the Department of Education and Training. As a result of
these mapping changes a significant number of families who were zoned for Ballarat High School for 2020
were told in the last week of April 2019 that they are no longer in the Ballarat High School Zone and had less
than one month to explore alternative options.
The petitioners request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the State Government to urgently
reconsider the Ballarat High School rezoning and requests: that the new zone comes into effect in the 2021
school year; and sibling access is retained.

By Ms STALEY (Ripon) (86 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition be considered next day on motion of Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth).
Ordered that petitions be considered next day on motion of Ms STALEY (Ripon).
Committees
SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Annual Review 2018: Regulations and Legislative Instruments
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (12:58): I desire to table, by leave, the annual review 2018 regulations
and legislative instruments, together with appendices.
Ordered to be published.
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Alert Digest No. 10
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (12:59): I have the honour to present to the house a report from the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, being Alert Digest No. 10 of 2019, on the following bills:
Children Legislation Amendment Bill 2019
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2019
Rail Safety Legislation Amendment (National Services Delivery and Related Reforms) Bill 2019
Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment) Amendment Bill 2019

together with appendices.
Ordered to be published.
Documents
DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978:
Order under s 17B granting a licence over Alexandra Gardens Reserve
Orders under s 17D granting leases over:
Cape Paterson Foreshore Reserve
Flagstaff Gardens Reserve
Planning and Environment Act 1987—Notices of approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Melbourne—C271, C355
Victoria Planning Provisions—VC159
Professional Standards Act 2003—Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand Professional
Standards Scheme under s 14 (Gazette S314, 7 August 2019)
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
County Court Act 1958—SR 69
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004—SR 71
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—SR 70
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—Documents under s 15 in relation to Statutory Rule 67.

The Clerk tabled the following proclamation fixing an operative date:
Disability Service Safeguards Act 2018—Remaining provisions of Part 1, Part 2, Division 3 of Part 16 and
ss 287(1), 291 and 292—20 August 2019 (Gazette S324, 20 August 2019).

Bills
ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TREATMENT AMENDMENT (CONSENT) BILL 2019
WATER AND CATCHMENT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Council’s agreement
The SPEAKER (13:00): I wish to advise the house that I have received messages from the
Legislative Council agreeing to the Assisted Reproductive Treatment Amendment (Consent)
Bill 2019 and the Water and Catchment Legislation Amendment Bill 2019 without amendment.
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ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TREATMENT AMENDMENT (CONSENT) BILL 2019
ESSENTIAL SERVICES COMMISSION AMENDMENT (GOVERNANCE,
PROCEDURAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE IMPROVEMENTS) BILL 2019
PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING AMENDMENT BILL 2019
WATER AND CATCHMENT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Royal assent
The SPEAKER (13:00): I inform the house that the Governor has given royal assent to the Assisted
Reproductive Treatment Amendment (Consent) Bill 2019, Essential Services Commission
Amendment (Governance, Procedural and Administrative Improvements) Bill 2019, Public Health
and Wellbeing Amendment Bill 2019 and the Water and Catchment Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019.
CHILDREN LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Appropriation
The SPEAKER (13:01): I have received a message from the Governor recommending an
appropriation for the purposes of the Children Legislation Amendment Bill 2019.
Joint sitting of Parliament
SENATE VACANCY
The SPEAKER (13:01): I have received a message from the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth of Australia transmitting a copy of a dispatch from the President of the Senate
notifying that a vacancy has happened in the representation of the state of Victoria in the Senate of the
Commonwealth of Australia.
Ordered that message be taken into consideration later this day.
Business of the house
PROGRAM
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (13:01):
I move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day, government business, relating to the following bills
be considered and completed by 5.00 pm on Thursday, 29 August 2019:
Budget papers—take-note motion
Children Legislation Amendment Bill 2019
Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019
Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019
Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment) Amendment Bill 2019.

I will just make a few brief observations on the program that I put before the house this afternoon for
consideration over the course of this week and once again encourage all members of the house to
support what is a strong government business program. It contains four pieces of legislation that
contain important and weighty policy matters in their own right. For the ease of the passage of time
over the course of the week, the legal profession and mineral resources bills will be considered today,
particularly as I think I can anticipate you, Deputy Speaker, will also be very keen to see the passage
of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019, as it contains important
matters to do with the operation of that industry in Victoria, particularly in regional Victoria.
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On Wednesday we will have the opportunity to consider the Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment)
Amendment Bill 2019. Given that it is not available to us until Wednesday the government will put
that on the program on Wednesday. That again is a very important policy to support action on both
reducing emissions and supporting jobs and investment in many parts of regional Victoria. I know
there is also industry in regional Victoria that is very keen to see this bill passed. I have had
representations made on this matter, and I am optimistic that those opposite will support this. I do note
for completeness that from both the Manager of Opposition Business and the member for Prahran
there has been a request for that bill to be taken into consideration in detail. As is normal with these
things, if there is time available on Thursday, we will make that time available for this matter.
We will see how the rest of the week goes, particularly as also on Thursday I imagine a significant
portion of the day will be devoted to the Children Legislation Amendment Bill 2019, which the
government introduced into the Parliament just last sitting week. This contains very important matters
to do with the implementation of recommendations out of the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, so we do need to see that moved through the Parliament.
Finally I do note that there will be a few people away on Thursday to represent the Parliament and
various parties at the funeral of the former Deputy Prime Minister, Tim Fischer. I think it is absolutely
appropriate that members of this place pay their respects to the rich life of public service of the former
Deputy Prime Minister. The state funeral will be held in Albury, and I think both sides have made
arrangements for representation to be made. As I said, that is entirely appropriate given that his impact
on public life and public policy was a rich and wide one. He did work some time ago for a previous
Labor government on a review of the condition of our rail freight network, and he made a valuable
contribution through that policy work. So with those few comments I am optimistic as always that this
will receive unanimous and enthusiastic support from the house. I commend the motion to the house.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (13:05): I hate to disappoint the Leader of the House, but we will be
opposing the government business program. The Leader of the House actually referred to one of the
issues that we have, and that is that we were seeking an assurance that the Renewable Energy (Jobs
and Investment) Amendment Bill 2019 would go into committee. The Leader of the House made
mention that if there was time on Thursday we would go into committee, but that is not what we are
seeking. We want an assurance that we are able to go into committee on this very important bill. I am
not sure why the government would not want to go into committee because we have so many questions
that we want to ask about this particular bill, and we have not got to the stage yet where the government
can just bring something in and expect the opposition to roll over and accept whatever they are going
to put forward.
The purpose of the bill is to establish a target of 50 per cent of electricity generated in Victoria to be
sourced from renewable energies by 2030. That is the intent of the bill. But we also have a long list of
questions about what that means in regard to the number of jobs, the amount of investment, the impact
on the economy and the impact on the power supplies. That was mentioned a number of times during
question time today—the guarantee of power supply over the summer period. So had the Leader of the
House given us the assurance that we would be able to go into committee on Thursday, then we would
be able to support this government business program. This is a matter of the house being able to go into
the committee stage for the Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment) Amendment Bill 2019.
The Leader of the House also mentioned that the legal profession and mineral resources legislation
will be debated today, renewable energy legislation tomorrow and on Friday the children legislation,
which is obviously a very important bill for this house to determine. So with those few words I have
outlined the reason why we are opposing the government business program. It is because we are not
able to get an assurance that we can go into committee on that very important bill.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (13:08): New Victorian legislation prioritises protecting children
from abuse above protecting perpetrators. Survivors of institutional child abuse can also have unjust
and inadequate settlements set aside if they resulted from past limitations. The Children Legislation
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Amendment Bill 2019 delivers on the government’s commitment to remove barriers to civil litigation
faced by survivors of institutional child abuse. The Victorian government’s Betrayal of Trust report
tabled six years ago highlighted the need for this reform. This stand was subsequently reinforced by the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. To improve reporting and
disclosure of child abuse the proposed new laws in Victoria will include people in religious ministry as
mandatory reporters to child protection without exemption for religious confessions.
As deputy chair of the parliamentary inquiry that delivered the Betrayal of Trust report I learned how
children can bear a misplaced sense of guilt and shame from abuse. Spirits are corroded and lives
blighted. Despite courage and struggle, some innocents cannot outrun the haunting shadows. The
fortitude of the innocents who testified was inspiring; their courage remains humbling. This legislation
extends the bipartisanship to improve protection for children from the 57th, 58th and now
59th Victorian parliaments. This is important to restore at least a measure of trust for so many who were
failed by institutions when they were children, and this is what I want to address in my contribution.
The other bills have been well outlined by the Leader of the House, and I also want to pass on my
condolences to the family of former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer, a man and leader of
conviction who won support throughout the country. I commend the government business program to
the house.
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (13:10): I am happy to rise to speak briefly on the business
program. As the Leader of the House said, there is some important legislation on the business program
this week for a whole range of reasons and across a whole range of areas, ranging from the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019 to of course the Renewable Energy
(Jobs and Investment) Amendment Bill 2019, both of which are critical to the future of the state,
particularly the renewable energy one, but also particularly of relevance to my electorate of Gippsland
South and Gippsland more broadly and the Latrobe Valley and jobs in those areas. So that is why the
opposition has indicated its desire to have the opportunity to further interrogate the renewable energy
legislation in committee. The Leader of the House said they will accommodate that if they get time.
Those of us here who are parents in this house know it is like when the kids say, ‘Can I have a lolly?’
and Dad says ‘Maybe later’. We know that ‘maybe later’ means ‘probably not, let’s hope you forget
about it and go away’. So as the manager of opposition business pointed out, there is no satisfaction
given to us on this side that if we get time we will get the opportunity to interrogate that bill in detail.
That is not going to wash, and that is why we will be opposing the government business program,
because these bills are important legislation.
The other one of course which I am sure will take up some time is the Children Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019. It is a strong bill and one that does raise significant issues, not just with respect
to the protection of children but also about religious freedom and a whole lot of things that have been
in the media in the last couple of weeks, so I am sure that will be debated quite hotly.
The Leader of the House mentioned that many members—indeed the member for Murray Plains, the
member for Euroa and the member for Ovens Valley—will be attending the funeral of Tim Fischer on
Thursday and will be absent from the chamber for that reason, and I thank the minister for
acknowledging Tim Fischer’s contribution. I have been warmed, I guess, by the outpouring of grief,
respect and love for Tim Fischer that has been expressed by the Victorian community and the Australian
community over the last few weeks. It is also perhaps a little sobering for us that most commentary said
that he set a high standard; it would be nice if our current politicians could meet it. So, yes, we certainly
would aspire to meet the sort of level of respect that Tim Fischer earned. I pay my condolences to his
family and friends, and I am sure that Thursday will be a very, very large funeral.
Those bills, as I said, are important, with the ability of this house to scrutinise the bills, particularly in
relation to the renewable energy legislation. As we know, in the last few weeks there has been
significant concern raised by the Australian Energy Market Operator about potentially over a million
people in Victoria being subject to blackouts later this year if we have a hot summer, which we
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generally do. The works that are underway at Loy Yang A and the Mortlake gas power station have
not been completed. So it is those sorts of immediate issues but also the longer term issues about our
power supply and reliability that need to be addressed, and that is why the government should be
giving the chamber the opportunity to really interrogate the minister about this legislation, about what
the government’s plans are and about what the implications for that legislation will be.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (13:14): I rise in support of the government business program as
outlined by the manager of government business in the house. It is an excellent program this week
with a number of significant bills. It is disappointing of course to learn that those on the other side are
opposing the government business program. It would be good to see them get right behind the very
important bills that are before the house this week. The Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment)
Amendment Bill 2019 is a significant piece of legislation. It will deliver on an election commitment
to increase our renewable energy target to 50 per cent by 2030. Can I just say that this commitment is
one that is warmly welcomed by the people of regional Victoria because under the period of the
Andrews Labor government, from 2014 onwards, we have seen unprecedented investment in
renewable energy, and what this is delivering in our communities is jobs—and secure, good jobs. It
has, as I said, been warmly embraced by people across regional Victoria, because the people of
regional Victoria are on the right side of history when it comes to getting our energy mix right in this
state. So this is an excellent bill, and I look forward to the debate.
The other bill that I want to speak about briefly of course is the Children Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019. Again this is a very significant bill for the people of my electorate and indeed across Victoria
as we move to implement the recommendations arising from the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. This is going to be an important and a difficult debate—difficult
not because of the content of the bill, which should be fully supported, but because of course of the
stories and the memories that this bill will bring up for so many in our community. So I do look forward
to that. I hope to see the Parliament at its best on Thursday.
Again, can I acknowledge former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer who, as I was explaining to the
member for Essendon, I had the pleasure to meet on a number of occasions both in my role as a
member of this place at various Anzac and Remembrance day events but also—of course, as many
people know, I grew up around Wodonga—because Tim was well known and well loved by the people
of the north-east of Victoria.
Finally, there is one last occasion to speak on the motion to take note of the 2019–20 budget papers.
Certainly when I had that opportunity to speak, I had so much to say and there was just not enough
time, and indeed the member for Mount Waverley had the same challenge last week. I watched him
speak—there is so much to say. But there is an opportunity for members to get up and again applaud
the terrific 2019–20 budget and talk about the way in which it is impacting their community. So on
that note, I commend the business program to the house.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (13:17): I rise to speak on the government business program—four bills
and one motion on the business program this week—which the Greens are supportive of. However,
the question before us is: should these bills all be put at 5.00 pm on Thursday with no chance for nongovernment amendments to be voted on? I appreciate that whilst the Leader of the House has indicated
that we may get to consideration in detail on the Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment)
Amendment Bill 2019, we were looking for some guarantees, a stronger assurance that that would
actually occur, because we do have amendments to that bill and our amendments will go to increasing
the renewable energy target to 100 per cent by 2030. I will not pre-empt the very strong contribution
that the member for Brunswick—our acting climate change spokesperson in lieu of the member for
Melbourne, who is on maternity leave—will make to the debate, and that contribution, no doubt, will
contrast with some poor contributions that some other members may make. The reality is the bill itself
is only five clauses long, and our amendments go to two of those clauses and the long title, so there
should be ample time and ample opportunity to go into consideration in detail on that bill.
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But, really, at this time in history—when we are facing a climate emergency, when we are already
feeling the effects of climate change, when time is running out—we have got less than 10 years to act.
When Victoria is burning coal with no planned phase-out of coal-fired power stations—not by the
next decade but the decade after that—we should not just be debating the Greens amendments to take
it to 100 per cent, we should be voting on those amendments, and that is why we will not be supporting
debate on these bills being cut off at 5.00 pm on Thursday.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 54
Addison, Ms
Allan, Ms
Blandthorn, Ms
Brayne, Mr
Bull, Mr J
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Cheeseman, Mr
Connolly, Ms
Couzens, Ms
Crugnale, Ms
Cupper, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr

Foley, Mr
Fregon, Mr
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hall, Ms
Halse, Mr
Hamer, Mr
Hennessy, Ms
Horne, Ms
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kennedy, Mr
Kilkenny, Ms
Maas, Mr
McGhie, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Neville, Ms

Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richards, Ms
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Settle, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Tak, Mr
Taylor, Mr
Theophanous, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 28
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T
Guy, Mr
Hibbins, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr

McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Newbury, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D
Read, Dr
Riordan, Mr
Rowswell, Mr
Ryan, Ms

Smith, Mr R
Smith, Mr T
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Tilley, Mr
Vallence, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Members statements
TIM FISCHER
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (13:25): Last week we sadly lost a true-blue, great Australian with
the passing of Tim Fischer, AC. Tim was a big personality with a big hat and an even bigger heart. A
former Deputy Prime Minister and former federal Leader of The Nationals, Tim was also a devoted
family man, a farmer, a Vietnam veteran, a passionate lobbyist for regional communities, a global
traveller and a ferocious rail enthusiast, among many other things. When it came to The Nationals Tim
had loyalty and leadership in spades. As a New South Wales state MP and then federal MP Tim was
an elected representative and dedicated servant for his constituents for 30 years. In the wake of the
horrific Port Arthur massacre, where 35 people lost their lives and another 23 were wounded, as
Deputy Prime Minister, Tim stepped up and helped deliver the transformation of Australia’s firearms
laws. This is a lasting legacy for which Tim will, quite rightly, always be admired, respected and
thanked.
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Tim’s passion for infrastructure, in particular rail and regional development, was boundless. He was
very proud of helping to secure the Adelaide to Darwin rail link as well as countless other infrastructure
projects. Through his work as trade minister and later as Australia’s ambassador to the Holy See, Tim
proudly represented our country on the world stage. His love of travel rivalled his thirst for knowledge,
but our boy from Boree Creek was equally comfortable and happy holding court at a backyard
barbecue or a town hall morning tea. He was a man of the people, for the people. Tim was deeply
respected by all sides of politics and by everyone who had the pleasure of knowing him.
BANKSIA GARDENS COMMUNITY SERVICES
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (13:27): Community needs to be at the centre of any
approach to building resilience, reducing crime and increasing prosperity for everyone. Vulnerable
people, particularly at-risk young people, need complex and individualised support linked to their
community. Just last week with the Minister for Housing; the member for Yuroke; the member for
Broadmeadows; the wonderful Gina Dougall, the chief executive officer; and Jaime de Loma-Osorio
Ricon, the deputy chief executive officer, we celebrated 40 years of the Broadmeadows public housing
estate Banksia Gardens. I want to put on record my thanks to and appreciation for two very famous
Bobs—Father Bob Maguire and a former magistrate at Broadmeadows, Bob Kumar—for the work
they have done and the legacy they have built at Broadmeadows over 40 years.
Since 1979 Banksia Gardens has been transforming lives. In 40 years over 80 000 people, mostly
marginalised, have benefited from more than 50 programs that they operate from cradle to college,
from youth study to school holiday programs, and indeed to computer classes for older Victorians.
They have never shied away from taking on big issues or some of the biggest projects. They have
transformed lives, they have reduced disadvantage and they should be very proud of the work they
have done to empower people and tackle some of the root causes of disadvantage in that local
community. I was very proud to be there with my ministerial colleagues as well as my parliamentary
colleagues. Congratulations, Gina. You are doing a wonderful job. Keep up the great work.
MICK MILLER
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (13:29): In this statement I want to pay tribute to the brave men and
women who serve in our emergency services. In recent years I sat next to former police commissioner
Mick Miller at a Scout event. Despite his age his mind was brilliant, and we talked about modern-day
policing, our changing society and the difficulties police face balancing their roles in a very different
world from four decades ago. Mr Miller was a strong believer in what was right from the very first
day he joined Victoria Police. Back then it was not always popular in some parts of Melbourne to
uphold the law, but Mick Miller did just that and soon built up a solid reputation. His outstanding
integrity is something that I and many others remember when we reflect on Mick Miller’s great
contribution to Victoria Police.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY SCORESBY BRIGADE
Mr WELLS: Speaking of brave men and women, it was a great pleasure to attend the annual
Scoresby CFA dinner recently with my colleague the member for Ferntree Gully. It was an incredible
night and a great opportunity to thank the Scoresby CFA volunteers for their bravery and hard work,
whether they are fighting a fire at a house in Scoresby or Rowville, volunteering in other parts of
Victoria as part of our crucial surge capacity or fighting fires in Bunyip, Rosedale or Camperdown. A
huge congratulations goes to Blake Johnston, who was awarded Firefighter of the Year, and Sam
Knight, who received the Captain’s Encouragement Award. Jim Read, a true legend of the CFA across
the state, was recognised for his 50 years of incredible service. Jim started in the CFA the year the
moon landing took place. He has shown incredible dedication to all of our CFA volunteers, and I
congratulate him.
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WESTERN SUBURBS SCHOOLS
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Ports and Freight, Minister for Public Transport)
(13:30): The western suburbs of Melbourne have a long history of education activists who have fought
to make education more accessible. Former member for Williamstown, Premier and schoolteacher
Joan Kirner understood the value of good-quality education in giving kids the opportunity to reach
their full potential. With a new high school opening in the west and upgrades underway at several local
schools, her legacy continues to live on.
I recently visited Williamstown High School, Altona North Primary School, the Barkly Street campus
of the new Footscray high school and Newport Lakes Primary School. Each of these schools have had
or will be receiving significant upgrades under the Andrews Labor government. We are well underway
in doing what we said we would do, with architects now appointed at Williamstown High and Altona
North Primary, the first sod turned at the Barkly Street campus of Footscray high and the first intake
of year 7 students ready to commence next year and the $3 million upgrade at Newport Lakes Primary
School. The west has come a long way since the days of the Kennett era, when our local public schools
were closing, and it is through the activism and strength of our community that we are now opening
new schools and upgrading old classrooms. I am very proud to be part of a government that is
providing Victorian kids with the education that they deserve.
TIM FISCHER
Ms RYAN (Euroa) (13:32): I also rise today to pay tribute to an Australian legend. Tim Fischer
was the boy from Boree Creek who defied expectations to become Deputy Prime Minister of Australia
and Leader of The Nationals. We were deeply saddened by his passing last Thursday. When I was
elected deputy leader, Tim’s advice to me was to keep the Melbourne newsrooms on speed dial. ‘How
do you think the Greens get up so much?’, he said. ‘They gatecrash and ring in after hearing the
6 o’clock news’. As trade minister he was respected around the world, and in writing the foreword of
Tim’s biography Thailand’s former foreign affairs stated:
Through his genuineness and sense of humility, I came to recognise Tim as being the epitome and
quintessence of Australia’s best qualities.

As leader, Tim stood against the tide of One Nation, a battle which took an intense personal toll on him,
but his efforts have left our country a much better place. In the few days since his passing people have
remembered his commitment to reforming Australia’s gun laws and his passion for rail. I will remember
him as a thoroughly honourable and decent man who took a genuine interest in people. He was
authentic, he was sincere and it was a testament to his character that even his political foes recognised
him as such when, at the height of his career, he decided to resign the leadership in order to spend more
time with his family. I offer my most sincere condolences to Tim’s wife, Judy, and his boys.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (13:33): The Andrews Labor government came to government
saying that they would deliver the Education State, and we have seen record funding across our state,
with new school buildings and upgrades that we have not experienced before. But something that I am
so passionate about as the Parliamentary Secretary for Schools is the focus of the government and the
Minister for Education on inclusion. Inclusion in our state is non-negotiable because for the one in five
students with additional needs, their dreams and their aspirations, are for everyone to support so that
they can fulfil their absolute potential. Local examples include Yarrabah School: to see that school
now building their primary wing after building their early childhood upgrades has been truly
extraordinary, and the program for student disability review and the implementation of those reforms
is making a difference in those students’ lives.
Just recently I joined a member for Southern Metro Region, Nina Taylor, at Elsternwick Primary
School to announce an initiative with Deakin University and the Department of Education and
Training, AllPlay Learn, which provides important and vital resources for teachers, parents and
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students themselves to give them the very best opportunities and support their experiences in the
classroom. This is changing lives and will make an incredible difference, because inclusion is nonnegotiable and supporting all students’ education is indeed a right for all Victorian kids.
AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (13:35): I am pleased to report to the Parliament that after six
weeks of pressure, the Australian Council for Health, Physical Education and Recreation have finally
apologised for the hurt they have caused the Australian Jewish community and fully retracted the
assertion made in one of their VCE practice exam papers that Jews in Israel persecute non-Jews. Last
sitting week I asked the Minister for Education to cease funding ACHPER following disturbing
revelations that one of their exam papers contained anti-Israel, false, libellous propaganda. Last night
I spoke to ACHPER’s chairman, Peter Wright, who has since acknowledged that their VCE materials,
including inappropriate materials and information that was factually incorrect, have been withdrawn.
He promised to conduct a full investigation into how it happened, and to ensure it does not happen
again in determining the motivation with the teacher involved. He has also undertaken to stand down
the teacher pending an outcome of the review.
In difficult times of rising anti-Semitism and broader hate, it is important to stand up for what you
believe is right. I would like to thank Jeremy Leibler and Sharene Hambur from the Melbourne Jewish
community and Rabbi James Kennard, principal of Mount Scopus college, for their tireless work on
getting this result. Most importantly I want to recognise the bravery and courage of Mount Scopus
college student Ramona Chrapot, who first discovered these materials and stood up for what is right.
Thank you, Ramona: thank you from the Jewish community for getting this very important result.
MACEDON RANGES YOUTH AWARDS
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (13:36): Congratulations to the winners of the 2019 Macedon Ranges
Youth Awards. These awards recognise the great achievements of young people in my electorate with
awards for academic excellence, music, visual and performing arts, business, sports and community
participation. Congratulations to Rosemary Howarth, Andrew DeLeonardis, Jasper Leach, Keely
Corcoran, Annabel Thiele, Alice Knox, Darcy Peavey, Laura Crozier, Miranda Johnston-Jones,
Maddie Sumner, Tiarna Mayman, KidzFlip Youth and the Kyneton Secondary College aerobics
squad. Your community is very proud of you.
KYNETON DAFFODIL AND ARTS FESTIVAL
Ms THOMAS: Spring is almost here and that means the Kyneton Daffodil and Arts Festival is not
far away. Congratulations to Jenny and Richard Wyatt, who have just been crowned the 2019 king
and queen of the daffodil festival. Richard and Jenny are well-known for their tireless work in our
community, including through the Lions Club and as members of the Spring Hill CFA. I am sure that
they will play their royal roles with aplomb. Running from 5 to 15 September, the Kyneton daffodil
festival has something for everyone, including the spectacular grand parade, the festival of one-act
plays, the flower show and daffodil display, vintage cars, the scarecrow competition, the dog dash and
our famous ferret races. Thank you to committee member Eric Scoble, Marg and Eric Dearricott, and
each and every one of the volunteer organisers. I am sure that the 2019 festival is on track to be one of
the best.
WARRNAMBOOL BASE HOSPITAL
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (13:38): I rise today to again speak about the Warrnambool
Base Hospital and the dire need for the Andrews Labor government to fund stage 2 of this important
health facility. This week I have personally handed the Premier a letter written by a constituent. This
constituent has a chronic condition and spends six days every eight weeks in hospital for treatment.
My constituent knows more than most just how important the stage 2 upgrade of Warrnambool Base
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Hospital is, not only for the healthcare needs of our community but also for the hardworking doctors
and nurses. He also sees the effect that the Andrews Labor government’s failure to act over the last
five years is having on the facilities and the community.
I have spoken only a few times with this constituent, but when I have talked to him he has told me his
firsthand experiences and he has asked me to hand this letter to the Premier. This is not a set-up; this is
a genuine plea from a chronically ill member of our community for the government to actually do
something. If the Premier or his minister will not listen to me, perhaps they will listen to my constituent,
who sees firsthand how desperately this is needed and who is now pleading for this important project
to be completed. Perhaps they will listen to the hospital CEO, Craig Fraser, if they will not listen to my
constituent or me. He told the Warrnambool Standard in February that the increasing number of people
using the hospital and its services was putting pressure on the facilities, especially the ageing
infrastructure. This is a key issue for my community and if the Premier is serious about governing for
all of Victoria, his government will immediately announce funding for this vital project.
WHITTINGTON PRIMARY SCHOOL
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (13:39): I recently joined the Minister for Education for the official
opening of the brand-new, state-of-the-art Whittington Primary School. This was a great day of real
celebration for the school community. Thanks to the strong commitment by the minister and the
Premier, the Whittington community are full of pride for their new school. The new school includes
modern, flexible classrooms, and an art room, a music room and a gym, giving students the learning
environment that they deserve. The Whittington Primary School community has faced many
challenges, but with absolute determination they have taken on these challenges and now proudly
provide the education that students deserve.
I want to congratulate past principal Barrie Speight; current principal Craig Smith; assistant principal
Shannon Cormack; teachers and staff; parents, such as Eric Welsh and Danya Stageman; and all of
the Whittington Primary School students for their commitment to this amazing outcome. This school
rebuild is a testament to the hard work of the school community in turning their vision for Whittington
Primary School into reality. The school community is determined to increase future opportunities for
all of their students, encourage lifelong learning and develop robust citizens.
ESMÉ JOHNSTON HOUSE
Mr NEWBURY (Brighton) (13:40): Faced with the wrecking ball, this government has failed to
protect the historic Tudor-style home at 38 Grosvenor Street, Brighton. The house was designed by
Home Beautiful journalist Esmé Johnston in 1930. Almost 1000 people called for action but their calls
have fallen on deaf ears. It is another example of this government failing to protect our heritage.
SANDRINGHAM ATHLETIC CLUB
Mr NEWBURY: Sandringham Athletic Club, which is based in my electorate, is almost 90 years
old. The membership is strong. The Stawell Gift winner and Tamsin Lewis are members, and Cathy
Freeman is a club mentor. The club’s track in Hampton was last upgraded in 1999. I look forward to
working with president Ruby Holten and treasurer Greg Scerri on enhancing club facilities.
HAMPTON BOWLS CLUB
Mr NEWBURY: The Hampton Bowls Club will soon celebrate its 70th birthday. Hampton Bowls
is a hub for my local community. In the last year alone social activity has doubled and many
community groups call the club’s facilities home. I recently bowled the first jack for the season. I wish
the club, board chairman Jim Tait and president Ivan Silver well for a successful season.
BRIGHTON CROQUET CLUB
Mr NEWBURY: Brighton Croquet Club will soon celebrate its 110th birthday. The club is an
institution, as too is its hearty mushroom soup. The club is concerned about overdevelopment in every
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one of its neighbouring streets. I recently hit the first hoop of the season. I wish club president
Marguerite Russell and all club members a successful season.
SECOND CHANCE ANIMAL RESCUE
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (13:42): A huge welcome to the Yuroke electorate for Second Chance
Animal Rescue as they complete their new animal hospital and relocate their animal shelter to
Craigieburn. Recently I had the pleasure of visiting with Minister Symes to announce a grant of more
than $45 000 from the government’s Animal Welfare Fund to help support this great new facility.
Thank you to staff, volunteers and CEO Marisa Debattista for showing us around and introducing us
to a group of extremely cute puppies.
As the owner of four rescue cats, I am particularly delighted that Second Chance is moving to the
Yuroke electorate. Second Chance has been in Campbellfield for four years and has played an
important role in animal welfare in Hume for over 11 years. Having reached a milestone of
10 000 adoptions in April, Second Chance works tirelessly to give cats and dogs a new lease on life
and, as the name says, a second chance.
Aside from their rehoming program, they also provide public education to promote responsible pet
ownership and a pet food bank for animal owners who are doing it tough. Importantly, Second
Chance’s new location will include the addition of a community animal hospital, which will provide
low-cost medical care for pets from families in need. I am also pleased that Second Chance will reserve
space in their new home to provide temporary housing for pets belonging to individuals escaping
family violence.
Well done to all involved, and I look forward to visiting again once the facility is officially open. I
encourage everyone who can to access the services at Second Chance Animal Rescue so that those
who cannot afford to do so can also be supported.
NATIVE FOREST LOGGING
Dr READ (Brunswick) (13:43): It is a sad reality of our time to read every week of another climate
catastrophe, but we must not become paralysed by sadness, especially when there is something we can
do. For the past week fires across the Amazon basin have captured our attention. These fires will
worsen global warming in two ways: first, decades worth of carbon stored in the forest is rapidly
turning into greenhouse gas; and second, we are losing much of the planet’s lungs. These trees turn
carbon dioxide into oxygen. So it is easy to feel paralysed, and it is so far away.
Fortunately our state government could help. Most of our native forest logging is for paper, but we
actually get most of our paper from plantations here in Victoria, which produce more than enough
woodchips to export. We simply need to supply our paper from the plantations we already have. We
can stop native forest logging quite quickly by retooling timber mills and transitioning workers into
plantations. I have seen VicForests logging in Kinglake, Toolangi and particularly the Rubicon Valley,
and it resembles the logging seen in the Amazon. Stopping this in Victoria is easier than putting out
fires in the Amazon, and it will show the Brazilian government that we care about our forests and the
quolls, gliders and owls, and that we care enough to protect them.
CHRISTOPHER DAVID O’NEILL
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (13:45): I rise to commemorate the life of Christopher David
O’Neill—or as we knew him, David—and offer my sincere condolences to his wife, Marilyn, his
children, Kate and Ben, and all his family. I met David two years ago at the Glen Waverley ALP
branch, and David was a proud Labor man and a dedicated member of our party. What I immediately
noticed about David was that he was a man of detail. The words he used were always chosen
thoughtfully and deliberately. He was very passionate about our planet, the environment and the world
we are leaving behind for the next generation. I will fondly remember his assistance during my
campaign to win Mount Waverley, even at a time when his health was not the best.
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Although David has now left us, those of us who did know him are no doubt better off for doing so.
In the words of his daughter, Kate:
David was a Labour man for life due to their commitment to the things he valued—education, social justice
and the environment with a particular focus on climate action through cleaner energy renewables. He wanted
to leave this world a more peaceful and greener planet for his children and grandchildren.

I hope we, as a party and a movement, can continue to honour David’s passion in a way that would
make him proud. He will be missed. Vale, David O’Neill.
CITY OF KINGSTON BEACH ROAD TREE-PLANTING
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (13:46): I continue to be amazed by the powerful ability and
willingness of the Sandringham district community and its members to work together to protect the
safety and amenity of our neighbourhoods. After no community consultation and in spite of
widespread and sustained community outcry, Kingston council proposed to plant coastal banksias on
nature strips along Beach Road, starting from the intersection of Charman Road in Cheltenham and
heading in the direction of Mordialloc. The planting of trees along such a significant stretch of road
posed an immediate and significant danger to the safety of residents, motorists and pedestrians alike,
as coastal banksias can grow to a height of 15 metres and a girth of 6 metres.
I am pleased to report that the community has had a win. Last month Cr Geoff Gledhill successfully
moved a council motion to withdraw Kingston council’s tree-planting project. I commend and thank
Cr Gledhill, together with local residents including Mark and Leonie Tyquin and Cat and Tony
McLeod, for taking a leadership role in our community on this matter.
MENTONE LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL
Mr ROWSWELL: With more than 5000 primary and secondary students attending schools in and
around the Mentone precinct, I ask that the Minister for Transport Infrastructure seek to install
temporary traffic signals near the intersection of Como Parade and Warrigal Road for the duration of
the level crossing works. It is vital that students are afforded every possible safety consideration for
the duration of these works.
YAN YEAN ELECTORATE SPORTS
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (13:47): I wish to commend the Diamond Creek Women’s Football Club
on their on-field success. Melbourne’s north is the cradle of AFLW, especially the Diamond Creek
Women’s Football Club, which has given many current star players their start. As a proud sponsor I
wish the seniors well this Sunday in the grand final against the Victoria University Western Spurs after
a fabulous preliminary final victory against great rival Darebin last weekend. Well done to other teams,
especially the three that contested grand finals last weekend, with the under-14 girls Red team
victorious and the under-18 girls and under-16 girls Red being valiant in defeat.
I wish to commend the Diamond Creek Football and Netball Club on its on-field success. It seniors
have snuck into the grand final, and last weekend in the junior grand finals we saw the under-14 Red
valiantly go down and also a narrow victory for the under-12 Green.
I wish to commend the Laurimar Football Club on its on-field success. The seniors narrowly missed
out on getting into a grand final this weekend but made a great fist in division 3. Their women also
narrowly missed out on getting into the grand final, but also we saw the under-13 Blues valiant in defeat
in the grand final against Montmorency, and Laurimar Teal were stiff losing in under-13— (Time
expired)
WAGE THEFT FORUMS
Mr HALSE (Ringwood) (13:49): Every single worker deserves a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s
work. That is why our government has committed to making the underpayment of wages a criminal
offence in the state of Victoria. Our proposed wage theft laws will see employers who deliberately
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withhold wages or other employee entitlements face significant fines and the prospect of up to 10 years
jail. On the path to this important reform we are conducting wage theft forums across Victoria, and it
was my pleasure to recently chair the first consultation with my good friend the member for Northcote.
As she notes, all workers deserve to be paid on time and in full. In listening to the stories of workers,
it is clear that wage theft is an all too common phenomenon within our community. Too many workers
are being deliberately underpaid or being misclassified or denied sick leave or other legal entitlements.
Disturbingly many workers are facing the threat of being fired or reported to immigration services if
they speak up in pursuit of fairness. It is too often young workers, migrant workers or insecure workers
who are the victims of wage theft. But I am very happy to report there are plenty of young members
of our community who are standing up, voicing their concerns and demanding what is rightfully theirs.
In particular I would like to acknowledge and thank one of my constituents, Renee McCarthy, who
has so publicly taken up this fight against wage theft, as she has spoken out in the media about her
experiences of wage theft at Subway.
OLYMPIC VILLAGE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (13:51): I would like to acknowledge and thank Olympic Village
Primary School and in particular principal Cresten Pearce and school council president Margaret
Phillips for hosting both the Premier and me on Wednesday in touring the $6 million redevelopment
of Olympic Village Primary School. It is quite apt as we head to the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games next
year that at the place in West Heidelberg, Olympic Village, where we hosted athletes back in 1956,
we are building a brand-new primary school which will open in September next month. This is really
important. It will cater for up to 175 students. We have got the funds there to also do the landscaping
and knock down the old buildings. It is going to be a fantastic space for the West Heidelberg
community, particularly Olympic Village, and I am very pleased with the leadership of both Margaret
Phillips and Cresten Pearce and the parents community there.
SIMON MCMILLAN
Mr CARBINES: I also wanted to acknowledge Simon McMillan, who has retired as chief
executive officer of Banyule City Council after a 20-year career, including 12 as the CEO. He is
moving across to the City of Whitehorse as the chief executive. Both as a local councillor in Banyule
when we appointed Simon as chief executive and also as a local MP I know he has been a fantastic
advocate for the community. He has huge respect and is well regarded not only by the 1000 staff who
work at Banyule but right across the community. He goes with our best wishes and thanks. We know
he will continue to make a great contribution to the City of Whitehorse.
MARIBYRNONG PARK FOOTBALL CLUB
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (13:52): Sunday was a special day for the Maribyrnong Park Football
Club, with the Marby Lions under-11 boys defeating the Ascot Vale Panthers by 1 point in extra time
to claim Maribyrnong Park Football Club’s only flag for the 2019 season. The team has been so
incredibly fortunate to have such strong support off the field. A big shout-out to coach Ryan Mistry;
assistant coach Adrian McDonald, otherwise known as Egg; runner Ryan Holland; and team manager
Dave Stevenson. Congratulations to the players: no. 1, George Smith; no. 2, Archie Hester; no. 3,
Liam Marshall-Pearson; no. 4, Lenny Grillo; no. 5, Alec Augustes; no. 6, Ari Hinrichs; no. 7, Sam
Ahrens; no. 8, Adam Nasarczyk; no. 9, Dash Mistry; no. 10, Hamish McDonald; no. 11, Tyler
Ferguson; no. 12, Zach Beever; no. 14, Max Dolence; no. 15, Darcy Leydin; no. 19, Lachie Atchison;
no. 20, Joseph O’Dell; no. 21, James Mulgrew; no. 23, Otis Wood; no. 24, Jack Wallis; no. 43, Luke
Stephenson; no. 44, Hunter Holland; and no. 91, Ryder Holland. I do want to single out Ryan and Egg,
who have shown incredible leadership in bringing together a group of young boys and turning them
into a champion team. It has been no easy task, but these guys have taught the boys so much more
than how to play football. They have taught the boys discipline, fairness and courage, all while
maintaining a great sense of humour. Go Marby!
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FLEMINGTON WORKS PROJECT
Mr PEARSON: Finally, I was delighted to be briefed last week by Moonee Valley City Council
on the Flemington Works project. This outstanding initiative has resulted in 88 employment outcomes
for the participants— (Time expired)
SARCOMA AWARENESS MONTH
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (13:54): Last month was Sarcoma Awareness Month, but for hundreds
who will be diagnosed with this rare cancer this year the impact will ripple across much more than just
a month. Sarcoma is a rare, unique and complex cancer arising from the bone, cartilage or soft tissues.
The campaign calls on all Victorians to go yellow anywhere for Sarcoma awareness. Personally I have
seen the incredible Julijana fight sarcoma into remission after being diagnosed in 2016. Her spirit
through this journey has been phenomenal and inspirational to us all. Jules is now volunteering her
time at the Australia New Zealand Sarcoma Association and working extremely hard to raise
awareness about sarcoma. Jules, we are all incredibly proud of you.
SUNBURY ELECTORATE SPORTS FACILITIES
Mr J BULL: I did have the wonderful opportunity last Thursday night to join a number of local
clubs—Sunbury Lions juniors and seniors, Sunbury Kangaroos seniors and juniors, Sunbury Cricket
Club, Ashfield Cricket Club, Sunbury Little Athletics, Sunbury and District Obedience Dog Club,
Sunbury fire brigade and Sunbury Angling Club as well as the Sunbury United Football Club, Sunbury
United Rugby Club, Sunbury United Cricket Club and Sunbury United Sporting Club—to discuss two
significant upgrades, at Eric Boardman Memorial Reserve and at Langama Park in Sunbury. These
were both commitments in the budget and I am really excited to get on and deliver those commitments.
FREDERICK AND THEODORE BERETTA
Ms HUTCHINS (Sydenham) (13:55): With the indulgence of the house I would like to
congratulate the arrival of my new grandbabies, twin boys born just a couple of weeks ago. Frederick
Benjamin and Theodore Stephen, who were born at 30 weeks, are doing very, very well with the
support of their mum and dad. Congratulations to Maddy and Ben.
Bills
LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms HENNESSY:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (13:56): I rise to speak on the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Amendment Bill 2019. I would like to say from the outset that the opposition will not be
opposing this bill. I would like to make some comments about the importance of the harmonisation of
laws, which is really what this bill does, particularly looking at different jurisdictions—in this case
looking at bringing Western Australia into the fold working with the other states and territories to
ensure that there is a more uniform regulatory scheme and also that there are some cost savings and
greater ease for many of those that use the legal profession and of course the legal profession itself.
The purpose of the bill is to amend the principal act, the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application
Act 2014, in relation to the membership requirements for the Legal Services Council and the
Admissions Committee and to validate certain actions carried out or meant to be carried out by the
Victorian legal services commissioner and the Victorian Legal Services Board and courts or tribunals.
The attorneys-general of Victoria, New South Wales and Western Australia have agreed to amend the
principal act, as set out in part 2 of this bill, in order to facilitate Western Australia’s entry into the
uniform law scheme. This is very important because it ensures that by having Western Australia
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involved there will be an increase in the number of lawyers in terms of legal services across legal
practitioners. It will move it from what was 70 per cent. The harmonisation will increase the regulation
of legal professions to about 75 per cent. By doing that, it will cut the costs of red tape, create a single
system to govern legal practices and also promote informed consumer choice and some consumer
protection measures which I will talk about shortly.
The amendments in part 2 of the bill provide flexibility in the scheme’s governance arrangements so
that they can accommodate the entry of additional jurisdictions to the uniform law scheme in the
future. So it is also, again, opening up that possibility for others to be involved in this too. The Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill provides for a uniform regulatory scheme for
the legal profession. Western Australia wishes to join the scheme, as I said. The current governance
arrangements of the scheme reflect the fact that when the scheme commenced there were only two
participating jurisdictions.
I would like to say that there is a fair bit of history in this. In fact the uniform law derived from work
that was undertaken originally under the auspices of the Council of Australian Governments from 2009
to 2011. It was certainly supported by the commonwealth at that stage. A former member and then
Attorney-General, Robert Clark, was very involved and instrumental in this work being done. It aimed,
as I said, to deliver harmonised regulation of the legal profession across the states and territories. Really
a lot of the work that COAG does is to try to see where there are opportunities to leverage work and
cohesion between the states; to avoid duplication, repetition and costs; to make it easy for consumers.
That is the kind of thing that those at COAG discuss. Obviously in this particular instance back in 2009,
it was initially raised and supported by the commonwealth to look at going forward. Of course, the two
states that took that up were Victoria and New South Wales. A number of changes have been made
since that period. I also acknowledge the former Attorney-General, the Minister for Jobs, Innovation
and Trade, who is at the table, who also progressed that since that period as well. There has been a fair
bit of work on this and it is important to get this stuff right.
Back then the uniform law looked at simplifying and standardising regulatory obligations and cutting
red tape for law firms. You can imagine what that is if you have law firms operating across
jurisdictions. I know that the member for Ovens Valley will be making a contribution shortly. He has
cross-border situations. There are places like Yarrawonga and Mulwala, where you have two areas
literally across a bridge from each other. Many law firms would be operating and trying to represent
people from different jurisdictions. Doing something like this does harmonise the law, cut red tape so
effectively you will not have somebody who is dealing in a cross-border situation or in multiple
businesses or franchises having to seek different law firms to represent each of the jurisdictions. It will
be harmonised and this will certainly make it a lot easier.
That is certainly a very important part of the bill. I note that when New South Wales and Victoria first
got involved in this it represented about three-quarters of Australia’s legal practitioners, and it was a
significant majority of Australian law firms that allowed them as part of this cohesion to bring people
together in the harmonisation of the practices between the various jurisdictions. It is critical in terms
of development when law firms are facing certainly increased competition from overseas and you
have got some big firms coming in, so again you have the ability for some of the law firms that want
to operate in different states and across states to do that and also to go into emerging markets. I know
that the Law Institute of Victoria has been supportive of this. It is commonsense legislation. It is
something that, as I say, will allow Western Australia to participate in the uniform law scheme and
allow entry for other jurisdictions into the future.
Interestingly enough, back in 2013 there was a joint press release put out by the Honourable Greg
Smith, who was the Attorney-General of New South Wales at the time, and Robert Clark, who was
the Attorney-General for Victoria. It did go into some of the details that I have mentioned here today:
again, the importance of the uniform scheme; the common legal services market across the
jurisdictions; the fact that together Victoria and New South Wales were representing three-quarters of
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the market and also that the scheme had originated at COAG and had been a long time coming; that
the New South Wales Attorney-General was pleased that the agreement was signed; and that the
agreement would be great news for both consumers and lawyers alike.
It is not often that you get consumers and lawyers agreeing that it is going to be good news. Certainly
anyone who uses a lawyer’s services will always say that they are paying a lot more above the odds
than they should be and will always complain and whinge, and lawyers will certainly have their fair
share of complaints as well. When you have something that is going to benefit both, that is certainly
good news.
The statement did go on as well to talk about what it meant for Victoria, and Robert Clark said:
The changes to the scheme negotiated between Victoria and NSW mean the scheme will have much lower
costs and provide far greater autonomy for each jurisdiction in how their local regulators are structured.
However, at the same time the uniform scheme means that lawyers and clients in NSW and Victoria will
operate under a single seamless set of laws, rules and policies.

It was the then Attorney-General, Robert Clark, who made that statement with the then AttorneyGeneral of New South Wales, which was really the starting point in the harmonisation of these laws.
We have certainly moved on since then. As I said, the former Attorney-General, the member for
Keysborough, then advanced this a bit further in steps towards a national legal scheme. The former
Attorney-General back in 2015 looked at how lawyers and their clients could begin to see the benefits
of reduced red tape, greater interstate consistency and improved consumer protections. So there has
certainly been a lot of support from the legal fraternity for this change, and it does open the door in
terms of making it easier for consumers.
I will just go through some of the ideas around the legal profession’s uniform law. Moves commenced
in 2015 towards a national law for the legal profession. There were important steps in working towards
that. The law looks at having a common market for legal services across the jurisdictions. One of the
objectives is interstate consistency in the law applying to Australia’s legal profession. You do not want
to be in a situation where you are running businesses or you have got different investments—people
who have shared trusts will have other different arrangements; they may have a trust arrangement,
which a lawyer looks after—that cover a number of jurisdictions. You want to make it simple; you
want them to be able to manage this. So interstate consistency in the law is really important.
The objectives should ensure legal practitioners are competent and maintain high ethical and
professional standards. Being able to have this harmonious relationship across jurisdictions is very,
very important. Another objective is to enhance the protection of clients and the public. That is always
paramount. We talk a lot in this Parliament about how we can ensure that consumers are protected and
the public is protected, and if we can learn about that from different jurisdictions, then that will always
be a very, very important part of our role here as members of Parliament. Another objective is to
empower clients to make informed choices about legal options, which is great, because I know it is a
very, very hard decision in anyone’s life to choose a lawyer in certain situations. Most of the time
when you are choosing a lawyer you are not doing it in a celebratory moment; it is often at a difficult
time. Often these situations are very, very complex and you are looking for advice. You want to be
able to ensure that the legal fraternity have the best knowledge that is available to them and are able
to learn and reflect on what is happening in some of the other jurisdictions. So that is really important
as well. Having a co-regulatory framework with an appropriate level of independence for the legal
profession is, again, really important. This is about cooperation, but you also want to have the
independence of the legal profession and also of the jurisdictions and how they operate. As I said
before, cross-border activities are very, very important as well in relation to all of this.
I just want to touch on some of the benefits to the consumers, because I think they are really
important—they are paramount in all of this. Clients of lawyers, and consumers, will have the same
protections, rights and remedies on the Victorian-New South Wales borders and now in WA. There
are obligations to promote communication with clients and help in disputes. The types of things we
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are saying as part of this is that legal costs should be fair and reasonable and that legal practices must
avoid unnecessary delay that results in increased costs. So costs are paramount, and that is stated to
ensure that the harmonisation does not affect them and that they are fair and reasonable all the way
through. Again, if you are having to engage a different lawyer in a different jurisdiction because of the
different laws, that would automatically make it very difficult to manage not only your affairs but also
the costs of managing those affairs.
A law practice must provide an estimate of the total legal costs and information that enables their
clients to make informed choices about the costs. This ensures that when you engage a lawyer,
information is provided so you know exactly what you are going to be up for, so that nothing is kept
from you and so there is transparency wherever possible when dealing with legal practices.
There are new low-cost ways to resolve complaints and cost disputes. I do note that there is a lot of
talk about innovation. It is a very important aspect that we talk about for a whole lot of areas, and the
legal profession is no exception to this. It is about whether you have a paperless trail or if you are able
to use technology or online forms that basically populate and change things between different
jurisdictions. That is a really good opportunity to streamline processes, to cut costs and to do things in
a very, very different way. Even managing records centrally and not having them across
jurisdictions—all of those kinds of things are really important. I remember years back when you would
be purchasing property or shares or managing shared property titles and all those kinds of things, it
was very, very hard to even find the old paperwork that you may have once had. But this now enables
a paperless way to manage that.
Something else that is very important is access to pro bono legal services, and that is improved with
more flexible practising entitlements and the creation of a low-cost volunteer’s practising certificate.
This is really, really important to the most vulnerable in our community and ensures that that system
does apply and that the most vulnerable are looked after when it comes to these issues. So the uniform
law does talk about that. It talks about cost agreements between the various areas. It talks certainly in
terms of being able to cover all of that. It does talk about, as I say, the efficiency of lowering the cost of
delivery. There are things mentioned that deal with cost disclosure forms when the estimated legal costs
are not likely to be more than $3000 before disbursements and GST are added. These forms are meant
to be available in user-friendly formats and able to be shared across jurisdictions.
The bill talks about trusts and trust accounts and again uniform law in being able to manage trust
money and trust accounts. Most requirements are the same as those applied in different areas. This
again ensures that law practices are required to have their trust records examined in a more harmonious
way. The external examiner is required to give a written report. It looks at the trust year in New South
Wales and Victoria, which ends on 31 March. The examiner must lodge their reports by 31 May for
the year; it brings the reporting time into line with that as well. As I say, community legal services
who engage in legal practice for or on behalf of services are bound by the uniform law and uniform
rules. That is all very important.
Corporate and government lawyers are also covered off in ensuring they hold a practice certificate.
This applies to government lawyers in New South Wales and Victoria and now in other jurisdictions
as well. Again this is about paperwork and red tape—being able to cut paperwork and red tape as part
of all of that is very, very important to streamline things and to make it easier and more cost-effective
in terms of running this.
This uniform law is an important change. It is something that, as I said, is not a new thing because we
have seen it operating very effectively between the jurisdictions of Victoria and New South Wales, so
bringing Western Australia into the field here is a very, very important step and a move in the right
direction. It opens the door to allow others that would like to be involved in this as well, because there
are many times when situations may not just apply in one jurisdiction. There are many complexities
when it comes to the law to simplify it, to learn from others and to learn what has been really effective
for others, and how that works and how that could apply in our situation to make what is already a
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very, very complex and very hard to understand system streamlined and simpler to understand and
simpler for people to work through will ensure there is transparency, ultimately and most importantly
for the consumer.
As I said earlier, we always talk about what should be paramount in our decision-making process in
our laws here and also to ensure that the legal system works better. That is what this bill is really about,
and that is why we certainly do not have any major opposition to what has been put before us today.
Very proudly a former Attorney-General, Robert Clark, drove a lot of this work with the federal
Parliament when he was the Attorney-General. It started back around 2010. It was certainly discussed
around that period, and we saw a lot of things come to fruition from around 2009–10, and ultimately
to a statement that we saw drafted in 2013 between the New South Wales and Victorian jurisdictions
when they took it forward.
On that basis, and certainly on the contribution I have made today, we will not be opposing the bill. It
is certainly a step in the right direction in ensuring we get the legal systems working closer together,
streamlining their operations and ultimately getting the best deal for Victorian taxpayers and consumers.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:17): I am delighted to make a contribution on the Legal Profession
Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. It is a fairly straightforward bill, as the member for
Caulfield indicated in his contribution.
It is interesting that we have come a long way as a nation and as a commonwealth. In preparing for
this bill I was drawn to the fact that besides the merits of the bill about having harmonisation and a
greater focus on uniformity when it comes to ensuring there is a uniform set of standards for the way
in which lawyers conduct their profession in our country, it is interesting that Western Australia is in
this case somewhat of an early adopter. That is in contrast to the way in which Western Australia
positioned itself in relation to joining the commonwealth because, Acting Speaker, as you may note
in the constitution, Western Australia is absent from the preface of this most august document because
Western Australia had not decided whether it would join the commonwealth when the document was
originally drafted. I think this may in part be due to the fact that self-government arrived very late in
the piece in Western Australia. While Victoria separated very early from the colony of New South
Wales in 1851 and then sought fairly quickly thereafter to establish self-government here through both
this place and the other place, in terms of Western Australia—and I appreciate of course that Western
Australia was settled after Victoria—petitions were sought for representative elections to be held for
some of the positions in the Western Australian Legislative Council in 1865 and 1869. These were not
granted until 1870, but the Governor still maintained a veto on legislation. In fact it was not until 1887
that a new constitution, including the right of self-governance, was drafted and the House of Commons
passed that legislation in 1890.
So when you think about it 1890 was not that long before the great conversations and discussions that
were being held around federation. Indeed I did not know this, but in preparing for this bill I learned
that many people in Western Australia actually opposed joining the commonwealth. Indeed it was
only because of the number of people from the east coast of Australia who were actually working on
the goldfields around Kalgoorlie and who were firmly in favour of joining the federation, and when
they were confronted with the notion of the prospect—or the very distinct possibility—that Western
Australia would not join, they formed their own secessionist movement called the colony of Auralia.
They sought to secede Auralia from Western Australia, and that prompted the Western Australian
government to support Western Australia joining the commonwealth rather late in the piece. I think
there was a vote on this matter in the 1890s. Most people from Perth opposed joining the
commonwealth.
Indeed if you look over the course of Western Australia they have had a series of secessionist
movements. It was at the height of the Great Depression that the Nationalist government sought a
mandate and also ran a referendum to secede from the commonwealth because they were concerned
about the tariff regime and the impact that was having on wheat sales—because in the Great
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Depression Western Australia’s primary form of income came from wheat exports as opposed to iron
ore as we know it. In actual fact what transpired was that the people overwhelmingly voted in favour
of seceding from the commonwealth, but they elected a Labor government that was strongly opposed
to secession. As a consequence of that those matters died. It was actually Sir James Mitchell’s
government, a Nationalist government, that sought to do that. So you have this curious notion where
a government seeks to be re-elected and it is running a referendum to secede from the commonwealth
and the referendum is voted on and approved but the government is defeated.
Of course this has not been the most recent secessionist movement. I understand that Lang Hancock in
1974 also sought to run a secessionist movement and actually had a candidate who sought election to
the Senate—a Mr Don Thomas, who unfortunately, or fortunately as the case may be, was not elected
to the Senate. Having said that, of course the 1974 Senate election did have a profound influence on the
outcome of the dismissal of the Whitlam government on Remembrance Day in 1975, so perhaps
Mr Thomas may well have supported the rights of a popularly elected government on the floor of the
house and may not have sought to block and frustrate the agenda of the Whitlam government.
So we have come a long way. It is interesting, and I do appreciate the house’s indulgence while I had
that rather discursive traipse through the history of Western Australia, including the fact that they are
now an outlier in a positive way in terms of embracing this outstanding bill. I am pleased that they
have joined us because the reality is that there are very large legal practices operating out of Perth.
Perth, I think, would probably have the third largest number of legal firms after Queensland, and I
think that is indicative of and reflective of the size of the Western Australian economy and the role
that mining and exploration play in relation to the fortunes of that state and indeed in relation to the
fact of their proximity to Asia.
It is important that you have a uniform set of rules for the way in which lawyers practise, and I think
that this is indeed beneficial. It is particularly important when you think about the ease with which
people can move from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and the fact that so many Australians will spend time
working overseas. It does seem rather a curious anachronism that you have got to have different
standards for the way in which people are registered to practise law. Of course the statutes of Victoria
are different to other jurisdictions in Australia—for example, the Duties Act 2000. I understand that
people who study the Duties Act are a peculiar breed of people; indeed they are quite indigenous to
the states in which they operate, because duties in Victoria are levied in a different way and under a
different legislative and regulatory regime compared to other states. As a case in point, you would not
want to hold yourself out as an expert on the Duties Act in Victoria and then set up shop in, say, South
Australia, where they would have a different regime in place. Having said that, ensuring that people
have a similar method of compulsory professional development training and making sure that they
have got some broad benchmarks which are in alignment I think is important because the way in which
law is practised in Australia now is far more permeable than it was in earlier times. You have got
instances where there are common jurisdictions, as we have seen with the rise of the Federal Court
and the fact that Canberra is taking a greater role in terms of the overview and the dispensation of
justice in Victoria than was previously the case, so having that level of harmonisation across
jurisdictions is important.
I welcome the fact that Western Australia has been an early adopter in joining Victoria and New South
Wales. I would envisage that having the three jurisdictions combining probably will bring enough
pressure to bear on other jurisdictions to also support the legislation and to ensure that we have got a
common pattern of arrangements in terms of the way in which the legal profession is properly
administered. I think that is a very good thing. If we can find efficiencies by reducing the regulatory
burden, I think that is important and very beneficial. So it is wonderful to see that Western Australia
has got on board and got behind us and supported this legislation. I look forward to the passage not
only of this bill but the state Parliament of Western Australia passing reciprocal legislation, because
where you have got that harmonisation, where you have got the reduction in regulatory burden, I think
that can be only a very good thing when it comes to these matters. I commend the bill to the house.
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Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (14:27): I am delighted to rise and make a contribution on the
Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. As you have heard from the
member for Caulfield, we will not be opposing this bill. We know the purpose of this measure is
primarily to amend the principal act of the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014 in
relation to the membership requirements of the Legal Services Council and Admissions Committee
and to amend the principal act. The second part of this is to validate certain actions carried out or
purported to be carried out by the Victorian legal services commissioner, the Victorian Legal Services
Board and the courts or tribunals.
I turn to the main provisions. Basically this bill is about, as the member for Caulfield and the member
for Essendon have said, the Victorian, New South Wales and Western Australian attorneys-general
having come together and agreed to amend the principal act set out in part 2 of this bill in order to
facilitate Western Australia’s entry to the uniform law scheme. The amendments in part 2 of the bill
provide flexibility in the scheme’s governance arrangements so that additional jurisdictions can be
accommodated into the uniform law scheme in the future.
When the scheme commenced there were only two participating jurisdictions, those being Victoria
and New South Wales. That was on 1 July 2015. The Legal Profession Uniform Law Application
Act 2014 provides for consistency and obviously uniform regulatory schemes among various
jurisdictions. Now Western Australia have decided to join the scheme, and so changes are required to
the principal act to allow this relatively straightforward process to happen. This is a reform that will
allow Western Australia to participate in the uniform law scheme, but it will also pave the way for
future jurisdictions that may want to join in the future, which in my opinion is highly likely.
In terms of background, uniform law began from a COAG agreement back in 2009. This is when the
commonwealth supported and wanted to deliver a more harmonised approach to regulation. As my
electorate is an example of a border electorate, any uniformity across industry or steps towards
uniformity, whether it be the legal profession, plumbing or taxidrivers, is a great step forward. I can
give countless examples of relatively simple but silly cross-border issues, which make doing business
in cross-border communities very difficult. As I alluded to earlier, taxidrivers are a perfect example.
When you hold a valid Victorian drivers licence, you have to have a Victorian licence. Now, half of
your employees may come from across the river. That is very impractical, because if they live in
Mulwala or Barooga or in the communities of Yarrawonga and Cobram, well, they cannot be
employed because they might hold a New South Wales drivers licence. They are pretty impractical,
some of these cross-border issues. Again, as we talk about this bill, it is about harmonising laws and
regulations between states, particularly cross-border states. When we look at the bridges of Cobram
and Yarrawonga, in terms of coming across there to work in employment, whether you are from New
South Wales going one way or from Victoria going the other, it is not like it is Checkpoint Charlie
across the bridge. It is ridiculous laws like that that make it very difficult and expensive for our
communities to do business.
Back on the bill, since the withdrawal of the other states and territories, Victoria and New South Wales
have made a range of changes. So the previously proposed reform package to simplify its
administration was a good step forward, and substantially reducing regulatory costs is another fine
step forward. The cutting of red tape for law firms and simplifying and standardising regulatory
obligations at the same time still provides for a significant degree of local involvement, which is
obviously important. The consistency should be greater, and therefore consumers of legal services will
also be the beneficiaries of this consistency and it helps with the transparency as well.
Victoria and New South Wales combined have nearly 70 per cent of Australian legal practitioners and
they have also a very high proportion of Australian law firms. The uniform law is a major step on the
road to national uniformity within the Australian legal system. When Western Australia adopts
uniform law, that number will increase to nearly 75 per cent of Australian law professionals. We want
to make sure our legal services and professions are more transparent, and making more uniform law
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will assist this to make it open and better understood, not just within the legal profession but with the
consumer who engages the legal profession. With an increase in international competition looking to
expand into our market, these changes are important for businesses in both Victoria and New South
Wales, and obviously Western Australia is joining this group.
To go one step further, as I was saying about the taxis a moment ago and the absurdity and
impracticality we have and that we struggle with in border towns, I was talking to a school bus driver
just recently, and the school bus driver said that he used to have a New South Wales heavy duty licence
and a Victorian one. Thankfully we now have a national heavy duty licence, so he only has one. He
still needs to have a working with children check in Victoria and a working with children check in
New South Wales. The other absurdity is when the bus stops to pick up students in New South Wales,
the lights blink one way, and in Victoria the regulations say that the lights need to blink a different
way. So he has a switch that he needs to turn on when he drives over and crosses that bridge. As I said,
it is not Checkpoint Charlie.
It is absurd some of the costs that have to go through for businesses and some of these regulations
between Victoria and New South Wales. So any time that we are changing laws or reforming laws
that make things more across the board I am certainly very keen to assist there. As I said, the cost and
the impractical nature of many of these rules and regulations are absurd. So when a bill comes up like
this and tries to reduce red tape and provide uniformity, I am always pleased to make a contribution.
I am pleased it was the coalition government in 2013—Robert Clark—who led this charge with New
South Wales. It began this process as Victoria and New South Wales signed up to a uniform scheme.
It is pleasing to see Labor follow suit and to assist this process that we started to expand now to other
states—although not a border state, nonetheless another Australian state—and that will help streamline
consistency and transparency in this place.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (14:34): It is my pleasure to rise and speak on the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019, which is very important legislation, and
I welcome the opposition’s support. Indeed this is an area of law and an area of reform that has had
heaps of twists and turns, ups and downs, and lots of consultation. I can remember when the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Bill was first introduced back in 2013. I think Mr Baillieu said
at the time you could build a house with the bill and it would be a well-insulated house, because that
had been the level of consultation and the work that had gone into it. The member for Essendon
outlined in his unique contribution some of the history of the legislation, as did the lead speaker from
the opposition, the member for Caulfield, and indeed the member for Ovens Valley.
I think with this piece of legislation—really, almost since the time of Federation—these sorts of
debates on uniformity, regulation and harmonisation of laws in Australia have indeed occupied the
minds of premiers and prime ministers, attorneys and ministers for many, many hours. This piece of
legislation, yes, it did essentially come into effect under a former attorney, the member for Box Hill,
but indeed it was also the previous Attorney-General, the member for Keysborough, who did an
enormous amount of work in trying to bring other jurisdictions to the table. This piece of legislation
will facilitate the introduction of Western Australia participating in the national uniform law, where
Victoria is the host jurisdiction.
I think you could go back to the mid-1990s, and when I was doing a little bit of research for this bill I
came across an article actually out of the New South Wales Bar Association. It was a good article,
well written by David Robertson. He spoke about really the genesis, going right back to the 1990s,
and you could probably say that even the then Victorian Attorney-General—she may have been the
first female Attorney-General—Jan Wade, probably even had a role in this. I know my predecessor,
the Honourable Rob Hulls, member for Niddrie, certainly was a strong proponent of it. Indeed on
harmonisation, I think everyone agrees—and you see the opposition has signalled its intention to
support this legislation—that in today’s day and age, in the 21st century, it just makes sense: the
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internationalisation of law, the globalisation of law firms. Indeed, whether it be controversial or not,
law firms are now on stock exchanges not only in Australia but in New York and other places, and
that has been a very significant development.
I think this piece of legislation has been described as more evolutionary than revolutionary—dealing
with those themes of harmonisation and co-regulation to essentially increase the competition for the
provision of legal services by creating a national market, but also ensuring co-regulation and
independent non-regulatory bodies have an important role to play. I declare I have been a member of
the Law Institute of Victoria for many years and I find their journal articles, research and contributions
to debate in Victoria to be very important. This uniform law does intend to simplify regulations across
state borders and to also protect consumers. Victoria and New South Wales have had the law in place
for approximately five years, and now the Attorney-General in Western Australia, John Quigley, has
signalled their intention to join it. As Victoria is the host jurisdiction, it now passes the legislation
facilitating Western Australia’s entry. This is an important move because it means 75 per cent of all
practising lawyers in Australia will now be under the same regulation.
That is important as we go forward dealing with law degrees, practising certificates, professional legal
training, disclosure and trust accounts. All those little pieces of what could be described in some
respects as important, but also as bureaucratic red tape, will be minimised and harmonised, and it will
be a better framework for us all.
I do want to pay tribute to the current Attorney-General for her work in bringing this legislation
forward. I think she probably summed it up very well when she said, back in February 2019, that a
seamless legal market would deliver time and cost savings to consumers and the legal profession. She
noted that:
In the 21st century, people work across borders and it makes sense for lawyers to operate under the same rule
book …

That is essentially what this legislation does. I also, though, want to acknowledge other stakeholders as
well, including the Law Institute of Victoria. I know in one of the journals I had back in 2014—which is
timely because this is when the member for Box Hill was bringing in the first tranche of the legislation—
there was a cover story on the journal, ‘A uniform to fit everyone: national professional law reform
explained’. It was written by Nahum Mushin, then an adjunct professor of law at Monash University. In
the issue of the Law Institute Journal, the author acknowledged the groundbreaking legislation but also,
more importantly, why it needed to occur. I think he is very apt in his words. He said:
There are those who decry the creation of a national profession. This article does not propound that view.
Nevertheless, it will be evident that the achievement of that worthy aim is at the price of a complicated and
somewhat convoluted piece of legislation … It is to be hoped that the creation of the structure for
administration of the act and the enactment of the inevitably large volume of rules on many topics will assist
with comprehension of this most important policy objective.

If I could go back to the beginning of my contribution and quote former Premier Ted Baillieu, he said
you could build a house with this legislation, and it would be a well-insulated house. But I think we
should also bear in mind the fact that Victoria, New South Wales and Western Australia have signed
up. There appear to be some signals that other jurisdictions are having a good look, and I know in
other states that other law societies and councils are also doing what they need to do. I would hope
that other jurisdictions would sign up over the coming years.
This is a significant day, really, for the legal profession. I had the pleasure of representing in 2016 the
member for Keysborough at a meeting of the Council of Attorneys-General in New Zealand, and the
issue of the uniform law came up. Gabrielle Upton was the Attorney-General in New South Wales at
the time, and it was essentially just she and I that were on board with the legislation, and the other
states were quite, to be honest, intractable. There were other issues like the redress scheme and firearms
laws that were occupying our meeting, but this was very much essentially a hard rock to push down
the road. I do want to congratulate our Attorney-General, the New South Wales Attorney-General and
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also the Attorney-General in WA for actually getting to this unique milestone and having Western
Australia join the national profession.
It is important legislation. As I said earlier, it is evolutionary rather than revolutionary, and it will
continue to evolve as we have more states sign up to it. It is a step in the right direction. I commend
all the stakeholders. I also acknowledge that this reform means that WA needs and warrants a seat at
the table in relation to the legal profession and its regulation, and that the Legal Services Council,
which is the peak body under the uniform law scheme, will be supported in ensuring that changes are
made to the scheme’s governance arrangements so that its membership is expanded to accommodate
Western Australia’s desire to be represented.
This is a step in the right direction for the legal profession, and this piece of legislation will continue
to evolve. It will continue to be evolutionary, and it does put the legal profession—and indeed 75 per
cent of the lawyers in Australia—under its domain. It is no small piece of reform. It is very significant,
and the Attorneys-General in WA, New South Wales and indeed Victoria, as the host jurisdiction in
particular, are to be congratulated, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (14:44): I rise with delight to also speak on the Legal Profession
Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. It is a bit of a mouthful, but it is a very important
bill, and we should take our time with it. This amendment exists to introduce Western Australia into
the pre-existing intergovernmental agreement, which created a regulation system for the legal
profession in Victoria and New South Wales. Western Australia, as we know, is the home of our
Margaret River wine region as well as many other great regions and has produced talents from Eskimo
Joe to the late Heath Ledger. I believe INXS did a lot of work in their younger years in Perth—so
thank you for that, Western Australia. They mine everything from iron ore to natural gas and even
sodium chloride, would you believe.
On 1 July 2015 the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014 commenced operation. The
law unified the regulation of the legal profession between Victoria and New South Wales. Now, it is
worth pointing out that Victoria is the host jurisdiction in this agreement, and we are responsible for
passing amendments to this legislation. Noting this, I am reminded of another unification between
Victoria and New South Wales, in 1982. It was then that the South Melbourne Swans went north and
became the Sydney Swans, and this led to our national football league, which we all now know as the
AFL, being born in 1990. The year after there was a little grand final between Hawthorn and Geelong.
Acting Speaker Carbines, I do not have to remind you who won that one.
In much the same way as this regulation of our legal profession, our AFL is also governed from the
great state of Victoria, and all of the rule changes come from our state. So in that regard can I just say
that the 6-6-6 rule this year I am okay with—I think that is all right—but for the record I am not quite
sure about the changes to the runners. So maybe we can revisit that one, Gill. Some five years later, in
1987, we saw a club from Western Australia join the AFL, and like in this bill today our states became
closer. With liberty, I also make mention that while my beloved Hawks did not quite make the finals
this year they did give a good account of themselves against West Coast on the weekend, so upwards
and onwards for the Hawks.
This amendment will mean there is unification between Victoria, New South Wales and Western
Australia in relation to our legal system and the regulation of that, with Victoria acting as the host
jurisdiction, as I said. To ensure representation of all participating states the total number of members
sitting on the Legal Services Council will increase from five to seven. Representation of each state
through at least one member of the Legal Services Council is ensured, and the removal of the preexisting seven-member limit on the Admissions Committee is also amended, so its composition will
therefore allow for future states to be included without that having to be changed. The bill also ensures
the composition includes a former or current Supreme Court judge from each participating jurisdiction.
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Bringing Western Australia in as a next step will create significant benefits for the legal industry and
consumers alike, who are covered by the uniform law scheme. The legal profession in Victoria does
not cease to exist in other states as you cross the border as lawyers are often required to operate across
our nation’s states and territories, yet previously each state had its own set of regulations—until
2015—and now Western Australia does. So the uniform regulation aims to ensure a more streamlined
and simplified process for our legal system, which is already working efficiently between Victoria and
New South Wales. Hopefully we will soon see all states and territories joining under one uniform law
scheme. The benefits of this legal services market would be great to see countrywide.
Most of us will be consumers of legal services in our lives, from managing affairs, buying and selling
homes, writing wills and assigning powers of attorney, but if unfortunately you need a lawyer for a
more serious matter, lawyers are there for when things go wrong. In my district of Mount Waverley
my constituents regularly access our local community legal centre, Eastern Community Legal Centre.
They assist community members through family violence proceedings, family law, disputes and
fines—so a shout-out to them for doing their good work.
It is important to note that the intent of this legislation is to enshrine consumer protection for users of
our legal system across the jurisdictions. The Legal Services Council have highlighted two main areas
of the benefits of this uniform law. These include the benefits for consumers and the benefits for legal
practitioners. So it is about consumer protection, and consumers will have the same protections, rights
and remedies across Victoria, New South Wales and Western Australia. These new obligations for
Western Australians, as Victorians and New South Wales lawyers and consumers already enjoy, are
ensuring fair and reasonable legal costs; avoiding practices which cause unnecessary delay resulting
in increased costs; up-front transparency of the estimated total legal costs and sharing of information
with clients, ensuring they make an informed choice with knowledge of costs and legal options;
ensuring the principals of law practices are responsible for the legal costs charged; and new introduced
low-cost ways to resolve complaints and cost disputes with law practices.
‘But won’t someone think of the lawyers?’, you are asking me. I am sure you are. Poor lawyers. For
them this framework will make things simpler, including seamless uniform regulatory standards across
all three states with a single cost agreement and identical back-office systems and precedents; the
creation of a simple standard costs disclosure form for practitioners to ensure they are meeting their
disclosure obligations, specifically in matters under $3000; and preserved independence of the legal
profession through the direct contributions to this bill from the Law Council of Australia and the
Australian Bar Association. And it is worth giving a big shout-out to the Victorian Bar association,
which did a lot of work for the original bill in 2014–15 and ongoing. I am sure the New South Wales
Bar Association did too, and I think the Western Australian one is probably in the middle of it and
working on it—and good on them.
With the introduction of Western Australia into our system, 75 per cent of all lawyers practising in
Australia will be doing so under the same regulation, and this makes sense, obviously. Recently I took
my family up to Palm Cove and had a great time in Queensland. I used the same currency, I used the
same bank card, I drove on the same side of the road, and I did this because we are all in the same
country. And yet if I had needed a legal system in some way, shape or form, the Queensland system
is not in this uniform system. Hopefully sometime soon it will be.
Minister Carroll has already quoted the Attorney-General, and I will not do so again, but this seamless
legal market between the three states will deliver time and cost savings to consumers, and that is a
very good thing. The bill also ensures clarity surrounding the Victorian legal services commissioner’s
role as the responsible entity for continuing complaints and investigations. To paraphrase a lawyer we
all know and respect, Dennis Denuto:
In summing up … it’s justice, it’s law, it’s the vibe and, no, that’s it, it’s the vibe. I rest my case.
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But frivolity aside, I think when we watch The Castle what we see is Mr Kerrigan, the everyman who
has a belief that the legal system is going to work for him and save his house, and although Dennis did
not quite get it right, he sort of did get the vibe of it. This bill that we have in front of us today gets us
closer to a nationwide uniform legal system, and the legal system in its uniform state is about consumer
protections, which makes all of the Mr Kerrigans in this world that little bit safer. On this basis I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr MAAS (Narre Warren South) (14:54): It gives me great pleasure to rise to speak on the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. It is always a tough gig to get up and
speak after the member for Mount Waverley. We thank him for his unique and sometimes entertaining
contribution, but I can say at the outset that there will not be any quotes from Dennis Denuto or any
AFL state comparisons either. As I said, it does give me great pleasure, not only as a former practising
lawyer in the great state of Victoria but also as a member of a Labor government that is continuing the
reform work and indeed the commonsense work of predecessor Labor governments in trying to bring
together in a very uniform way the professional rules and regulations that govern solicitors across state
jurisdictions.
We have heard a bit about Robert Clark, but I would also like to acknowledge a former AttorneyGeneral, Rob Hulls, who, together with others, began this design work with very good intentions, where
states would come into a system of regulatory reform for the legal fraternity, whether that was decided
at the time the bill was passed or at a later date. I would also note the work of another former AttorneyGeneral, the member for Keysborough, and what he has done in getting the bill to this point as well.
Our federation was based on the premise that the states would deliver critical services but operate in a
cohesive and coherent way—a harmonised way. It was also based on the fact that we are far better as
a nation when we do act as one nation with a common set of laws, and this bill continues the facilitation
of that notion. But thus far Victoria and New South Wales are the only two states which are part of
this uniform scheme for the regulation of lawyers, and I am very pleased that this government has
been able to secure Western Australia’s participation in the scheme now and congratulate the current
Attorney-General for her work in that space too. This is a major achievement and means that around
three-quarters of all practising lawyers in the country will be under the same regulation, and this makes
sense on many fronts.
While I chose to work for a small local firm, there are many lawyers who work as specialists in their
fields and work for the large national firms that require the ability to practise across borders, often at
short notice, and it just makes sense for lawyers to operate under the same rule book. You would think
that seamless regulation across state jurisdictions would help cut out the red tape of bureaucracy and
maintain a high standard of practice, as well as deliver time and cost savings to consumers and the
legal profession.
To secure WA’s participation, changes need to be made to the scheme’s governance arrangements to
reflect the increase in membership and to respond to Western Australia’s desire to ensure that it is
represented in these governance arrangements. The bill will also affirm the role of the Victorian legal
services commissioner as the entity responsible for managing complaints against legal practitioners.
The Victorian legal services commissioner is a key part of Victoria’s framework for regulation of the
legal profession. Legislatively, confirming the validity of the Victorian legal services commissioner’s
actions in respect of complaints or investigations commenced under the Legal Profession Act 2004 is
important to protect consumers of legal services from lawyers who might engage in professional
misconduct, and ensure the continuity and validity of Victoria’s regulatory scheme for the legal
profession.
The bill therefore has two primary objectives. It will amend the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Act 2014, also known as the application act, to, firstly, facilitate Western Australia’s entry
to the uniform scheme for legal profession regulation provided for by the uniform law scheme; and,
secondly, to correct a drafting error relating to the jurisdiction of the Victorian legal services
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commissioner in respect of conduct that had occurred before the act commenced on 1 July 2015. It
was intended that the commissioner have the ability to determine the outcomes prior to this date too.
In terms of facilitating Western Australia’s entry to the uniform law scheme, this bill will amend the
application act by: increasing the total number of members of the Legal Services Council from five
members to seven; providing that at all times at least one member of the Legal Services Council is
drawn from each participating jurisdiction; and removing the current seven-member limit on the size
of the admissions committee and amending its composition so that it includes a current or former
Supreme Court judge from each participating jurisdiction.
Consultation is always a key component when it comes to amendments to laws that affect a wide range
of professionals. In this respect peak legal professional associations, namely the Law Council of
Australia and the Australian Bar Association, were consulted on the proposed changes to the
governance arrangements under the uniform law scheme, and both organisations were supportive of
the proposed changes. I also understand the Law Institute of Victoria was supportive of these changes
too. Further, the Legal Services Council has been provided with a copy of the relevant provisions of
the bill, and they too did not raise any concerns with it. The Victorian legal services commissioner has
also been provided with a complete version of the bill, and their comments have been taken into
consideration with the final draft.
The Western Australian Attorney-General issued a media release in relation to the signing of the
intergovernmental agreement on 28 February and the path forward for them in joining New South
Wales and Victoria from 1 July 2020, and that is a good thing. By way of explanation, the uniform
law scheme is underpinned by an intergovernmental agreement between the participating jurisdictions
to enact uniform legal professional legislation to establish a common approach to regulating legal
services. Victoria and New South Wales entered into the original intergovernmental agreement in
2013. Earlier this year Victoria, New South Wales and Western Australia entered into a revised version
of that intergovernmental agreement to facilitate Western Australia’s entry to the uniform law scheme.
Victoria is the host jurisdiction for this uniform law scheme, and as such, these amendments—those
in the bill before us—need to be made to the application act.
Many law firms are now national law firms and operate across state boundaries. Many of these national
firms have offices not only throughout major cities but throughout the suburbs and regional Victoria
as well. There are greater numbers of lawyers coming out of our law schools too. The law is an
important component in how people manage their affairs, whether it be for business needs,
conveyancing needs, wills and estate needs, powers of attorney or even access to criminal law advice.
There are our community legal centres as well, as has already been mentioned, who help many, many
Victorians each year on a range of legal matters, including family violence proceedings, family law
disputes and fines. At its core this bill will expand the benefits of this scheme for Victorian legal
practitioners and law practices by harmonising regulation in another jurisdiction as well, that being
Western Australia. The bill will further reduce the barriers to interstate legal practice for Victorian
legal practitioners should they wish or need to practise in New South Wales or Western Australia. So
it is for the reasons detailed that I commend the bill to the house, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (15:03): It is pleasing to follow the member for Narre Warren South,
who declared his past background as a lawyer. I can only humbly declare that I am married to a lawyer,
and unlike some it is in trademarks, patents and copyrights, so we cover a diverse field on this side of
the house—not just industrial law but many other aspects of the law that we have an empathy and
understanding of through our own work or the work of those closest to us.
It is in that context in particular that I was pleased to hear the member for Narre Warren South,
probably given his background, touch on another aspect in particular of the Legal Profession Uniform
Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. That is particularly in the context as it applies to the Victorian
legal services commissioner (VLSC). I just want to touch on that in particular because it did pique my
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interest, I suppose, in the bill and the amendments before the house. I will quote some of the context
around the bill:
As the entity responsible for managing complaints against legal practitioners, the VLSC is a key part of
Victoria’s framework for regulation of the legal profession. Legislatively confirming the validity of the
VLSC’s actions in respect of complaints or investigations commenced under the Legal Profession Act is
important to protect consumers of legal services from lawyers who engage in professional misconduct, and
ensure the continuity and validity of Victoria’s regulatory scheme for the legal profession.

Some of those matters are potentially at risk. There was some doubt there around particular appeals
on those matters, so there is a drafting error particularly being picked up in the amendments before the
house.
Of course the VLSC, amongst its work, assists consumers in the community when it comes to legal
costs and bills, the quality of the service provider to individuals and handles complaints about the
conduct and behaviour of legal practitioners. This is really significant because most of us in the course
of our lives will come into contact with the legal profession, not necessarily because of difficulties
particularly but sometimes through property purchases, or it may well be to do with probate and wills
and estates. There are a number of different matters that draw us into the legal framework, and for
many people in the community, particularly vulnerable people, having an understanding of their rights
and obligations when they are dealing with professional people, whether that be in the law or in other
professions, can be daunting and difficult, particularly I think when you are talking about legal costs.
Another aspect of course is compensation claims and the fidelity fund, which is also a key aspect of
what the VLSC oversees and manages. That allows for clients who have lost funds or property held
in trust by a lawyer, clerk or barrister to draw on the fidelity fund where cases have been determined
in that way. There are many examples sadly where we have seen victims of the scheme—
Members interjecting.
Mr CARBINES: If members are not careful, I would be prepared to start again.
Can I say that it is important of course that those processes are made available to consumers who are
often under pressure and often not necessarily across all of the details of the rights and responsibilities
of lawyers. They feel that, in focusing on the matters most important to them, the legal practitioners,
by the oath that they swear, have obligations to put the best interests of their client first. Of course
most do, but there are these fallbacks—such as the work that the VLSC is able to provide, and that
also includes time limits for people to make complaints about itemised bills of up to either 30 days or
60 days for lump-sum bills—if you want to question or query those bills and requested payments.
The VLSC provide a really critical role for consumers of legal services and accountability in the legal
profession about the services that they provide, and so it is very important to make sure that, in drafting
legislation—particularly the amendment in the bill before us—if there is doubt that undermines the
capacity for the VLSC decisions to be appealed or questioned, the Parliament seeks to deal with that
and give greater confidence and support to the VLSC in its work to maintain accountability in the legal
profession and justice for consumers and people in the community where that is needed, particularly
around confusion and accountability around legal costs and bills, the quality of services provided and
of course complaints and conduct about behaviour.
So there are some very significant broader elements about the work of the VLSC. Clearly they have
been consulted on these matters, and I just want to commend them for their work and the great
advocacy and comfort they provide to consumers of legal services. For many people the impartiality,
accountability and transparency that that organisation provides is critical for those who come to these
matters as laypeople seeking redress and support, sometimes in the most vulnerable periods of their
lives. They often can find that the legal experience can be a Byzantine one. For many people, to know
that there are those backups to support them is very important.
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I would also like to touch on in a broader legal context the work of the community legal service—the
West Heidelberg Community Legal Service, which is auspiced by Banyule Community Health these
days. Its patron is a former Premier, John Cain, a constituent in my Ivanhoe electorate, and I certainly
always take the opportunity—as you would know, Speaker—to commend the legal service on its work
in many of the discussions that we have, particularly around issues of public housing and the rights
and advocacy for people in my community, and certainly through Fines Victoria and other
organisations. The advocacy that they provide to constituents in my electorate but also many positive
programs in the Indigenous community is significant, as is their oversight and the communication and
advice that they provide back to me and to the government around some of our legislation and perhaps
unintended consequences. But they are providing, I think, a real insight into the way in which we
govern and how that affects people on the ground in my community. I want to thank them for their
contribution and work.
The broader points have largely been made by previous speakers on the nub of this bill as it applies to
the uniform law, which of course harmonises the regulations of the legal profession across
participating jurisdictions, with the aim of reducing the regulatory burden and improving the
experience of consumers and legal services. Having Western Australia join the uniform law scheme
will expand the benefits of the scheme for Victorian legal practitioners and law practices by
harmonising regulation in another jurisdiction and reducing barriers to interstate legal practice.
Clearly a lot of legal practices would also have relationships and work internationally. There is a lot
of not so much barriers, but expertise and work that goes into what is a much smaller world than it
used to be. To continually, as we have seen, and hopefully evolve in our federal system of government,
the opportunities to continue to streamline but still ensure that there is accountability in the way in
which regulatory burden is—well, we try to reduce it, we try to provide greater harmonisation across
many of the ministerial council meetings across portfolios. We see that certainly in the areas where I
get to support the work of the Minister for Health and the Minister for Disability, Ageing and Carers,
and again in other areas in terms of cross-border issues not only funded for access to services but also
the accountability that is held on practitioners.
I think that again this is a further example of modernisation not only of the law but also in providing
greater opportunities to work through various jurisdictions to harmonise regulations in the legal
profession, not only across the jurisdictions of the consumers of these legal services but certainly in
providing great opportunities for practitioners across the states—not yet the territories, but certainly
across the states in Australia.
So I certainly commend the Attorney-General and those who have gone before her in this place who
have clearly worked hard to see this through to fruition. No doubt there is a process across ministerial
council meetings and others to continue, outside of the day-to-day challenges that we face, to make
sure that we look in a cooperative federalism way at how our law can better reflect our national
standards and national understanding of the way in which we want to serve not only the community
but the people who do the work—the practitioners. On that basis I commend the bill to the house.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (15:14): It is great to rise to speak on the Legal Profession
Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2019 and follow the member for Carbines—
Members interjecting.
Mr RICHARDSON: The member for Ivanhoe! They nearly tried to call time on him at
3½ minutes, but it was a great contribution, and I particularly agree with his reflections on legal
community services, which I might get to during my contribution.
We have quite a few people—more than we normally have—in the Parliament for a bill debate. People
are pretty excited on this side about this uniform law bill. They are up and about. The member for
Caulfield is in here representing the opposition. He made a good contribution on this front, but we
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have got over 10 members, and a few more will be contributing to this, because it is an important bill
in the legal profession.
The member for Mount Waverley made a great reference to Dennis Denuto. As a law graduate out of
the wonderful Deakin University—
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr RICHARDSON: Yes, member for Macedon, they let some of us through. Some are a bit
disparaging of the legal degree these days and say it is an arts degree on steroids. I take great offence
at that. I think it is a very good degree, and the law faculty of Deakin University down at Waurn Ponds
and now on the waterfront do an incredible job and run a wonderful course in our state. But the
reference to Dennis Denuto by the member for Mount Waverley was not lost on me because I never
went through to practice like the member for Narre Warren South. Maybe that just shows that they do
not let anyone in, they do not admit anyone to practice. I ran out of time to go on, finding my way into
this place. What dawned on me during my studies were the technicalities in this space across
jurisdictions. It makes perfect sense to try to harmonise the technicalities in our legal system across
our states and territories. Interestingly, a few years ago the consultancy firm Urbis put together a census
on the number of lawyers across Australia, and it was back a couple of years ago—
Ms Thomas: Too many!
Mr RICHARDSON: The member for Macedon says, ‘Too many’. Well, that is up for debate.
That might be another contribution.
Mr Pearson: Bit harsh!
Mr RICHARDSON: A bit harsh—that is a harsh call. There were just under 72 000 a couple of
years back, and it was growing at a rate over those five years of 24 per cent, probably showing the
more technical nature of how we interact as communities and also the evolution of social media and
technicalities in that space and how technological advancement in our economies and our businesses
means that our legal community is called on far more for their advice and their rigour to ensure
compliance across our state and across our nation. So in that census and in those numbers 42 per cent
were from New South Wales and 25 per cent were from Victoria. They had similar growth projections
as well—23 per cent growth across those jurisdictions. Western Australia was 8 per cent of the legal
profession but has seen a 34 per cent growth as well, maybe interconnected with the mining boom and
other advances and the expansion of the population in WA.
Uniforming these laws and bringing Western Australia in is really critical and will see 75 per cent,
three out of four, lawyers covered by the Legal Profession Uniform Law, which is really important.
Of course it should not be lost on anyone that Victoria is the host jurisdiction, like the great state of
Victoria is the host of the AFL Grand Final. We will not be giving that up. That means these changes
will have an instantaneous effect on New South Wales. So while you, Speaker, being a great
Collingwood fan, are happy that Collingwood got a home final and Geelong got done over, I think
that Victoria being the host jurisdiction is really important because it shows how in other areas Victoria
has been the lead in legal reforms across the state and our nation. When we look at big legal
transformations in the prevention of family violence space, when we think of the big legal
transformations that will come from the Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System as
well, as the most progressive state and the most progressive on reforms, Victoria leads the way, so it
is appropriate in that space as well. So we will welcome Western Australia into the Legal Profession
Uniform Law once this bill passes.
I wanted to also touch on a couple of things around the work of the Victorian legal services
commissioner and the importance of ensuring integrity in our interactions with the legal community
across the board, and of course with one in four lawyers coming from the Victorian jurisdiction as
well, indeed nationally the confidence in our legal system. In a past life when I was an electorate
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officer and adviser for the federal member for Isaacs, Mark Dreyfus, it was really interesting
interacting in the humanitarian space and the visa space for migration and humanitarian law. We found
that it was quite interesting during that time. You would find quite vulnerable people who were
interacting with legal advisers or representatives and had the need to ensure that all their interactions
were supported and protected and governed by the commissioner. That interaction, I think, is really
critical, because my experience during that time was that there were cases where people were not
getting cost agreements or notifications. You would ask people, ‘Well, what’s the information that’s
being provided by your lawyer who is representing you in Victoria for an application? What’s that
information? What compliance? What are they providing you?’, and to know that some of that
information they were entitled to and should have had was lacking was really telling. So the
importance of the commissioner in any setting in making sure that that compliance and those issues
are supported is really critical to the overall integrity and support of our legal profession.
I think we would all, as members of Parliament or as advisers in our previous lives, be able to have a
sense of a particular issue where people interact with the legal professions and are entitled to that
information that might be lacking. I think that is really important—the reforms and the work of the
legal services commissioner as well. I note as well that in this bill there is basically a tidying up of
their jurisdiction with current matters on foot to ensure that provisions that apply to them in terms of
their power and their jurisdiction are clarified to ensure the regulatory scheme for the Victorian legal
profession and for the protections available to consumers and legal services.
I think this is also an opportunity to give a shout-out to the wonderful people at the community legal
services that support people in my electorate. We have the Peninsula Community Legal Centre, which
does an extraordinary amount of work in the member for Frankston’s electorate and services the
broader south-eastern community, and it also has an outreach once a week in Chelsea in my electorate.
They do an incredible amount of work supporting vulnerable people in our community—indeed
anyone’s first interaction with the legal profession might be through their community legal service.
There is also the great work of the Springvale community legal service as well. I know that the people
there have had significant dealings with government and the work of both the previous AttorneyGeneral and the current Attorney-General and are very appreciative of the support and work provided
by Victoria and the advocacy in this space.
This bill is a practical change. We call on other jurisdictions as well. It is not often that we welcome
the Western Australians over the border. As an Essendon fan, they will welcome the Essendon
Football Club over there very soon, in this next fortnight, but we welcome them. In the spirit of getting
away from the states rather than colonies and looking at it more as a jurisdiction and national
framework, we call on South Australia, Queensland, Tasmania and the territories to come together to
make it easier on the legal profession, to make it more practical for business, for community and for
unions in dealing across states and jurisdictions. When you see the increase in the number of lawyers
coming into the profession, 24 per cent in the last few years, and we see the technicality rising in this
area, to make that easier in terms of the compliance burdens and what confronts businesses and
communities, it makes sense, if you are doing business or unions are representing workers across
multiple jurisdictions, that we ensure that there is a model approach to law and support as well.
In the spirit of welcoming our state colleagues, we welcome Western Australia. If they are tuning in
today and listening, I am sure they are on the edge of their seats as this bill is going through. Come a
fortnight’s time, the Essendon Football Club will be going across the Nullarbor and hopefully taking
out the West Coast Eagles. We will see how we go. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr TAK (Clarinda) (15:24): I am delighted to rise today to speak on the Legal Profession Uniform
Law Application Amendment Bill 2019. This is an important bill that will amend the Legal Profession
Uniform Law Application Act 2014, including schedule 1 to the application act.
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The amendments will essentially serve two major purposes. The first is to facilitate Western
Australia’s entry into the uniform scheme for legal profession regulation provided for by the uniform
law. The second is to correct a drafting error relating to the jurisdiction of the Victorian legal services
commissioner in respect of conduct that occurred before the act commenced on 1 July 2015. These
might seem like procedural amendments to some, but after working as a legal professional for almost
a decade in my previous career before coming to this place, I have come to understand the importance
of having clear and consistent policy and regulations governing the operation of legal professionals,
as well as the policy regarding the admission of legal practitioners. Also, I have come to understand
the important role that the Victorian legal services commissioner plays in developing and maintaining
an independent, impartial and accessible system for managing complaints against legal professionals.
So, as we have heard and we understand as well, the legal profession in Australia is national. Both
clients and lawyers operate across state and territory boundaries, and there is also a vast amount of
commonwealth legislation which governs our everyday lives.
So what is the uniform law scheme? The uniform law scheme is a uniform legislative scheme for the
regulation of the legal profession, and provides for the admission of lawyers. Participating jurisdictions
have passed uniform legal profession legislation, known as the uniform law, which harmonises the
regulation of the legal profession in participating jurisdictions. As mentioned, in Victoria, the uniform
law is schedule 1 to the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014.
The Legal Services Council is the peak regulatory body under the uniform law scheme and is
supported by an admissions committee, which makes uniform rules relating to the admission of
lawyers. At the moment only Victoria and New South Wales are part of the uniform scheme. However,
in February 2019 Victoria and New South Wales signed a new intergovernmental agreement with
Western Australia to formalise Western Australia’s entry into the uniform law scheme. To secure
Western Australia’s participation, changes to the governance of the scheme were agreed to, to reflect
the increase in the membership of the scheme and to respond to Western Australia’s desire to ensure
that it is represented in the governance arrangements. As a previous speaker in this place said, this is
a really positive development because 75 per cent of the practising lawyers in Australia are in Victoria,
New South Wales and Western Australia. So we can have a clear, consistent policy governing
three-quarters of the country’s practising lawyers and the future admission of the majority of
Australia’s new lawyers.
However, to make this happen changes need to be made, which include, firstly, increasing the total
number of members of the Legal Services Council from five to seven; amendments to provide that, at
all times, at least one member of the Legal Services Council is drawn from each participating
jurisdiction; and removing the seven-member limit on the size of the Admissions Committee and
amending its composition so that it includes a current or former Supreme Court judge from each
participating jurisdiction. I am glad to see that this bill is here today to make the necessary
amendments. These changes are good news for practising lawyers, for the community legal centres
which do a fantastic job, and for the clients who use these services in each of our electorates across the
state and across the country.
Moving on to the second major purpose of the bill, the bill also makes an amendment to the application
act to clarify that the Victorian legal services commissioner is the responsible entity for continuing
complaints and investigations commenced under the previous legislation, the Legal Profession Act 2004.
If I recall correctly, the Victorian legal services commissioner was originally established in 2005 under
the Legal Profession Act 2004. Then the functions and powers of the commissioner moved to the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014. The legal services commissioner is a very important
element of our judicial system. The commissioner serves a variety of functions. There are important
educational roles, which involve educating lawyers and also educating the community about legal issues.
But ultimately the commissioner’s core function is to receive and handle complaints about lawyers.
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However, lawyers who are subject to separate disciplinary proceedings have raised a technical
argument that the Victorian legal services commissioner does not have the power to deal with
complaints or investigations that were commenced under the previous legislation because of the
wording of the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014 and regulations. So these
amendments will also close this loophole, which would undermine the regulatory scheme. This is
important to protect consumers of legal services from lawyers who engage in professional misconduct
and to ensure the continuity and validity of Victoria’s regulatory scheme for the legal profession.
As stated, the Victorian legal services commissioner is a key part of the Victorian framework for
regulation of the legal profession. It was clearly intended that the commissioner should have power to
deal with complaints and investigations commenced under the previous legislation, and this bill will
make it clear that the commissioner does indeed have the power to deal with continuing complaints
commenced under the previous legislation and to ensure that the uniform law continues to operate as
intended.
So this is a comprehensive bill, one that addresses two important issues and purposes. There has been
comprehensive consultation that has gone into the development of the bill. The peak legal professional
associations, those being the Law Council of Australia and the Australian Bar Association, were
consulted on the proposed changes to the governance arrangements under the uniform law scheme
and were ultimately supportive. The Legal Services Council has been provided with a copy of the
relevant provisions of the bill and has not raised any concerns, which is good. The Victorian legal
services commissioner has been provided with a complete version of the bill, and its commentary has
been dealt with. Most importantly, the attorneys-general of New South Wales and Western Australia
have advised that they approve the introduction of the bill.
I would also like to commend our Attorney-General for all her hard work on this bill. This is a solid
bill, a bill that makes sense and a bill that will benefit clients and legal professionals in Victoria and
across the country. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (15:32): I rise to speak on the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application
Amendment Bill 2019. I do so as someone admitted as an Australian lawyer and as someone who very
much supports the Legal Profession Uniform Law. This bill amends the 2014 act, which includes the
uniform law, and it does a couple of things. Firstly, it facilitates Western Australia’s entry into the
uniform scheme for legal profession regulation, it corrects a drafting error relating to the jurisdiction
of the Victorian legal services commissioner in respect of complaints and investigations and it
validates previous actions that have been taken in respect of such complaints and investigations.
The uniform law scheme, as we have heard from other speakers today, is a uniform legislative scheme
for the regulation of the legal profession which harmonises the regulation in participating jurisdictions.
The uniform law covers areas such as legal costs, admission to the legal profession, business structure,
licensing, trust money, accounts, the registration of foreign lawyers, disclosure requirements,
professional indemnity insurance, dispute resolution, discipline, complaints and external intervention
in law practices for supervision, management and receivership. The law also established the Legal
Services Council—an admissions committee—and a commissioner for uniform legal services
regulation. In practical terms it can also reduce red tape and procedural burdens that currently exist
when navigating legal practice across different states. One of the objectives provided by the uniform
law is, and I quote:
... to promote the administration of justice and an efficient and effective Australian legal profession, by—
(a) providing and promoting interjurisdictional consistency in the law applying to the Australian legal
profession ...

There is clearly an intent in this scheme that it be adopted across all Australian jurisdictions. However,
to date, as we have heard, only Victoria and New South Wales are participating. This bill extends that
participation to Western Australia, and I hope that more states and territories will follow. I say that
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because, whilst we have a state-based legal system, with courts operating in each state and legal
practitioners admitted in each state, much legal action takes place across state borders. Lawyers may
be dealing with more than one jurisdiction, and whilst they need to be able to navigate jurisdictions as
seamlessly as possible, so should clients have a common expectation and understanding of the
responsibilities of the legal profession. It is also important to note that lawyers are not admitted as
state-based legal professionals; they are admitted as Australian lawyers. When considering this bill, I
re-read my admission certificate. You will have one of these too, Acting Speaker Kilkenny. After a
number of formalities it says:
... This Court Admits her to the legal profession as an Australian Lawyer and as an officer of the said Court
and orders that her name be enrolled by the proper officer of the said Court accordingly.

To me it make sense that the laws regarding the legal profession be uniform across Australia, and this
bill brings another state into that scheme. It should also be noted—as it has been by other speakers—
that attempts to develop this national approach have been a long time coming, from the work of former
Attorney-General Rob Hulls in the Bracks government and the development of the model laws to the
work undertaken by COAG from 2009 to 2011 and the uniform law provisions in the 2014 act. To say
the legal profession is reluctant to change is a massive understatement.
As mentioned above, one of the areas that the uniform law covers is the admission of lawyers. My
experience is a good illustration of how embedded in tradition and past practice the legal profession can
be, even when it is not necessarily practical. I was admitted as a lawyer in 2006, which is not all that long
ago, and the process of admission was something like an episode of The Amazing Race or a treasure hunt.
You had to go trekking around the city, get numerous forms sorted out and of course pay fees in various
places. I just want to give you a snapshot. Acting Speaker, I do not know what your experience was, but
this was pretty bizarre. Bear with me, and I will give you a snapshot of what we did.
First of all, you would advise the Supreme Court and the Board of Examiners for Legal Practitioners
that you intend to apply for admission. This notice of intention must be served in person to the secretary
of the board or his assistant, who are located on level 1 in the old High Court building on Little Bourke
Street, and a copy must also be pinned to the notice board in the ground floor corridor. This notice has
your full name, your residential address, your date of birth, your telephone number and your signature,
most of which is really not appropriate to have pinned on a notice board in a public space. However,
past practice and tradition require this to occur. You then need to contact your university and arrange
for them to send your academic transcript to the secretary of the board by registered mail—you cannot
do this yourself; it must come from the university—and if your name has changed along the way, you
must also have the documents that evidence that change. You then need to arrange for two affidavits
of character from acceptable deponents, as provided in the Legal Practice (Admission) (Amendment)
Rules 2003—so you have got to go and find them. Then you complete your affidavit in support of the
application for admission; attach the affidavits of character, letter of disclosure, name-change
documents and a copy of your degree certificate, with all of the affidavits being sworn and all of your
copies being certified; and file these with the secretary of the board. You then need to ask an Australian
lawyer to move your admission and provide that person with a brief and copies of all the affidavits
and annexures and make sure that whoever is moving your admission is properly attired in a wig,
gown, bar jacket and jabot. I was very pleased that my friend the now member for Scullin, Andrew
Giles, was happy to move my admission and that he was properly attired when he did so.
Then of course there are fees that need to be paid, and this is quite a specific process. The composite
fee must be paid first, and it must be taken to the cash register operator at the counter in the court
registry in Lonsdale Street. It must be made in cash or bank cheque, and the cash register receipt must
be retained. You then must go to the Supreme Court Library in William Street, where you pay the
library fee—again only cash or cheques accepted—and you present the cash register receipt from the
composite fee payment to the librarian. The librarian will retain the original of your board certificate
for admission and will provide you with a photocopy. While you are at the library you have then got
to go to the noticeboard to find the hour of admission that you have been allocated. You then attend
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that ceremony at the Supreme Court, where of course there is another very precise process. I have
somewhat abridged that process; the actual process is a 17-page document of these sometimes
ridiculous steps that need to be taken.
I raise this process firstly because I find it amusing how unnecessarily cumbersome it is, but also to
highlight that this was the process in 2006—not 1986 but 2006. It was a process that was undertaken
because that was tradition and past practice. Pinning your notice of intention for admission on a
noticeboard with all your personal details was just how it was done—but perhaps not the best thing to
do in an age of identity theft. There was really no reason why it needed to be so cumbersome. I am
pleased to say that I checked last night and finally the admission process has been updated and is
online. I do not know the extent to which it has been updated, but certainly the lodgement and the
payments are now done online, so that is a great leap forward. The process could have been simplified,
but this is a real indication that the legal profession moves slowly and is very reluctant to change. I
raise it because it is another example of the procedural requirements that would make much more
sense if they were uniform, given that you are being admitted as an Australian lawyer, not as a
Victorian lawyer.
The uniform laws cover some really important aspects of the legal profession, including costs and
disputes, which also ought to be uniform across the nation. I welcome Western Australia joining the
scheme. I do hope that we see more states and territories adopting the uniform laws. It makes no sense
that either practitioners or clients should have different rules apply to them depending on which state
they are in and in particular where large firms may have operations across states. As I said earlier, this
is a bill that includes Western Australia as a participant in the uniform law scheme. It is something that
will no doubt have benefits to legal practice. If best practice can be adopted by looking at what
efficiencies can be gained and having a cooperative relationship with other states, then no doubt the
beneficiaries will be the legal profession and the clients. I hope that nobody has to do that treasure hunt
or The Amazing Race to get admitted as an Australian lawyer again.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (15:42): Thank you, Acting Speaker Kilkenny, it is fantastic to see
you in the chair this afternoon.
I rise to make a brief contribution on the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment
Bill 2019. I am reliably informed that perhaps it was only the member for Yuroke who had to do that
treasure hunt and that this process might have been online since 2006.
As many members have made contributions I will keep mine brief. From the outset I would like to thank
the Attorney-General and her staff for the fantastic work they do. This bill is obviously about cutting red
tape and making efficiencies where we can in the legal community. Specifically the bill amends the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014, including the Legal Profession Uniform Law, which is
schedule 1 to the application act to facilitate Western Australia’s entry into the uniform scheme for legal
profession regulation provided for by the uniform law, of which Victoria is the host jurisdiction, and to
correct a small drafting error relating to the jurisdiction of the Victorian legal services commissioner
(VLSC) in respect of conduct that occurred before the act commenced on 1 July 2015.
I will put on the record, Acting Speaker, as you well know, that with the Peninsula Community Legal
Centre in Frankston that serves your community as well, you cannot say enough words about their
passion and the amount of work these people do for our community. We have been able to establish a
fines clinic and a family violence duty lawyer, and they are definitely a bunch of people that are
ingrained in our community. They work at the coalface, and they know what we need and what our
community needs, so anything that makes it easier for them to do their job is something that has my
support.
The context of this bill is that the uniform law scheme harmonises the regulation of the legal profession
across participating jurisdictions. The aim of that of course is to reduce regulatory burden and improve
the experience of consumers of legal services. As we have heard, the experience and regulations across
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the nation from state to state do differ somewhat. Having Western Australia join the uniform law
scheme will expand the benefits of the scheme for Victorian legal practitioners and law practices by
harmonising that regulation in another jurisdiction and reducing barriers to interstate legal practice,
and of course we welcome any state into this.
As the entity responsible for managing complaints against legal practitioners, the VLSC is a key part
of Victoria’s framework. Legislatively confirming the validity of VLSC’s actions in respect of
complaints or investigations that they might undertake commenced under the Legal Profession
Act 2004, and it is important to protect consumers of legal services from lawyers who engage in
professional misconduct. There are some fantastic people out there in the legal profession, but there
are always one or two bad apples, and we need to protect Victoria’s community from them. We do
that by ensuring the continuity and validity of Victoria’s regulatory scheme for the legal profession.
We have consulted widely on this bill as a government. The peak legal professional associations, the
Law Council of Australia and the Australian Bar Association, were consulted on the proposed changes
to the governance arrangements under the uniform law scheme and were very supportive. The Legal
Services Council has been provided with a copy of the relevant provisions of the bill and has not raised
any concerns. The Victorian legal services commissioner has been provided with a complete version
of the bill, and its comments have been dealt with.
This bill, as others have already detailed, is one of maintaining efficiencies and cutting red tape. It will
increase the service to the community from the legal profession, because of course they will have to
spend less time translating things across states and jurisdictions and more time actually dealing with
legal issues. That will be good across Victoria for anyone who has legal issues. When people talk
about legal issues often they are just thinking about crime. It does not matter whether you are buying
a house or you are renting. It does not matter whether someone in your family has passed away. The
law is something that you need to work with, and you often need a lawyer to do that. This will ensure
that the process is a lot smoother for our community of Victoria. I look forward to this, and I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (15:47): I move:
That the debate be adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
Business of the house
ORDERS OF THE DAY
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (15:48): I move:
That the consideration of orders of the day, government business, 2 and 3, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
Motions
BUDGET PAPERS 2019–20
Debate resumed on motion of Mr DONNELLAN:
That this house takes note of the 2019–20 budget papers.

Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (15:48): It is my pleasure to make my contribution on the
budget. Can I first and foremost congratulate the Treasurer on the budget. In my contribution I want to
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outline my four portfolios in the justice area of crime prevention, youth justice, corrections and victim
support and also to touch on some of the local investments that the budget delivers for the Niddrie
electorate on the back of our record investment in building the Education State. I am particularly pleased
that we are funding one of my largest secondary colleges, Rosehill Secondary College.
This budget makes a range of key investments in the state of Victoria. Importantly the budget ensures
that as Victoria grows and our 3135 new police officers are rolled out and hit the streets Corrections
Victoria has the infrastructure and resources it needs to keep the community safe. It is why one of the
key cornerstones of this budget is a strong commitment to tackling the causes of crime as well as
reducing reoffending in order to keep people out of the prison system.
I am very pleased that this budget makes certain as we roll out our record investment in Victoria Police
that we know that community safety is more than just building more prison beds. That is why we are
boosting prison programs and investing in education and skills development that lead to jobs. One of
the things I often say is that we are building the Education State and that it is imperative that we build
the Education State through VCE, the Victorian certificate of applied learning and TAFE in both our
youth justice system and our corrections system.
I am very pleased with the investment this budget makes—$1.8 billion—in the corrections system. It
is well-known—and all the evidence shows it—that how you treat someone on the inside of a prison
is generally how they will return on the outside. So this is a once-in-a-generation, unprecedented
demand to futureproof our corrections system, to build on the reforms that we made in our first term
of office, to build the new Chisholm Road facility, but more than that we know through our Victorian
Industry Participation Policy how important that will be for workers and jobs. I am very proud as the
former Minister for Industry and Employment that we are also drawing on the work of G21 in the
Geelong region on opportunities for growth to see what employment opportunities there may be for
members of the community in Colac, Corio, Norlane and Whittington, because we know these
infrastructure projects are driving the state and driving a boom in skills, and they are seeing that our
TAFE sector becomes stronger and stronger.
Acting Speaker Kilkenny, I know you share a passion as a reformer in relation to women prisoners,
and indeed you and I have had some conversations on this very topic. This budget delivers for the first
time ever a $20 million commitment to look at how we target and reform our women’s corrections
system. It builds on the investments we have already made in the Rosewood unit and the Marrmak
unit at the Dame Phyllis Frost Centre. I had the great honour to spend International Women’s Day at
the Dame Phyllis Frost Centre and see the programs and the investment into mental health that we are
making. We all know the profile of women prisoners—I have in front of me the 2015 Ombudsman’s
report—and how they are often the breadwinners of the family, the high rates of their being victims of
family violence and having acquired brain injuries often as a result of that family violence and how
many of them are there for non-violent offences.
But we also know the women’s prison system not only in Victoria but indeed right across Australia is
growing probably faster than it ever has. Four Corners on the ABC did a program on women prisoners
several months ago. I think it is important that Victoria was not highlighted on that program, but it did
go to the heart of some women prisoners in Queensland and New South Wales, where there was
essentially a drug of dependence that led to their offending and the lack of a job. In Victoria we do
have under the Premier’s leadership the ice action task force, the rolling out of additional drug courts—
the Attorney-General is at the forefront of that—but more than that too, the court integrated services
program at the Magistrates Court looks at what wraparound services we can give to people to
essentially tackle that drug of dependence, give them counselling and then get them onto the right path
I know that they are two important levers. I also know as a former employment minister about the
significance of giving them the ability to have a job. There is the Jobs Victoria program, now under
the leadership of Minister Pakula, who is I think going to be a strong advocate in this area and is
already making some strong signals about leveraging government procurement to make sure we can
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do everything we can so that we can give those members of our community that may be touched by
the criminal justice system an uplift and get them into employment. Often it is more than just a job,
particularly for some of the young people in our youth justice system. The job is one opportunity but
often it is the male role model that has been absent from their life that also is there with them during
the working hours of the day, at the lunch break or the smoko, that is there to support and show them
a way forward.
So I am very, very, very pleased with the investments we are making not only with the men’s and
women’s corrections system, but more broadly across the entire corrections system to really put it on
a stable footing as we go forward. We do know that bail reform, parole reform, the rolling out of
protective services officers and the police all do have an impact. The Minister for Police and
Emergency Services is to be congratulated for the work she has done to drive down the crime rate. It
was very pleasing that we actually saw in the latest crime statistics the youth crime rate trending
downwards. Indeed the Crime Statistics Agency in their report did a spotlight on youth crime which
did show that it is going down, but of course we need to be vigilant. The work that we have done under
the former Attorney-General—youth control orders, more wraparound services and getting a wider
range of sentencing options to the courts—I know is a very big, important reform. But also I think our
investments—our $2.4 million in the bail and remand court, trying to get a successful application at
the first hearing to reduce the strain on remand in our prison system and with the Attorney-General’s
support getting funding for Victoria Legal Aid and duty lawyers—are critical.
There is also wraparound case management, accommodation for people receiving drug and alcohol
treatment and the Atrium project which I had the pleasure of launching, a bit like the Judy Lazarus
Transition Centre, that will essentially provide dedicated housing for men and women prisoners
exiting the system. But more than that there are the programs, the level of support and the interventions
to give the former prisoners that ability to try to get onto economic employment and
self-sustainability—living a good life and a law-abiding life at the end of the day.
Often when people talk about crime prevention they talk about the importance of a job and a stable
home. We are rolling out under our government employment brokers. Almost $4 million—I think to
be precise it is about $3.86 million—is going to employment pathway brokers to ensure there will be
education and employment partnerships in a range of sectors across the state, whether it be agriculture,
construction, farming, food or horticulture. So through the work we have done and the investments
we have made in community corrections we can provide employment pathways for prisoners on parole
through these employment brokers. Indeed I was in Geelong recently and met with an employment
broker who is doing some wonderful work, tapping into some of the procurement opportunities,
leveraging off some of the social procurement happening in the Geelong region, and I think that is a
very important step forward.
I am also very keen to make sure, though, that the youth justice system does not become essentially
the middle school for the adult correction system. Recently I had a read of the Sentencing Advisory
Council report titled ‘Crossover Kids’: Vulnerable Children in the Youth Justice System, which is
essentially a report on young kids in child protection that were coming into the youth justice system.
The Sentencing Advisory Council report shows that the earlier you commit crime, the more likely you
are to have a lifetime of crime and engagement with the criminal justice system. But what the report
showed was essentially the trauma and the difficulty of these young people and the family
circumstances of these young people. I caught up with Professor James Ogloff recently, who was one
of the co-authors of our youth justice report, and he asked me if I had learned a second language at
high school, and I said, ‘I did; it was Italian’. And he said, ‘Well, how much Italian do you speak now,
Minister?’. I said, ‘Well, not a real lot’. He said, ‘Well, that’s probably one of the problems. Often you
need a lot more intensive training and support to really get the issue addressed and to address some of
those criminogenic needs’. So I was very happy to sit down with Professor Ogloff. I have done that
on numerous occasions and will continue to do so going forward.
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I also, though, want to commend the Attorney-General for her reform in this area. It is critical as we
progress and go forward to ensure that we have the wraparound services; that we do everything we
can. I also want to commend my parliamentary colleagues, including the Minister for Mental Health.
We know since the deregulation of mental health facilities in the late 1980s, early 1990s, our prison
system, indeed our corrections system, has often become essentially the place where many people with
mental health issues come into interaction. I think having the commission headed up by former
secretary and corrections commissioner Penny Armytage is a very important step forward. I think we
have a wonderful reform period ahead of us in the Department of Justice and Community Safety with
lead minister the Attorney-General; with the police minister; the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation; and the emergency services minister, so I am very much looking
forward to it.
I would like to say that we continue to build the Education State in the Niddrie electorate, importantly
with funding for Rosehill Secondary College, which has long been coming. If I could end with an
email I received from the principal of Rosehill Secondary College earlier this year, where he said:
Just would like to take the opportunity to thank you for you efforts in securing funding for Rosehill. As you
may have heard I am about to retire at the end of August and am currently on Long Service Leave. Arthur
Soumalias is currently acting and is very capable. Keep in mind that our Business Manager is the brains
behind us all and she will be around to see the project through. Perhaps the Technology building can be called
the Rouse-Carroll Tech wing.
I want you to know that as I live in Aberfeldie you will always have my support as I know that you will
always explain the reasoning behind you decisions to me although I may disagree with some. I have supported
you in the community vocally and will continue to do so. You are a home grown politician and in this day of
fly ins this is really important.

I want to acknowledge Peter Rouse on his retirement. He has been an outstanding principal of Rosehill
Secondary College, and he is correct: we did not always get along. We had our issues at times. He was
the first person I called when I delivered $10 million for Essendon Keilor College because I wanted
him to know, essentially as the second biggest school in my electorate, that he was missing out on an
opportunity in that budget. But look what we have now in subsequent budgets. Peter and the school
community kept faith with me. I kept faith with him, and now we are delivering a major multimilliondollar upgrade at Rosehill Secondary College, which was formerly the old Niddrie tech school. Peter
has been instrumental in broadening the curriculum at Rosehill Secondary. It is opposite the school I
went to, St Bernard’s College; indeed I used to walk through it most evenings to get the bus. He is a
local resident. He was passionate and also a great supporter not only of me but of the member for
Essendon when we were dealing with removing the local level crossing. I really want to take this
public opportunity to extend my very best wishes to Peter and his wife, who is also an educator in our
local community, and wish them all the very best.
Before I finish I just want to end with one quote from the famous Irish playwright George Bernard
Shaw. He said, and this is quoted in the Ombudsman’s Investigation into the Rehabilitation and
Reintegration of Prisoners in Victoria:
The first prison I ever saw had inscribed on it CEASE TO DO EVIL: LEARN TO DO WELL; but as the
inscription was on the outside, the prisoners could not read it.

We are going to do well in our prison system. We are going to do everything we can to reform it. We
are going to do everything we can to build the Education State and make sure the Royal Commission
into Victoria’s Mental Health System delivers in some important areas of reform and that people get
every opportunity to live a life of purpose.
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (16:03): I am very,
very delighted to have the opportunity to come and make a contribution to the budget papers take-note
motion before the house. I am also very delighted to have an opportunity to make a somewhat belated
contribution, and I am very grateful that we have all had the opportunity to speak about the budget.
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I wanted to, I suppose, share some reflections on the budget through the prism of what are some of the
most challenging policy dilemmas not just this Parliament but governments all over the world are
confronting. It is, I think, a truism that good public policymakers of all political persuasions genuinely
agree with the proposition that early intervention is one of the critical funding and policy platforms
that governments need to more fulsomely embrace. Whether that is around the health and wellbeing
of babies and children, whether that is around the educational capability of a community and young
people or whether that is around what makes for strong and resilient communities and what makes for
good community safety, the great policy evidence compellingly always argues that early intervention
in respect of babies and young people is what we need to focus on.
Now, that is not necessarily an easy thing for government and organisations to always do well, because
it does take policy ambition; it does take realigning the investment model to the early years in life.
When you are trying to deal with a finite set of resources and debates about where and how those
should be allocated, getting that reoriented in respect of babies and young people is not as simple a
task as rolling it off the tongue in various policy pronouncements might suggest. So I do want to
commend in this budget where I think the government has done that and done that well.
When I reflect upon where that has manifested in my own constituency in Melbourne’s western
suburbs, commencing with things like investment in all of the new parenting centres but certainly for
the City of Wyndham in Melbourne’s west—one of the fastest growing municipalities—and certainly
in seats like mine where there are 69 babies being born a week, parenting centres provide such a critical
resource to support young parents and young babies and children with all of the challenges that we
face not just around crisis settings and intervention but also around trying to teach some of the
sustainable practices when it comes to good mental health for new parents and good behaviours for
toddlers. Certainly both of my children are graduates of the Tweddle sleep school. I needed that
support at different points in their early childhood—I had one that would not sleep as a baby and then
one who became a cot escapee as a two-year-old—and I am a person with every privilege in the world.
The sorts of support that parents need around young babies and toddlers can be seen, I think, in the
fabulous services that are offered by parenting centres.
To have a vision of Victoria where every parent and every child potentially has access to that sort of
support is critical around the development of those babies and children, but it is also critical around
the mental health and wellbeing of mothers, around trying to keep families together when they are
encountering the great demands of parenting young babies and children. We need to ensure that we
mainstream these issues as well, because things like postnatal depression impact not only the wellbeing
of a new mum but also the wellbeing of the baby and the child and indeed the whole family. So I am
incredibly grateful that the pipeline of investment around early parenting centres has commenced in
the western suburbs. I know that organisations like Tweddle and the Queen Elizabeth Centre, which
have done such a spectacular job supporting young families, have been under the pressures of growing
demand and have continued to do their best—but we have got to try and develop a health system and
a social services system where any and every family that needs that help is able to get that help and
get that help in a timely fashion. There is no doubt in my mind that that investment is going to help
support that.
I also want to acknowledge the importance of the investment in respect of three-year-old kinder. When
we look with great jealousy at things like the educational outcomes in countries like Finland and
Singapore, there is a whole range of different reasons. They have got different tax systems and
different social services systems, but one thing they have in common is that they support universal
education at very, very young ages. They do so in a way where they conceive of those that are
supporting babies and children not just as child carers but as early educators. We want to bring that
value through to the way that we fund and train those that are educating babies and young children
and to the provision of making it financially accessible.
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Three-year-old kinder is, again, a very fantastic commitment that has been made. There are some
policy challenges around the delivery of that in terms of infrastructure, particularly in growing
communities, ensuring that we have got the workforce and making sure that we have got the right sorts
of support for people. But that investment is something that I think will inevitably start to change
things like the educational outcomes in our state. Certainly, that again provides another platform in
order to ensure that early educators are able to respond to things like the evidence of early learning
challenges and to ensure that they are also utilised as a part of community building in terms of bringing
people together. Fundamentally, giving children access to the opportunity to learn to socialise and play
is absolutely critical, and the three-year-old kinder commitment that we made before the last election
being delivered in this budget, I think, is an incredibly important outcome. Again, for those of us that
represent growth communities and families that have an absolute need to be able to be better supported
by childcare systems, health systems and education systems, this budget is something that I think really
does deliver on those outcomes. I want to commend the investment in three-year-old kinder and
acknowledge the Minister for Education, Parliamentary Secretary for Early Childhood Education and
indeed the former minister, the current Minister for Health, for the strength of their commitment to
this reform.
Similarly, the broad commitment in education I think is something in this budget that deserves to be
highlighted. Certainly in my own constituency, Altona College has been a P–9 college, and we have
made a commitment to transform that college into a P–12 college, but again, that requires an
investment in infrastructure. It also requires government putting their hand in their pocket to give
parents the certainty of when and how that infrastructure is going to be delivered. Certainly in this
budget there was almost $5 million to be able to do that at the Altona P–9 college. I just want to thank
the leadership of Altona P–9, soon to be P–12, for their resolve and their commitment around the
transformation of that school and to starting to build the kinds of options that will ensure that we are
able to retain young people in the educational system; ensure that those young people are able to fulfil
their ambitions to be the best person that they can be; ensure that we are able to connect them with the
sorts of learning and educational opportunities they need, whether that is around university or
vocational education and training; and ensure that we are doing that in a way that also is cognisant of
what the future workforce demands of our state are going to be.
We know the future workforce demands of our state are clearly in the areas of health and community
services. That is a really significantly growing area, and of course our government is very committed
to supporting things like pipelines into the health sector through the provision of free TAFE and
supporting a well-funded health system—ensuring that we are encouraging young people to be able
to take up those opportunities so they are able to get a well-paying job on one of the many great
infrastructure projects that are being built in this state. So certainly in this budget we saw great
commitment and investment on many of those fronts as well.
I do just briefly want to touch upon some of my portfolio responsibilities and acknowledge the
Minister for Crime Prevention and Minister for Corrections for the really fantastic speech that he gave
about how it is that we transform particularly those that are engaging with the criminal justice system,
to reduce levels of recidivism and to try and support people onto pathways of living full and productive
lives, and to be able to do that without sacrificing community safety. I will not attempt to contest or
repeat any of the things that the Minister for Crime Prevention and Minister for Corrections talked
about, but to emphasise that these things do take investment and they do take money.
One of those investments that is particularly close to my heart is the investment in the provision of
greater support for Aboriginal women leaving our correction facilities. We know that Aboriginal
women, like Aboriginal Victorians generally, are overrepresented in our criminal justice system. But
it is important for those Aboriginal women to be able to go to a place like Djirra, which has been
supported with new funding in this budget to the tune of $2.8 million, if I am to rely upon my memory,
to be able to provide the support for women and their children to be able to get housing, to recognise
the incredible trauma that many in that community have endured and to understand some of the
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particular cultural challenges as to why some members of the Aboriginal community may not go and
access mainstream services that may not understand their particular challenges. Those are the kinds of
investments that can fundamentally make a difference not only in supporting people getting on a road
to a full and productive life but also in making sure that we are able to do that with dignity and decency
as well, and making sure that our commitment to things like self-determination is being treated very,
very seriously.
I am very proud that for the first time the court integrated services program will be expanded to the
County Court jurisdiction. That is a program that until now has only been run in the Magistrates Court.
One of the great challenges that we know that we have in the County Court jurisdiction in managing
people’s addictions to drugs like ice and methamphetamine is making sure that through those
programs we are also getting to the root of the cause of people’s offending, because you simply cannot
beat your chest and pretend that you are tough on crime if you are not prepared to invest in how it is
that we prevent crime occurring in the first place, if you are not prepared to invest in the sorts of things
that will actually circuit-break what is driving that behaviour in the first place. That is how we will
reduce crime and reduce the number of victims, but it also means being prepared to make the sorts of
investments and ensuring that we are up for managing some of those very difficult and challenging
cohorts of the community where their offending is being driven by addictive behaviours and other
manifestations of mental illness.
I have got no doubt many of these issues will be adequately traversed through the context of the Royal
Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System, and I think that that has provided a really
significant and important platform for people, ranging from the acute mental health system and the
community mental health system to the intersection with justice, to the education system and to the
great frustration that many people feel when they themselves or someone they love is dealing with a
mental health challenge. I cannot overstate what I think is the great opportunity that we are going to
be presented with when the royal commission into mental health hands down its recommendations.
From the perspective of the justice system this will present a great opportunity for us to try and circuit
break some of those drivers of crime.
So in winding up, again I would like to acknowledge that this budget starts to reframe the investment
that governments make. Let us not keep investing in the very expensive manifestations of problems
when we do not invest in things like early intervention and early childhood. Let us support babies and
young people and parents. Let us support people who are confronting very difficult challenges in their
life around addiction and mental health. And if we can start to make sure that we are getting that
investment pipeline, we will change people’s lives, we will save government and taxpayers money and
we will ultimately ensure that we are building a strong economy but, more importantly, a strong society
and community by making sure that we have got productive, safe, fulfilled human beings that are able
to live in a productive, vibrant and connected community. I commend the budget to the house.
Mr SCOTT (Preston—Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Veterans) (16:18): It gives me great
pleasure to rise to speak on the 2019–20 budget, which of course has been a process that has engaged
very significant areas of the bureaucracy, particularly in terms of the central agencies such as the
Department of Treasury and Finance. Let me place on the record before making my contribution the
gratitude that I have and that I would hope all members of this house would have for those who work
hard to ensure that our state’s public sector, particularly in terms of the delivery of important areas of
policy like the budget, operates at a level of sophistication and policy advice reflective of the
professionalism and dedication of the workers within the public sector. In particular I thank those in
the Department of Treasury and Finance.
In making my contribution to this debate, this take-note motion on the budget, I would first like to
focus on my local electorate. All of us who are here have the great privilege to represent people who
entrust us with their welfare, and one of the processes through which we as members of Parliament
seek to influence the public discourse is discussions around the budget. I would like to thank all of
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those within my electorate who have raised issues of concern, matters where they believe that public
resources need further investments or better investments or changes of public policy, because it is
through that advocacy that as a member of Parliament I am able to raise with other ministers in the
government issues of concern and issues of need within delivery of public services.
I would like to particularly thank the school communities within my electorate. Many parents give
freely of their time serving on school councils and serving in roles to help their community, and many
of them as well as those who in fact have no official roles raise matters of concern. Their advocacy
has been vital in being able to deliver, as a member of this government and also as a local member of
Parliament, investments into local schools. In my own area there have been significant investments
made in a number of schools, and I will go through those in turn.
Firstly, Preston Primary School received an investment to improve facilities, particularly to deal with
some issues relating to some damage that has been caused by weather at the school. This investment
of $400 000, while not being the most significant investment, I know will alleviate concerns that have
been raised by members of the community and lead to better facilities for the school into the future.
There is also an investment of $3.13 million into Reservoir High School as part of the asbestos safety
program for modular buildings. This is an important investment. Can I just comment on Reservoir
High School. This is a wonderful school that brings together people from a myriad of backgrounds.
There are people who are coming from social and public housing—there is a large contingent of people
living in social and public housing in the East Reservoir community. Reservoir High School is located
on Plenty Road in the eastern part of Reservoir. And there are also people from more professional
backgrounds who also send their children to the school. It is a wonderful mixed community, and there
is a very dedicated school group. There have been some buildings there that both are aged and contain
asbestos, and this investment of $3.13 million will allow for the installation of new architecturally
designed permanent modular buildings, which will do justice by improving the facilities for the
wonderful work that is undertaken at the school to educate kids from a myriad of backgrounds. It is
also a school I was recently lucky enough to visit to witness a school performance, and it is truly a
wonderful and vibrant school community.
There is also an investment in Reservoir Primary School, which is located about 500 metres from
where I live in central Reservoir, and I have to say it is another wonderful school. There are two
investments in fact: a $713 000 investment to replace old buildings containing asbestos, again with
new architecturally designed permanent modular buildings, and a further $379 000 in funding for
planning of the first stage of an upgrade of existing school facilities. The school received an election
commitment of $4.5 million. There are some building needs. While it is one of the wonderful doublebrick, pre World War II school buildings which has a wonderful sense of an educational environment,
there are needs that are attached to those sorts of buildings and there are needs that exist around the
facilities, and there is certainly a need for an investment for what is a growing school population.
There are also very significant investments in my electorate in relation to level crossings. In my own
electorate there is very significant work underway, which includes expenditure over the estimates
period on a level crossing removal at Reservoir railway crossing. But in addition, this budget outlines
the election commitment of the next 25 of the 75 level crossings by 2025, and that includes additional
commitments to level crossings on Cramer Street and Murray Road. To those who know the area,
there is a significant number of streets which have level crossings which are located proximate to each
other, really around Bell Street through to the Preston market, and a decision has been made by the
Minister for Transport Infrastructure in this place to do four—but three contained within my
electorate—of the level crossings simultaneously because of their close proximity. In fact it is quite
difficult not to do them if you are doing Bell Street, which is an earlier commitment. The gradient of
the land means it is a logical thing to remove all of those level crossings. This will be of particular
importance for the community there because these are very busy level crossings. Bell Street is one of
the main arterial roads in the northern suburbs, particularly in terms of access to the market and other
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community facilities at the library, the council offices and the shopping and trading precinct adjacent
to the Preston market. This is a very high volume traffic area.
There are significant areas of employment in fact in that local community, in addition to the school
and TAFE students that use this area, so this will be an important alleviation of congestion and an
improvement to safety through the investment in these level crossings. Level crossing investments are
very important for my community where the Mernda line effectively bisects my electorate, causing
significant traffic delays at level crossings.
I will now turn to my responsibilities which were outlined in PAEC in terms of veterans. I will not go
over all the discussions that we had in the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee but these were
elucidated in those hearings, but I would say—and I note we have the shadow minister, the member
for Gippsland East, at the table—the veterans portfolio is one where there is a strong bipartisan
commitment to the respect and honouring of our veterans. I would pay tribute to people across the
political spectrum for their strong commitment. I have met members of the opposition and members
of the government and in fact from other political parties here at veterans events, and it is something
to witness—particularly when you meet older veterans who have served in previous conflicts and the
honour and respect which they are shown. This budget also invests for veterans and I would say this
government has a very strong commitment to veterans.
The budget includes $7.8 million to support Victorian veterans, including $500 000 over four years to
introduce a weekly last post ceremony at the Shrine of Remembrance; $1 million over four years to
the Vietnam Veterans Association of Australia, Victorian branch, to support members and
acknowledged veterans from that conflict through welfare support; and $480 000 over four years so
all government secondary schools can host a guest speaker from the Vietnam Veterans Association of
Victoria. I had the great pleasure at Preston High School of witnessing a Vietnam veteran providing
that talk and, I have to say, the professionalism and the thought that had gone into the presentation of
that information and the work that has been undertaken by volunteers of the Vietnam Veterans
Association is very deserving of that public investment of support with this funding.
There is also an investment of $200 000 to increase student visitation to the National Vietnam Veterans
Museum and $1 million over four years to veterans in construction to secure work for over
100 veterans across major projects and private sector jobs. I note the former minister, the member for
Lara, is here and I thank the former minister for his work in advocating on behalf of veterans.
There is also a $1.5 million investment over two years to support the expansion of the Centenary of
Anzac Centre. I was recently at a meeting of veterans ministers, a ministerial council meeting in
Canberra from across the commonwealth. The work that has been undertaken at the Centenary of
Anzac Centre in fact is leading, certainly across our nation, in terms of the support it is giving to
veterans and the work that has been undertaken to ensure that veterans who are coming from conflict
and dealing with the often difficult transition to civilian life have the support they need to conduct
themselves fully as citizens living an engaged and productive life in our community. There is also an
investment of $1.3 million over two years to support the commemoration of the 75th anniversary of
the end of the Second World War in 2020.
I would also make some comments in relation to my responsibilities as Assistant Treasurer. While the
Assistant Treasurer’s portfolio is usually not in the headlines, there are very important responsibilities
which relate, for example, to the superannuation benefits paid to public servants and emergency
services workers. In this budget there was funding given to improve the emergency services defined
benefit scheme and to ensure that there is improvement to payments and benefits made under that
scheme to acknowledge the really important legislation which has been through this place—because
it is a statutory scheme and therefore improvements require, in most cases, legislative changes. To
acknowledge the real risks that are taken on behalf of the community, the contribution that is made by
emergency services workers, I think is an important part of how we as a community and certainly the
Labor government seeks to honour the work of emergency services workers.
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The reform package includes the payment of an additional accumulation contribution for members of
the scheme who have attained the maximum benefit multiple, and reforms to allow members to take
roles at reduced salaries without it adversely impacting their accrued superannuation benefit. That is
very important for those who are reaching the end of their career who may wish to retain their work
role but seek to slowly wind down to retirement. At the moment there is a perverse incentive whereby
if they were to do so they would face significant financial penalty in relation to their superannuation.
This deals with that anomaly and will provide greater flexibility, particularly to those who are seeking
to reduce their workload but continue to work, which allows for the benefit of their skills and
experience to be retained within emergency services.
The introduction of a transition-to-retirement pension: since the mid-2000s commonwealth
superannuation laws have been changed to enable superannuation funds to offer transition-to-retirement
pensions, which offer members who have reached their preservation age an opportunity to access their
superannuation benefits prior to completely retiring from the workforce. These changes that are being
made allow those transition-to-retirement pensions to be paid to members of the emergency services
defined benefit scheme.
There is also the introduction of a more flexible arrangement for members on unpaid parental leave
and the increase to death benefits payable to police recruits that do not have dependants. I would note
I have, during the last term, acted as the Minister for Police, and one of the most solemn duties that
anyone in this place can have, and certainly as the acting Minister for Police during that period, was
to attend commemorative events for those members of our police force who have lost their lives in the
service of duty. I think it is a perfectly appropriate thing to do to increase death benefits payable to
police recruits who may at that point not be sworn officers, but at their deaths it is important to ensure
that they have fair and equitable compensatory arrangements. These changes I know have received
strong support across the Parliament, and it is important that we all think in what ways we can honour
the work that is done by those who in many cases, and particularly those in the fire services, ambulance
and police services, risk their safety and wellbeing in order to serve the community.
Also in the budget was funding to be provided to ensure fairer energy regulation, which included
funding to the Essential Services Commission and expansion of the Essential Services Commission’s
enforcement powers. Like many other regulators, there has been a shift in a view of the appropriate
level of regulation, and the view has been taken by the government that is should ensure that the
Essential Services Commission has the enforcement powers to take action—and strong action—
against those who may be behaving in a manner in the energy market adverse to consumers’ interests.
There is also funding for the Essential Services Commission to establish an energy pricing team to set
the Victorian default offer, to grow its energy reform team, to deliver energy retail code reforms and
to increase the size of the compliance and enforcement capacity. There is also the appointment and the
funding of a new commissioner of the Essential Services Commission to focus on compliance within
the energy market and also to establish a team to monitor competitiveness. (Time expired)
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (16:33): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
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Bills
MINERAL RESOURCES (SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT) AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr PALLAS:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Mr R SMITH (Warrandyte) (16:34): I rise to speak on the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Amendment Bill 2019 on behalf of the Liberal and National parties in coalition. I make
note that this bill is pretty much a carbon copy of a bill that was introduced to this chamber in the last
term of the Parliament, one that did not make it to the Council. We see that the government has brought
it back. As the coalition did not oppose it in the last term, the coalition will not be opposing this bill in
its current iteration.
The bill establishes, amongst other things, the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority. It clarifies
rehabilitation, closure and post-closure obligations and also sets up a post-closure fund. The minister
will also be able to apply this new regime to future mines that present a significant risk to public safety,
the environment and infrastructure using an already existing ministerial power to declare mines. It is
worth noting that at present the Latrobe Valley coalmines are the only declared coalmines in Victoria.
The Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority will be established under this legislation on 1 July 2020, and
the new authority will take over the Latrobe Valley rehabilitation commissioner’s current roles with
regard to rehabilitation and the Latrobe Valley regional rehabilitation strategy. The authority will
monitor, maintain and manage registered declared mine land. The authority will register post-closure
declared mine land; may become the owner of registered declared mine land if this is required to
protect the public, infrastructure or the environment; and will also be empowered to perform or
contract any functions arising from its role as a landholder.
Declared mines will be required to have rehabilitation plans that include closure criteria and a postclosure plan, and when a mine is closed, the landowner will be responsible for monitoring and
maintaining the land. A post-closure plan will be registered against the title of the land, and the minister
will have the power to enforce it.
The bill also creates a declared mine fund. The authority will use this fund to meet the costs of
managing declared mine land post-closure, and the criteria for assessing these contributions to the fund
will be set in regulations, which this house is yet to see. The intention is that contributions to the fund
will be used for the rehabilitation of that specific mine in question, and the bill also allows public
comment on the granting and refusal of a licence, the difference being that at present only objections
to these situations are permitted.
The bill allows landholders and mine licence holders to include agreements for non-financial
compensation to be registered in compensation agreements. This will allow greater flexibility for
private landholders. The bill, finally, also allows for prospecting licences to be increased from a term
of five years to seven years.
It is worth noting in the debate the genesis of this bill and the fact that much of what we will be debating
today comes from that terrible mine fire that we saw at Hazelwood back on 9 February 2014, a fire
that dragged on for 45 days and obviously caused great concern to the community down in the Latrobe
Valley. Myself—at the time I was at home. On that particular day we had over 600 fires burning
throughout Victoria. It was probably the worst fire event that we had had since Black Saturday, and
of course there was great concern. I noted at the time that a fire had taken root in the Warrandyte area,
and as a community that had narrowly missed out on being a victim of the Black Saturday fires, my
community managed to avoid the same fate as many communities because of a very timely wind
change. But the dangers coming as a result of those fires—or risks of fire—were certainly ones that
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were very heightened. So when I saw that a fire had taken hold in Warrandyte, it was of course of
great concern to me. Your first reaction as the local member and certainly someone, as many of us are,
embedded in our community is to go down and help. Of course perhaps the members for Gembrook,
Benambra and Scoresby, who have had fire training, might have been of some use, but my use would
have been very limited, so it was important that I stayed away and kept out of the way of those who
were doing their job.
With my role at the time being Minister for Environment and Climate Change, I was conscious not
only of my own community but also that I had responsibility when it came to the monitoring of any
fires that were on public land. In that regard I took it upon myself to get down to the State Control
Centre, where—putting any other commentary aside—our former commissioner for emergency
services, Craig Lapsley, was doing an outstanding job. As I say, putting other commentary aside, it
certainly gave you confidence to see the former commissioner in control, being aware of every danger
and every risk that was being posed across the state and being fully aware of the resources he had at
his command. Having the respect of those who represented Victoria Police, the SES, the CFA and
other agencies at the State Control Centre at the time, Mr Lapsley did an outstanding job. As I said, to
watch him was to understand that the response to that fire was certainly under control.
While I was there, as I said, there was some degree of monitoring of what was going on in the
Warrandyte community, where 73 appliances either came locally or were diverted from a number of
other areas across the state—73 appliances and many, many volunteers and indeed career firefighters
who were there and managed to contain that fire with the loss of just three houses, knowing that if it
had jumped the road, we would have probably lost something in the order of 40 to even 60 houses in
the Warrandyte community. I have commended those who fought that fire in Warrandyte in particular
on many occasions in this house, and it gives me pleasure to be able to do so again.
As I said, there were certainly many other fires going on in the state at the time, and there was a
moment when we realised that there was a fire heading towards the Hazelwood mine—a fire we knew,
if it reached the Hazelwood mine, would cause great concern. I took it on myself at that time to contact
the Minister for Energy and Resources, the former member for Bulleen, Nick Kotsiras, who came in.
I do not even know how he got into the State Control Centre at the speed that he did, but he, like the
rest of us in the State Control Centre at the time, understood the danger if that fire took hold at the
Hazelwood mine. Unfortunately, as history will show, the mine did catch fire from the embers that
came in and burnt deep into the mine wall.
The Labor Party in opposition, obviously for great political opportunism, criticised the response of the
government of the day, but the reality is—and with time gone by—that I commend everyone who was
involved in battling that fire, particularly the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA), which
was under my responsibility at the time again as the environment minister and who were on the ground
immediately. Without making any comment on any other government agencies, the EPA took on a lot
of responsibility at the time for many functions that were probably not theirs. They worked tirelessly,
they worked without break and they worked well into the evenings and into the night on many
occasions. It was a great pleasure of mine some time later to join the chair, Cheryl Batagol, and the
CEO at the time, John Merritt, to award each and every member of the EPA who had worked so hard
down in that area a commendation for the work that they did.
In denigrating the response of the government at the time, the Labor Party in opposition denigrated
every single public servant who had worked so hard for so many hours and without break over that
45-day period to ensure that the community was kept updated, that health issues were dealt with and
that monitoring was done—so many functions that were done by all of the public service down there.
I particularly want to single out the member for Morwell, who again was under some attack by the
opposition of the day. The member for Morwell could not have worked harder at that time. As a
member of cabinet—privileged to be in the cabinet, as some of those opposite are now—there is an
incredible amount of work that goes into coordinating responses across portfolios, across departments
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and across agencies in those circumstances. For those who have been, I guess for want of a better
word, unfortunate enough to be in power when disasters such as fires or indeed floods or other
circumstances befall the state, there is a need to pull together. The member for Morwell was
outstanding. At the times he was not on the phone to relevant ministers or relevant agencies he was in
his community working hard and making sure that they were looked after and that their concerns were
addressed. I have never had greater respect for the member for Morwell than I did in the period of time
over those 45 days. He was a significant advocate for his community across, as I said, all portfolios,
talking to ministers and making sure that they were responding. I think the fact that he has been
returned twice since then is testament to the work that he did at that time.
Once the mine fire was put out, of course, the government of the day turned to wanting to investigate
the circumstances and whether or not the response was adequate at the time. Of course we all learned,
as the former of Brumby government did during Black Saturday, to take the opportunity to look at
what we could do better. Of course we never react in a perfect way, and anyone that expects that any
government is going to react in a perfect way in a time of crisis is kidding themselves, but the important
thing is that once the dust has settled, the crisis has been averted and the communities are back on
track, we take the time to understand how we could have done things better, as does any government,
as I said. The former coalition government at the time established a board of inquiry in March 2014.
That was established to inquire into and report on specific matters: the origin and the circumstances of
the fire, including how it spread to the Hazelwood coalmine and the adequacy and effectiveness of the
response to the Hazelwood coalmine fire by the owner and operator, the emergency services and other
relevant government agencies. As I said, it is very important to learn the lessons that we can from these
particular circumstances.
That inquiry’s report was tabled in the Victorian Parliament on 2 September 2014. It had a number of
recommendations, most of them relating to the emergency services and indeed some relating to the
owner of the mine, GDF Suez. Recommendation 1 in particular said that the state should empower
and require the Auditor-General or another appropriate agency to oversee the implementation of the
recommendations and the commitments made by the state during the inquiry and report publicly every
year for the next three years on the progress made. When the Labor Party came to government they
took it one step further and indeed established a second board of inquiry into the Hazelwood coalmine
fire, and with the luxury of the former board of inquiry’s recommendations at their disposal they
appointed the Honourable Bernard Teague, Professor John Catford and Ms Anita Roper to constitute
a board of inquiry to inquire into a range of issues that went further than just to emergency response
but also to the issues around rehabilitation, specifically term of reference 8, which was to look at the
short, medium and long-term options to rehabilitate land on which work has been or is being or may
be lawfully done in accordance with the work planned and approved for the Hazelwood mine, the
Yallourn mine and the Loy Yang mine. Also the board of inquiry was asked to look at each
rehabilitation option and to inquire as to what extent the option would decrease the risk of a fire, what
option would affect the stability of the mine—a whole range of issues—and also to look at the
rehabilitation liability assessments that have been or would be reported by the operators of each of the
Hazelwood mine, the Yallourn mine and the Loy Yang mine.
So there was a significant amount of work that was done by the two boards of inquiry in relation to
responding to that fire, and as I said, it was the genesis of the bill that is before us now that deals with
the rehabilitation of mines and the declared mines more broadly. That second board of inquiry handed
down its recommendations, and there were a number that related to mine rehabilitation, in particular
recommendation 9, which requests the Minister for Resources consider the sufficiency of the existing
rehabilitation bonds and points out that if the Minister for Resources deems existing rehabilitation
bonds insufficient, the minister could consider increasing the rehabilitation bonds on an interim basis.
The recommendations went on to say that the state should, after completing the bond review project,
review the bond amounts required by the mine operators. The state also needs to include risk-based
financial assurance mechanisms in the revised financial assurance system as a method of encouraging
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progressive rehabilitation. The state should also consider establishing a post-closure community fund,
and we have got something of that nature through the bill before us today.
Going on, recommendation 14 is that the state establish an independent Latrobe Valley mine
rehabilitation commissioner until a statutory authority is established under recommendation 15 and
that this authority should have the following functions: advise the minister on a range of matters,
including policy and legislation and regulation; monitor the implementation and effectiveness of
strategies; undertake strategic audits; and it goes on, and there are a number of functions that that
authority should take as their duty. The state was also asked under recommendation 15 to establish an
independent Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation authority as a statutory body to commence no later
than 2026, and certainly the government moved ahead with that, with the Latrobe Valley Authority
putting out a rehabilitation strategy, which I will get to shortly. Recommendation 17 says that the state
should amend the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 and the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) (Mineral Industries) Regulations 2013 to address issues that have been
raised, and of course we have got elements of that in front of us now.
There are not any great concerns from industry with regard to this particular bill. I did have some
correspondence back from the Minerals Council of Australia which said basically that the post-closure
requirements are a bit of an unknown and details about the bond lack clarity. Indeed I understand that
the regulations that will come as a result of this legislation will address those issues, but it is a bit of a
concern that the details of those regulations are not known to us. It means that we have to debate this
bill with a certain lack of knowledge, although, as I said, industry is not overly concerned about that
particular issue.
There is one particular issue that is of concern, and that is that there is no requirement in the legislation
for the new authority’s board to be comprised of any experts. Industry believes that that should be the
case, that there should be some level of expertise on that board. There need to be at least some people
on that board who understand the industry, and there is very little detail in the legislation about what
qualifications are needed in that regard. So there is that concern that industry has. I wonder if the
government can address that and, even though it is not in the legislation, certainly take the issue of
expertise into account when they are appointing people to that board.
I just want to turn quickly to the Latrobe Valley regional rehabilitation strategy. I guess it is the
beginning of what we are going to see in a broader sense going forward. This particular rehabilitation
strategy obviously talks about the issues that I have already canvassed, that the Hazelwood coal fire
has been the genesis of this particular bill and indeed of this strategy. It speaks to the scope and
implementation of the strategy. It talks about issues that the implementation plan specifies with regard
to certain studies, that geo-technology and hydrology studies are needed to address knowledge gaps,
making sure that there are regional water studies in areas such as groundwater and surface water
balance, making sure that there is an assessment of the potential regional impacts on the environment
with regard to the rehabilitation, making sure that there is a post-closure monitoring and evaluation
plan, looking at a range of state and local planning policies, and certainly identifying any legislative
or regulatory reforms that are needed as a result. It also says on page 5 that:
The methodology for these investigations draws on expert advice …

I again make the point that, given that this strategy has drawn on expert advice, the board the
government is proposing to set up should also have expertise on it so that expert advice can be drawn
from its members as well.
I also just make note of one issue with the rehabilitation strategy. It says that the Latrobe Valley
regional rehabilitation strategy will assess the potential effects of regional rehabilitation scenarios over
a time frame that extends to—and I quote—‘several hundred years’. I would question whether there
is any agency within government, through no fault of its own, that is able to adequately assess a
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scenario or an impact that would take place over several hundred years. I certainly wonder whether
that is something that we should take with a grain of salt.
I also note that in the strategy and even in the government’s planning going forward there has been
very little commentary around looking at other mine rehabilitations throughout the globe. There are
certainly lessons that we can learn. It took just a cursory study to find that there have been papers about
rehabilitating mines in South Africa and indeed in central Germany, with the lignite mining district
there. So I think there are certainly some lessons to learn. We do not need to reinvent the wheel. There
are lessons to learn. Maybe the minister can take a trip over to one of those mining areas and see how
it is being done in another area.
I would like to take this opportunity also to talk about the rehabilitation of a mine in Victoria’s southwest, the Anglesea coalmine. Alcoa have done a great job in flagging that they do want to leave a
legacy, that they do want to make sure that they are leaving an area that the community can be proud
of. In that regard I want to talk just briefly about a project that has been mooted for down in that area,
which is the Eden Project. For those who are not aware, the Eden Project had its start in 1995 in a mine
in Cornwall in the UK, a china clay pit that was nearing the end of its economic life. There was a
significant amount of work done to create what is simply an outstanding facility. It is a really great
example of an open-cut mine that supports the community now, creates jobs and has a positive
outcome on the environment. The Eden Project is about connecting community with nature and, as I
said, has brought over a million tourists to that area every year, to talk about a message of
sustainability, to talk about a message of how we can treat our environment a whole lot better.
I have had the privilege of joining some of my colleagues on a study trip. We looked through that project
with the CEO, David Harland, who has now most recently come over to Australia to work with Alcoa
on this particular project. I understand that while the local government has been extremely supportive
of this particular project—and I say this with no criticism—the government has not got on board with
what has the potential to be just an outstanding project, be it in the area of education or in the area of
increased tourism. One of the great things about the Eden Project and the way that they operate is that
everything that they sell is sourced from the local community, so the impact on the local economy is
just outstanding. It is certainly an approach that really should be embraced, so I would urge the
government to get its head around this particular project. Again I say this with no criticism, but what
this project has the potential to bring in terms of benefits to this state, and particularly to the economy
of the south-west, would just be outstanding. As I said, I have walked around the Cornwall project. It is
something to be seen and it really is worthwhile. If the government were to embrace it, there certainly
would be bipartisan support for it, but please do not just leave it for local government and Alcoa to get
onto it. As I said, I urge the government to get on the front foot with this particular project.
May I say both the Eden Project and Alcoa have done an enormous amount of community
consultation. They have dealt with the many issues that have been raised, but I think by and large the
community have walked away saying that this is a project that should not be allowed to get away from
them. Certainly the local community support this project enormously. As I said, if we want to talk
about mine rehabilitation, what Alcoa and the Eden Project propose to do at Anglesea would certainly
become an exemplar of what you can do with a disused mine.
Finally, I just want to make some comments with regard to this government’s commitment—or I should
say lack of commitment—to the mining community. When it comes to the gold royalties that were
introduced in the budget this year, that tax came through as somewhat of a surprise to the goldmining
community—very disappointing. It certainly was a direct attack on an industry that has struggled over
the last few years to gain a foothold back into being viable, and certainly the government is not helping
in any way when it comes to making sure that it is supporting that particular industry.
I want to make a final comment on the renewal of the Bendigo mining licence, which did not go
through. The government agency, Earth Resources, recently declined to have that particular licence
extended. That is difficult to believe, that that has been the case, particularly when the executive
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director seems to have made a number of assertions about that particular operation without too much
knowledge behind them. I would again urge the government when it comes to supporting the mining
sector, be it in putting surprise royalties or taxes on these goldmining operations, to think twice and
certainly consult with the industry so that they have some idea about the impacts. It is not good enough
for the government simply to say, ‘Well, the industry can afford these things’. We have got to make
sure that the government understand that they are having a significantly detrimental effect on that
mining sector. I think during the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearings the minister said
that she would consult with the industry post making the announcement that the gold tax had come
through. It was of some surprise during those same hearings to hear that the secretary of the minister’s
department did not even know that that tax was coming into place before the budget was handed down.
Indeed the minister was at best sketchy about when she knew. I think we could ascertain that she
possibly could have known just a couple of days before, but there was certainly not a definitive
response from the minister in that regard. So it is pretty clear that the Treasurer surprised pretty well
everyone, including not only industry but also the minister and the minister’s department, with that
particular announcement.
I would say in closing that the coalition does not oppose this particular bill. The government does need
to get behind the industry—the mining industry and the exploration industry—a lot more than it has.
But, as I said, the industry and the coalition do not have any great concerns with this particular piece
of legislation.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:58): I take great pleasure in joining the debate on the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019. The bill is identical to the one that was
introduced in the Legislative Council prior to the last election but not actually debated, so it has had
some scrutiny in the public domain from that period.
Having been in the Parliament at the time of the Morwell fire, having been a veteran of the Black
Saturday fires and also having a member of my family who was ill and then subsequently died from
exposure at Fiskville through his CFA duties, I was very concerned as a member of this place at the
time but also just as someone in Victoria to see what the Latrobe Valley community was going through.
At the time it was an incredibly difficult task, as the previous speaker mentioned. Regarding Craig
Lapsley and others that oversaw the fighting of that fire, I would absolutely disagree with the previous
speaker, the lead speaker for the opposition, that there was in any way criticism by the Labor Party,
then in opposition and now in government, of those who fought the fire or of the public servants. Our
criticism was always about the lack of rigour of the then government. There was absolutely a lack of
rigour and a lack of acknowledgement of community health concerns. I know that from the firefighters
that fought fires down there. I know that the member for Frankston was involved in that firefight, as
were members of my own brigade, as they had been at the Morwell open-cut fires a few years earlier.
I think it is really important for the community to understand that the bill before the house has come
about through the more detailed inquiry that Labor in government proposed in response to community
concerns and because of the community concerns about the higher rate of death in the Latrobe Valley
following these fires. I really want to pay tribute to someone who I consider a very eminent former
colleague. I served on the VicHealth board with—and you may know of him, Acting Speaker
Suleyman, from your time on the VicHealth board—Professor John Catford. He is someone who hails
from Wales, is an amazing health promotion advocate and was the obvious person to be involved in
this particular inquiry. I commend him and thank him for his work and for his considered advice in
public health.
I want to refer to the Premier’s media release of 15 April 2016 when the final inquiry report into the
2014 Hazelwood mine fire was made public. It was headed ‘You were right: inquiry vindicates
Latrobe Valley locals’. The press release continues:
The Inquiry vindicates the locals who fought to have their concerns heard. Now, the community has the
answers and certainty and justice they always deserved. The reports say:
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•

It is likely the Hazelwood Mine Fire contributed to some increase in deaths in the Latrobe Valley
in 2014

•

Government must work with the community on health improvement initiatives

•

The mining regulator must review the rehabilitation bonds of the Latrobe Valley coal mines

•

Work needs to begin now to improve progressive rehabilitation and plan for end of mine life.
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As part of the Government’s response to the reopened Inquiry, over $50 million will be provided in the 2016–
17 Victorian Budget to implement the recommendations.

The previous speaker, the member for Warrandyte, seemed to be saying, ‘No, we were right; we didn’t
do anything wrong. Any re-examination of this is a criticism of public servants in the Environment
Protection Authority Victoria and the Department of Health and Human Services’. Any time there is
a disaster that befalls Victorians, it is incumbent on the government of the time to lead and examine
what went wrong and what we can do better.
I know it must be difficult for the coalition here, when they are part of an outfit in Canberra that still has
many, many climate change deniers amongst them and those wanting to continue to have coal as the
fundamental source of energy in Australia. I know that they would find that difficult, but the member
for Warrandyte just seemed to skim over those sorts of things. I thought it was quite remarkable that he
was actually defending public servants—it would be one of the first times I have ever heard him or any
of his other colleagues defending public servants in this place. As everyone else knows, whenever there
is a health and safety, an industrial relations or a public sector bill that comes before this place you
would think that the fires of hell have opened by the way that they react. This is from the same outfit
that was set up by one Jeffrey Kennett. I recall that he said he thought that he could run the Victorian
government with five public servants and his two Weimaraner dogs.
Well, I would say that we are not like those people. We actually value our public servants, and we have
hired many more to respond and deal with what needs to occur in the Latrobe Valley—not just to
rehabilitate the mine but to rehabilitate and modernise the economy there. The results are shown with
the magnificent reduction in unemployment. The figures actually show that it is working.
The member for Warrandyte talked to some issues in his own electorate, which is not far from my own.
We do not have any coalmines in our area, but we have many goldmines. I have seen firsthand what
can occur many, many decades on when appropriate rehabilitation has not been undertaken. I have seen
in Diamond Creek in particular only in the last couple of years arsenic poisoning, erosion and soil loss
in a very widespread area many, many years on—some 40 years on—after a goldmine was closed. I
think the community should be comforted that although this bill primarily applies to coalmines, as a
result of the Hazelwood disaster, the minister can make it apply to goldmines. I think that it is really
important for extractive industries, which do provide jobs and do provide wealth to our economy and
to our community. Unlike what the member for Warrandyte made out, we are a pro-jobs government,
not anti-, so we support these extractive industries. But I think the community wants to ensure that
legislators make sure that proper rehabilitation does occur so we do not have disasters like what befell
the Latrobe Valley community.
The member for Warrandyte made some comments about the gold royalty, which actually has nothing
to do with this bill, but I would just like to make reference to that. He said that no-one knew about it
and that there had been no consultation. We have seen with one D Trump in the White House making
policy on the run and deciding to bring in tariffs what damage it can do to the economy, and to have
flagged with the industry a gold royalty would have been really inappropriate as it would have been
detrimental to markets. I would have thought the free marketeers on the other side of the house might
have had some understanding of that. I commend the many people who have been involved in the
Hazelwood mine rehabilitation, and I commend this bill to the house.
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (17:08): I am pleased to also rise on the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019. As someone who grew up in the Latrobe Valley,
as a kid in Traralgon it was a topic of conversation from a very early age. For decades it has been,
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‘What are we going to do with the mines when they are finished?’. Of course, everyone always says,
‘We’ll turn it into a lake’. I will talk about that a little bit later and the challenges that will bring.
But this legislation is about setting up the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority, which as the member
for Warrandyte pointed out, addresses potentially mine rehabilitation issues right around the state,
although at the moment the only declared mines are those in the Latrobe Valley, and they are the ones
I want to focus on in this contribution. There are some other aspects of the bill that are particularly
pertinent to mention today as we have had the BUGU, Bush User Groups United, rally out the front,
led in part by prospectors and miners. They are very unhappy with the government, but I am sure they
will be happy with this part of the legislation, which increases the term of prospecting licences to seven
years from the current five years. I am sure they will appreciate that given their concerns about other
matters that are occurring at the moment.
But there are other aspects of this bill with respect to mine rehabilitation that go into quite a bit of
detail about post-closure plans and the work that needs to be done, working with the companies that
own the mines, on how they will be rehabilitated. But as I said, I would like to focus particularly on
the Latrobe Valley, which is the main focus of this legislation at the moment. I might say initially I
was a little perplexed as to why we only passed legislation in 2017 for the appointment of the Latrobe
Valley Mine Rehabilitation Commissioner, and now less than two years later we are changing that to
establish the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority—although I appreciate the reason for that is that this
is broadly across the state and not just about the Latrobe Valley and also of course that this government
has never seen a problem that it did not think could be fixed with the creation of a new authority.
In this case, though, I think the issue of rehabilitating the mines will be a very difficult one and a very
important one for the Latrobe Valley. As I said, it has been a topic of conversation forever and a day
since the mines were established—what do we do with them as they get bigger and as they get to the
point where they can no longer be used? We have hit that point now, with Hazelwood of course having
been closed in 2017 and it now being the second largest—I think Yallourn is probably the largest—of
the mine voids at the moment. But what are we going to do with it?
There have been a number of suggestions and discussions over the years. As I said, a lake is the
obvious one. There have been a number of suggestions come forward in the Latrobe Valley and from
groups outside the valley in the last couple of years—that the areas could be reforested, they could be
turned into parkland or they could be turned into a motorsport venue. I participated in the Rally for the
Valley when it was running—I did not participated but was a journalist. I went in one of the rally cars
through the Morwell open-cut mine. That was an awesome experience, and I would highly recommend
it if that could be done. But turning mine sites into motorsport facilities is not going to fix the issue of
mine stability, which is the critical one that we need to deal with in rehabilitation.
I might just mention that the member for Warrandyte talked about the Eden project and the proposal
for the former Alcoa mine. It would be lovely to turn at least one of the mine voids in the Latrobe
Valley into something like that, but the issue of stability of the land is a critical one. I did meet with
Rae Mackay, the Latrobe Valley Mine Rehabilitation Commissioner, a year or so ago and was rather
alarmed to discover that the only viable solution that he was looking at and that the government was
looking at for stabilising the mines for the future was to fill them with water.
I note that the commissioner via the department has some FAQs on its website about what will actually
happen and how it will be done. Effectively they are still saying, as did the commission of inquiry,
that really the only viable option at this stage is to fill or at least part-fill the mines with water. I have
a couple of very significant concerns with that. I acknowledge that this is a wicked problem; it is not
something easily solved, but the notion that we can fill the Hazelwood mine void with water is one
thing, but before too long we are going to have another two open-cut mines to deal with.
Looking at the FAQs from Earth Resources, which is a link on the Latrobe Valley Mine Rehabilitation
Commissioner’s web page, it is rather alarming the number of times that things say, ‘It’s too early to
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say’, and such and such is currently being investigated. There are a lot of unanswered questions. That
is the thing that needs to be done, and obviously the work of the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority
will go towards answering those questions.
Most particularly what I think we need to have a very serious debate about in this place and in the
wider community, particularly in the Latrobe Valley, is the use of water to fill these mines. Those
FAQs in response to the question, ‘How much water is required to fill the proposed pit lakes to crest
level’—that is, a full pit lake—the answer is an estimate, and it is only an estimate at this stage, of 750
to 1000 billion litres of water. So that is a million megalitres of water potentially required to fill the
Hazelwood mine. To put that in context, the FAQ goes on to say that there is currently a total storage
of 245 billion litres as opposed to a potential 1000 billion litres in Blue Rock, Moondarra and Narracan
water storages. Sydney Harbour’s total capacity is 560 billion litres, so we are talking twice the
capacity of Sydney Harbour just to fill the Hazelwood mine.
Again in that context, I recently sought from the government, and the minister provided, the bulk
entitlement figures for the Latrobe system. In total the current bulk entitlements, leaving aside
environmental flows and entitlements, is 154 000 megalitres. So there is simply just not the water
available to fill these mines, certainly to the brim, unless there is additional information that comes up.
I am very concerned about that because there is also, I believe, an opportunity among that
154 000 megalitres of bulk entitlements on the Latrobe system for the entitlements held by the current
power generators. From memory I think the figure is about 20 000 megalitres from Hazelwood, which
is, I believe, currently subject to discussions as to what is going to happen to that water. But there is a
great opportunity in what we do with that water in attempting to solve the issue of unemployment in
the region and putting that water towards irrigation developments along the Latrobe, in the Latrobe
Valley and further downstream in my own electorate of Gippsland South towards Sale. If that water
is taken and put into the mine void, it could be a great lost opportunity.
I note the FAQ says that the pit lake is seen as representing the most economically viable rehabilitation
option. That may well be true, but I think we also need to look at the opportunity cost of that water,
wherever it might come from. If it is found to be available, is there an opportunity cost of using some
of the water that is currently used by the power stations that could in fact go to expanding irrigation in
central Gippsland? From my own perspective the Macalister irrigation district is ripe for expansion.
There is good land around it, and I know Southern Rural Water has already done some prefeasibility
around areas of expansion. It has looked at areas along the Latrobe from Glengarry to Rosedale, around
Toongabbie, the Avon River between Bushy Park and Llowalong and Dutson, and it has basically
found that the Avon River is the most likely prospect for expansion, but I think we should be looking
in more detail at the options that would help grow the local economy, particularly in the Latrobe
Valley, in the context of Hazelwood closing down.
So this bill will hopefully do the work of setting up the authority that will actually be able to answer
many of those questions, because I think we are a long way from going ahead. I very much caution us
against using water just to fill these mine voids. I hope that a smarter person than me can come up with
some solutions that will ensure we can stabilise those mines but ensure that there is an opportunity for
us to utilise water to the advantage of jobs and economic development in the Latrobe Valley and
Gippsland.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (17:18): I am delighted to join the debate on the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019 and to follow the member for Gippsland South. I
appreciate the contribution the member made and the sincerity with which he made it. This matter is
far closer to his community, who are more directly impacted by these questions than mine. I think,
though, what I would say to the member for Gippsland South is it is important that we focus on making
sure that we have got an appropriate regulatory regime in place in order to work out what might be an
appropriate use for the sites.
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There are a few challenges in the space we are operating in. Out where I grew up in the clay belt, if
you look at the passage of time, you would have small-scale quarries that would operate for a period
of time—there were some technical limitations in relation to the size of the hole and the depth of the
hole—and they would extract primarily clay, but they would also extract basalt. At the end of their
useful lives frequently those pits were used for landfill, and they were capped and covered and turned
over to councils to operate as public open space. So that was a very, I guess, 1970s approach; it had
gone on for probably decades previously, but it was a very sort of mid-20th century approach to the
way in which you would use that land.
The challenge, I think, with the coal industry is the fact of the calorific content of brown coal versus
clay or basalt. Brown coal does not have as many sulphides in it as black coal. By its very nature it
burns and has got a high water content, but the calorific value is, I think, between 5.8 and
11.5 megajoules per kilogram. When you talk about having a coal pit, there is latent energy in that pit,
so therefore you need to think about what you do with it.
I think the other challenge we have as well is that when you look at, say, some of the historic quarrying
operations for clay or basalt, you had companies which were thriving, prospering and growing over
decades, and frequently you would have a company like Boral, for example, that would look at ending
the life of one quarry and would replace it with another. They had a reputable brand name in the
market, they had a large workforce which they were looking at relocating from one pit to another and
they had significant assets on their balance sheet. The challenge I think we find ourselves in in this
day and age is that we are looking at an industry that is going through a transformation. You are
looking at industries which are in the process of potentially shutting down, with capital being
potentially repatriated offshore, so when you are looking at effectively shutting down an industry or
shutting down an operation, if you are looking at harvesting those assets, if you are looking at saying,
‘Well, look, we need to repatriate that capital to the shareholders’, there is an inherent risk that
companies may not do the right thing; they may turn around and not leave an appropriate bond behind
or leave an appropriate funding stream available to rehabilitate that mine. So these are risks that we do
need to manage because unfortunately if we do not have an appropriate regulatory regime in place we
run the risk of these companies ceasing to exist, no longer operating in the state of Victoria and no
longer operating potentially in the commonwealth, and it will be the taxpayer who will be required to
make these arrangements for rehabilitation.
I think that the Hazelwood mine fire gave us a bit of a glimpse as to what can happen if these assets
are not properly managed or there are some associated risks. When things can go wrong they can
clearly go very badly wrong. That is why I think we need to make sure we have got an appropriate
regulatory regime in place, and I think that that will be the start of a conversation with the affected
communities that are represented in this place by the member for Morwell, for example, and the
member for Gippsland South as to what might be an appropriate way forward.
Now, I do appreciate the sincerity of the member for Gippsland South’s contribution, and I do
appreciate the fact that he did quote the volume of water used and compared that in a relative sense to
Sydney Harbour. I do have to pull the member for Gippsland South up—there was a wonderful
opportunity to talk about how many MCGs would be required to fill the Hazelwood mine, and he
failed that test. He is really not a true Victorian! He is not even a Melburnian when he fails to use the
universal metric of how many MCGs of water would be required to fill the Hazelwood mine.
Mr D O’Brien: It’s a volume, not an area.
Mr PEARSON: The member says it is volume, not area. I could argue that if you closed all the
exits and if you tipped in many buckets of water you could fill the MCG. So I think he can use the
MCG as a metric of both area and volume. The member for Gippsland South clearly decided not to
engage in this universal metric, to which I say, ‘Shame, shame’.
Members interjecting.
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Mr PEARSON: I am actually more focused on the calorific value of coal; I was quite focused on
that. That was my focus—not on the volume of water required. But look, I do appreciate the member’s
contribution and he does make a good point: what is the highest and best use value of water? I suspect
that in a world before climate change, if we had gone back to a mid-20th century option, indeed
flooding those mines might have been the highest and best use of water at that time. That may not be
the case in the years to come as we seek to resolve this issue.
I think the important thing, though, is that we do make sure that we have got an appropriate regulatory
regime in place where we can try to engage with the community and get a sense as to what people
would like to see occur. How can we look at rehabilitating these mines? There have been plenty of
instances of quarries that have been perfectly rehabilitated throughout Melbourne. I do appreciate a
quarry for basalt or a quarry for clay is a very different proposition to an open-cut mine, and so there
will be some limitations there. Again because of the calorific value of coal, that might also put some
limitations on what you can do.
But I think it is about making sure that we have got that right approach and making sure that they have
got the capacity to be able to respond to these challenges as they emerge, because the community
down in the Latrobe Valley is going through an enormous amount of change and it will do so in the
years to come as we look at the base load coal-fired power stations reaching the end of their useful
lives. At some point in time that is going to happen. Now, you might be able to refit and repurpose
Loy Yang A and Loy Yang B, particularly because Loy Yang B is the newest of the base load coalfired power stations, but even then I think you are talking about maybe a couple of decades, possibly
maybe until 2050 but it might be considerably less than that. You are not talking about centuries. So
there will be a need to make sure that there is support for those communities as that transition goes
through. I think that is a really important observation. We need to remind ourselves about making sure
that we have got the ability to work with communities as they go through these periods of really
significant change.
I also note that the bill will look at extending the prospecting licences to seven years from the current
five years. Quite simply, gold is going gangbusters here in Victoria at the moment. It is a huge driver
for employment. It is a huge driver for the renaissance of the mining industry in Victoria. In terms of
the volume of tonnage or ounces produced in Victoria, it is considerably less than, say, Western
Australia, but nonetheless it is a significant increase compared to what we have seen over recent years,
and Fosterville up near Bendigo is indeed leading the charge. Enabling smaller prospectors to
participate in mining and to look at having an extension of their licence is a very good thing. I think
that will certainly give them a greater horizon. It might enable them to more easily access capital to be
able to engage in this noble enterprise. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (17:28): I rise to speak on the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development)
Amendment Bill 2019. As the lead speaker, the member for Warrandyte, for the Liberal-Nationals
said, the Liberal-Nationals will not be opposing this bill. I want to make a few comments about the
major purpose of the bill but also make some comments about one of the more minor changes that this
bill makes. The main purpose of this bill is to establish the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority, to
legislate the parameters around the rehabilitation of mine land and to establish the declared mine fund.
This legislation came out of the Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation commissioner’s current role and
where we go with that, and it sets up a way forward particularly for those mines in the Latrobe Valley.
The Latrobe Valley mines are currently the only declared mines and therefore the only mines currently
covered by this bill. However, the bill does move beyond those to say that there is the capacity for
other mines to become declared. It establishes the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority, and it is all to
do with the post-closure requirements. We have a whole set of mines now that are not used anymore
and they have vacant pits, so what do we do with them?
Now, the one closest to my electorate is in fact the Anglesea one, which was previously Alcoa’s mine
in Anglesea, Victoria. I know that the lead speaker for the Liberal-Nationals has previously talked
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about the Eden Project’s approach to this mine, and I would like to back up what he said about that. If
we think about what we can do with a mine—it may create tourism, it may create an ecosystem that
can either be for tourists or a thing of its own—this to me seems to be something that we should look
at. In Cornwall in the UK the Eden Project has done that, and they are proposing to do the same in
Victoria. They suggested when I met with them earlier this year that their project could create
300 ongoing jobs in that region and 700 000 people could come to visit that on an annual basis. They
are not asking for any government money to do that project, but they are asking for some regulatory
change, again around the water. I note that the member for Gippsland South when he spoke on this
bill about his community’s mines referred to the issue of how much water would be released in
rehabilitating these mines. Whether they become a lake, whether they get filled to the top, that is
genuinely a wicked problem, because in our society we increasingly put a value on water and we
increasingly have that value allocated, and therefore the capacity to put it into a project like this is not
value-free. It is not without cost and it is not necessarily the first and best use of that water, although
it is a use. So I do commend that project for consideration.
The new section of this bill which I just wanted to talk about might seem a little thing—that is, the bill
increases the time that you can hold a prospecting licence from five years to seven years. On the face
of it that would appear to be a really good thing: that you go and get your licence and it is now there for
seven years. I have no problem with extending it to seven, but I do have a problem with the reason that
this has been required. The small miners and prospectors in Ripon, of whom there are many, tell me
that it is currently just not possible to get through the regulatory processes to get your mine going in
five years, and it is not simply the mine’s regulator but also the various environmental requirements,
the cultural heritage requirements. It is not so much that those requirements should not be there; it is
that the time taken to get through the hoops to get to the end is such that you cannot do it in five years.
Now, of course somebody has to own that land. Somebody has to be ready to mine that land or prospect
on that land, and there is a holding cost for that. So the very fact that we cannot get a small-scale mining
project through in five years, to the extent that we now have to extend the licence period to seven years,
is a problem, and I think it goes to a broader problem that we have with the mining regulator.
I would note that just last week GBM Gold were denied the renewal for their Bendigo operation. The
reason that Earth Resources gave for not renewing their licences was that Earth Resources believed
that they did not have surety of their finances, despite the fact that the company were in the process of
a fully underwritten rights issue which would have got that mine going and had money in the bank for
the surety for the bond on the rehabilitation of their mines.
Rehabilitation of mines is a really important issue. It is important that those who have the right to mine
Victoria’s assets have to rehabilitate the land where they have done so. So I have no problem with
mining bonds having to be lodged, and I have no problem with companies having to demonstrate that
they do have the financial resources to meet the requirements that the regulator puts on them. However,
in this particular case it does seem that the company has demonstrated that it has the financial resources
but the regulator has not renewed its licences and has in fact gone further to say that nobody else can
apply for a licence on that particular site because they do not believe there is gold there. Now, I do not
think it is the role of Earth Resources to assess whether there is gold underneath the site of a particular
application for a mining licence, one that has already been granted, particularly since, in this case,
there have been resource assessments done for that licence and they have come back saying that they
hold between 2.1 million and 6.25 million ounces of contained gold. That is a lot of gold. But even if
they do not hold that gold—even if the company behind these licences spends all of that money
looking for that gold and does not find it—as long as they have the money to rehabilitate the mine it
should not be up to Earth Resources or the regulator to determine whether or not they waste their
money looking for gold that is not there. So I do think that there are a number of problems within the
resources industry, and specifically rehabilitation, that are not being regulated well.
This bill before us today is primarily to do with coalmines. However, we have a range of other mines
in this state that are regulated in similar ways, and it is not working. I would therefore hope that the
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government, in setting up this new authority to do these mines, would learn from the failures of its
current authority and properly regulate these mines so that we get good outcomes—including
innovative outcomes—that are going to be to the benefit of those communities which have hosted
these mines, sometimes for decades. With that I conclude my remarks.
Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (17:38): It is with pleasure that I rise today to speak on the
Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019. In reflecting on the
contribution that I would make today in this chamber I reflected on Victoria’s mining sector and in
fact how long it has actually been around. Gold was first discovered in the member for Ripon’s
electorate, just near Clunes I think, in 1849 or 1850—somewhere around about then. Of course central
Victoria very rapidly became a rich place for those on the diggings who sought their fortune. In fact
Victoria experienced through that period of time a very substantial goldmining boom. In those very
early days those miners were effectively single business people who went about discovering, finding,
gold within that community. As the gold in those goldfields became rarer, what we saw as a
consequence of that was mining companies starting to be formed. Those companies then quickly were
listed on various stock exchanges, and those mining companies then had the resources to go much,
much deeper into the earth to extract gold.
As someone who grew up in Ballarat, I can recall many, many stories in the local newspaper as a
young fella where people found their front yards, their backyards, parts of their homes, often,
collapsing into disused mine shafts that had been covered up. A century later the sleepers that capped
those shafts collapsed, and that resulted in those individuals having—at substantial cost—to fix their
properties. Of course we still have a very active gold industry in this state, and in fact we have other
industries, other mining sectors, that have grown up in more recent decades. Reflecting on this, we
have very much become a coalmining state over the last 50 or 60 years. Coalmining very much
underpinned our energy sector for a very substantial part of that, and our modern economy in many
ways was built on the hard efforts of those companies, particularly in the Latrobe Valley.
Having said that, our environmental standards—the expectations by which our communities hold state
governments and of course the mining sector to account—are now much, much higher than what they
were 40 or 50 or 60 years ago. I think the Hazelwood fire, in very sharp terms, brought before this
Parliament and before the Victorian community how serious a duty it is to make sure that these mines
are properly rehabilitated to ensure safety. Of course the reality is that when a coalmine reaches the
end of its economic life there is often still coal within that pit; it is just no longer economically viable
to mine it, to extract it. At Hazelwood, of course, where the fire took place back in 2014, some coal
seams caught on fire and it took many, many hundreds of firefighters many weeks to put those fires
out. What we need to see moving forward are strong regulations, strong requirements that ensure that
our extractive industries, particularly in the coalmining space, cover up those coal seams to ensure that
they are safe. That can be done in a number of ways.
A number of speakers have mentioned Alcoa and of course the Anglesea coalmine. That is just down
the road from my electorate. I have had the opportunity to visit that site, to witness firsthand the
rehabilitation efforts that Alcoa is making with its coal pits, and I certainly commend them on the work
that they have done to date. They have done, I think, a great job to rehabilitate that site, and of course
we need to see other coalmining companies, particularly in the Latrobe Valley, follow a similar lead to
what Alcoa have done at their Anglesea site. Of course these things are exceptionally expensive, and I
listened intently to the contribution made by the member for Essendon, who very clearly flagged that
often the mining company may be an international company. They may have no other financial interests
in Victoria or in Australia, and as a consequence of that we need to make sure that we put in place the
right sort of arrangements, arrangements that are clear and transparent, to make sure that when these
companies finish extracting from any particular location there is the capital available to clean up the site
so that it is safe and so that it can be restored and potentially repurposed for other uses.
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A number of speakers have of course mentioned the Eden Project. I have had the opportunity to go
along to community briefings by the Eden Project leaders, who have come out from Cornwall. I think
there are huge opportunities around that. There is a lot of work that needs to be undertaken to work
with them—to work with Alcoa to see indeed what can be done potentially at that site. One of the
most pressing issues is how we might provide water to that site in a way that is sustainable and a way
in which that project can go ahead. These are not easy decisions, and I have certainly had the
opportunity to speak to quite a number of ministers about the opportunities potentially with that
project. The Great Ocean Road is already an enormous driver of our economy locally. There are huge
opportunities to continue to see future private sector investment along the Great Ocean Road to create
more jobs and more opportunities for young people to engage in the tourism sector, and I certainly
look forward to working with that sector over the years to come.
But as I said earlier on, standards in this country around how we rehabilitate sites have changed.
Community expectations have dramatically changed, and I think putting in place this new authority to
ensure that when our coalmining sector exits this state—that will be happening over certainly the next
20 years if not earlier—those sites are restored to a high standard that might have future purposes that
might be beneficial to the economy. These projects are big, they are lengthy, they are complicated and
they are complex, and having a well-purposed authority to work through those challenges, to ensure
that there is the capital there to clean up the site and to make sure that the mining company does not
simply walk away at the end of the life of the site and that the site is restored, I think is important, and
having a well-purposed authority to oversee that work is certainly going to be very, very beneficial to
this state. I therefore commend this bill to the house.
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (17:48): We have heard this afternoon great delight from both sides of
Parliament at the thought of having an authority to oversee mine rehabilitation, and of course as the
member for Polwarth this is of great interest to me because not only do I have quarrying and mining
as a fairly integral part of much that goes on in south-west Victoria but there are a couple of very large
and notable mine sites currently undergoing private sector rehabilitation to a level and a standard that
seeks to provide very, very exciting opportunities into the future. I might, for example, mention, as did
the member for South Barwon, who sort of had to creep across the border a little and borrow a mine
from Polwarth, that of course the Anglesea coalmine at Alcoa is in fact a great asset to Polwarth. That
has been in operation now for quite some time and has come to the end of its natural life. The
agreement that Alcoa entered into some 40 or 50 years ago was for only about a $20 million
rehabilitation. They have as a company trebled that to a figure closer to $60 million. These
rehabilitations are very expensive, big-ticket items, and it is important that they are overseen well.
We have the Batesford limestone quarry on the edge of Geelong, which is on the edge of my electorate
also. We are seeing a fantastic transformation of a landscape from a very different landscape that was
there, I think, closing in on 80 to 100 years since that mine started. That is being re-created into what
will become a residential precinct with a lake and other recreational opportunities for Geelong and
Batesford through to the Bannockburn and Golden Plains communities. We have since European
settlement relied heavily on the basalt plains of western Victoria, of which a large part are in my
electorate, as a supply of blue metal for our roads, rail construction and so on. So mining and creating
holes in the landscape is very well known there. And finally the tephra and scoria from the scoria
cones—unlike normal mining where we often see a big hole in the ground, we actually almost have
the opposite problem, where there has been a mountain, a hillside or a large geographical feature of
the landscape that has actually been transformed and gotten rid of. That of course is a sort of reverse
problem, but to the community, to those local areas and to the landscape they are sometimes an
important feature that has been lost.
So rehabilitation can take many forms. We know that rehabilitation needs to be taken seriously, and
wisdom, sensibility and much community input is needed because we know that groundwater tables
can be affected. We know, for example, that the Anglesea coalmine, the old Alcoa site, is well below
the watertable there and is naturally going to fill. Extraction of water from mines is a common problem
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when you have gone through the watertable. Also in the case of the Batesford mine and the Anglesea
mine we have seen natural watercourses completely realigned and distributed around. I understand
there is also the situation in our Gippsland coalmines where rivers and waterways have also been
realigned through the mining process. Of course many of these mines, the Anglesea one and the
Batesford one, were once a long way from neighbours and communities, and over time these
communities have grown around them, so you want to restore the natural amenity of the environment
and also be sympathetic to new people that are now living in those neighbourhoods. So developing a
very strong process is in fact very important.
I want to then move onto the logic behind a good and sustainable rehabilitation process. This bill, it is
said, ‘establishes a Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority, clarifies rehabilitation, closure and postclosure obligations and sets up a post-closure fund’—all very admirable and most important. But my
electorate across the Western District Plains also has another form of mining which this government
very, very conveniently forgets the consequences of, and that of course is wind mining. Wind mining
is a new form of industry that is going from one end of my electorate to the other. Unlike the Anglesea
coalmine, which powered much of the aluminium production in Victoria for 50 years—which is about
150 to 200 acres of cleared landscape and a hole in the ground that hopefully will have another and
higher-value use to the community—wind farming and wind mining create structures now the size of
the Rialto. We are talking in excess of the Rialto at 230 metres high, and across my electorate there
will be hundreds and hundreds of towers. They are very, very high, with only a 20- to 25-year life
expectancy. Standing here today you think, ‘We don’t have to worry about that, that’s at some point
in the future’. But like traditional mining, where we say, ‘There will be a consequence at the end of
the useful life of this mine, and that consequence will be about restoring water tables, that consequence
will be about putting the landscape and the rivers that we may have moved back’, wind mining also
has consequences.
For example, wind mining just on 44 turbines consumed more rock and materials than a 50-kilometre
stretch of duplicated Princes Highway. They consume huge resources and they make a very large
impact. Currently as legislation stands in the state of Victoria, and the way this government will be
talking about legislation seeking to push renewable energy targets out to 50 per cent, we are talking
massive investment in infrastructure with quite limited life expectancy. Not one of those contracts, not
one of those wind mines that are being installed across our landscape, have a plan for
decommissioning. There are no decommissioning plans. There are no obligations on the companies
putting them in. Essentially it is the policy of this state, unlike traditional hole-digging mining, where
we have a policy that says, ‘You can go and build massive towers, hundreds of massive towers of
concrete, steel, non-recyclable materials, and you have no obligation to put a feasible, viable economic
plan in place to maintain the recovery of those’. That is a great shame because we are sitting here
discussing openly in the chamber the consequences of not getting traditional mining right, and yet we
happily turn a blind eye to not getting the mining of the future right and to not putting processes in
place now to make the playing field level so everyone knows if you invest $1 billion today you have
to allow in the future for how you will maintain that.
I think it shows a great lack of foresight. It shows a commitment to a short-term political goal by this
government that ignores the realities and the concerns of people in country Victoria. Sadly my
electorate will be the one that bears the biggest brunt of any electorate in the state. It is all very well
for the member for Essendon to note in his contribution that these issues did not affect his constituents
in his electorate directly. I would totally agree—his constituents can feel quite warm and fuzzy at night
that the mines in Gippsland will be rehabilitated, but of course it means much more to the people living
around those mines that their community will be restored and that there is a plan to put it back. So too
the communities of Western Victoria particularly, who are having their landscapes changed
irrevocably forever. The jury is still out on the effect on brolgas and other wildlife and how we put
those back. There are stories of wetlands being drained just to make sure brolgas do not nest in those
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areas. There are great and massive landscape changes underway as we speak and this government has
made a very strong commitment with some of its allies in the upper house to ensure that that continues.
Yet on this particular issue, an issue that they think is so important that they have brought a bill to the
Parliament, so important that they rationalise on points of the obligation to get this right—which I
cannot disagree with, I actually wholeheartedly support—what I think is a great oversight is to not
consider the same scale of investment. We are essentially replacing black holes in the ground that
created our energy. We are now putting it all above ground and we are spreading across tens of
thousands of hectares, hundreds of kilometres of our landscape, and we have no plan in place to rectify
it. We have no plan in place to manage it and that is a great shame.
In conclusion, it is great that we have got a regulatory body coming into place but I just hope that the
regulatory body has teeth and that that regulatory body uses those teeth in the future to take a modern
approach to mining.
Mr HALSE (Ringwood) (17:58): I rise to speak in favour of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Amendment Bill 2019. This bill in many ways is about healing. It is about rehabilitating
some of the damage and consequences that emerge as a result of resource extraction and giving the
hardworking people of the Latrobe Valley a greater sense of safety and security.
I want to touch upon the contribution that was just made by the member for South Barwon, who noted
the economic consequences and the changing economic landscape here in Victoria with respect to our
energy generation and how there is a marketplace that is shifting away from older styles of energy
generation, particularly as it relates to brown coal energy generation. I note that this bill is also
something that the Latrobe Valley community has been wanting and calling for for some time, and it
is another example of the government taking heed of sound public policy advice and transforming that
into a good piece of legislation.
I wanted to start by speaking to the antecedent of the bill just for a moment. We know that this bill
comes as a result, or off the back, of a tragedy in February 2014: the Hazelwood coalmine fire, which
lasted for 45 days and had a significant adverse impact upon the local community. Every regional
Victorian knows the danger that fire presents to their community—it is not an uncommon
occurrence—but this fire brought with it a range of other complications. It was not just a clean forest
fire. It was not just a blaze through bark and leaf. It was an industrial fire and one of the worst that
Victoria, our state, has experienced. I note the comments at the time of the CFA chief, who noted that
it was one of the largest, longest running and most complex fires in the state’s history.
I note that as a consequence of the fire thousands of residents in nearby towns were affected by smoke,
by ash and by fumes from the fire, and so significant was this that Victoria’s chief health officer
advised vulnerable groups to temporarily relocate due to the damage that was being caused by airborne
pollution and the threat of that airborne pollution. I note as well that at the time when this fire took
place there were numerous fires occurring across the state of Victoria. We had been through a very
dry period and a very hot January in 2014. On the day on which the fire broke out, the fire danger
across much of Victoria was at an extreme level, so there were some very difficult conditions on that
day. It is really thanks to the hard work of our state’s emergency services that those fires were
eventually put out and cleaned up, but it was the fire at Morwell, at Hazelwood, that would burn the
longest and generate the most significant consequences. This was not just putting community members
at risk. Of course it was putting our firefighters and emergency services in harm’s way, and I also want
to commend those that on the day fought those fires and over those weeks worked to fight those fires.
In response to the fire, as many members have noted over the duration of this bill’s debate, an inquiry
was established to investigate the fire. This inquiry recommended that a statutory authority be established
by 2026 or earlier if one of the mines should close. In January 2016 the Andrews Labor government
committed to meet the recommendations of the inquiry with the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry
implementation plan. I note that this bill is just simply about following through on that promise. It is
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about making sure that those in regional Victoria, in the Latrobe Valley and in Victorian communities
that face the long-term impacts from mining and quarrying are able to rebuild after mines close.
I want to talk just for a moment about the specific intent of the bill, and that is of course to fulfil the
recommendations of the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry and to improve the operation of the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 (MRSDA), including granting of licence
applications, compensation agreements and prospecting licences. This bill also, as has been noted,
establishes the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority—so obviously for declared mine lands—and
creates new rehabilitation closure and post-closure obligations for the Latrobe Valley coalmine lands
and any future mine land declared under the MRSDA. That is a good thing. This bill is almost identical
to the bill introduced in 2018 and requires the minister to consider comments before deciding to grant
or refuse an MRSDA licence. It enables compensation agreements to include a record of agreed nonfinancial redress and extends the term of prospecting licences from five to seven years.
I note that this bill is a very good piece of legislation that many people have been working on for some
time, and it fits squarely with our government’s responsibility to make sure that there is sustainable
mining practice and that there is a proper regulatory system here in Victoria that would seek to
rehabilitate our mining sector. It provides security for those in the region where these mines are placed,
and it will make sure that mine land does not simply regress into a dangerous eyesore but that there
can be a process of facilitation to create a safe area and a safe ecosystem.
I note that the authority that will be created will be established in July 2020 and will take over the
Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation commissioner’s current roles in relation to rehabilitation and the
Latrobe Valley regional rehabilitation strategy. The authority will be engaged in monitoring,
maintaining and managing registered declared mine lands.
I note a comment from my colleague the Minister for Agriculture in the other place, who noted that
this is about making sure that:
… private power companies can’t cut and run like they did with Hazelwood, with a minimum five-year notice
period for the closure of coal-fired generators in the valley.

It is a very good thing. It is a good thing for the people in the valley. It is a good thing to be providing
a sense of security with the appropriate regulatory frameworks across our state. This bill will allow
our government and the communities we represent to better respond to mine closures, and I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (18:08): I rise to make a contribution to the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Amendment Bill 2019. As has been said previously, the coalition are not opposing this
bill. If we put a little bit of context around it, this was originally drafted in relation to the Hazelwood
inquiry, and this bill that has come back to us now is a little bit broader. We also know that mines and
quarries throughout the state close—they finish their business sometimes, and at other times they will
close for different reasons—and so we need to be very cognisant of the need to rehabilitate the land
where the mine has been. Worldwide there have been some remarkable changes to some mines,
particularly in Canada with the Butchart Gardens, in Victoria, where an old mine site has absolutely
turned out to be really quite stunning.
The purpose of the bill before us today is to establish the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority. It
outlines its operations in relation to the closure and rehabilitation of a mine and also establishes the
Declared Mine Fund. Essentially this bill is not terribly controversial. There are a couple of concerns
that we have, but it has got generally broad support from the industry. What it does do is establish a
framework to provide additional financial protection for the state, and I think financial protection for
the state is an important thing going forward in relation to the rehabilitation of mines—in this case
mostly in the Latrobe Valley.
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I have quite a bit of experience with mines, having been a consultant prior to being a member of
Parliament. I did a lot of work with mines and I have seen rehabilitation processes underway. The one
that stands out most is that on the Gove Peninsula, the bauxite mine at Nhulunbuy. When they mined
a particular area they would rehabilitate that and move the mine across and across. You could actually
see from above where it had been rehabilitated and where the trees had been planted. There is a lot of
effort made to rehabilitate mines and I think it is important that we have the right processes and
procedures in place in Victoria.
As I have mentioned, the bill establishes a Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority; clarifies the
rehabilitation, closure and post-closure obligations; and sets up a post-closure fund. I think if mine
operators are aware of the processes in place that they need to take, and know that there is somebody
watching to make sure it is done in a compliant way, that is not such a bad thing. The authority will
take on the Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation commissioner’s current role in relation to the Latrobe
Valley Regional Rehabilitation Strategy. After a mine is closed the landowner will be responsible for
monitoring and maintaining the land, and I think it is quite important that we know exactly who is
responsible for what. The minister will have the power to enforce the post-closure plan.
There are a couple of concerns, as I have said. Through this process the minister can declare mines
where a mine presents a significant risk to public safety, the environment and infrastructure. At this
stage we do not have a definition of ‘significant risk’, and the minister has the potential to capture any
mine with a tailings storage facility. This could be used at times politically; I would hope that that
certainly does not occur. There are a couple of areas that are still unclear, and they are about the trigger
levels in declaring a mine—they are unclear—and also the extra regulation and reporting levels are
not quite clear. But, as I have said earlier, the industry is reasonably happy with this legislation because
it does bring some clarity around the mine closure process and the post-closure requirements. There
are still some unknowns there; some of the details lack a little bit of clarity. We will be having a board
set up—the new authority will have a board—and it should be composed of experts, people who have
a strong working knowledge in this area and who can certainly contribute positively. At this stage we
do not have any details around the board members. I know the Minerals Council of Australia have
made some comments on this bill, and in the main they are also supportive, but they worry a little bit
about the process of becoming a declared mine.
I want to take this opportunity also to mention the significance of mining in Victoria, and I think
sometimes this is an industry that is perhaps understated in its contribution. Victoria is home to a
number of headquarters: BHP, MMG, OceanaGold, Newcrest, Alumina, St Barbara and Orica as well
as Rio Tinto’s Asia-Pacific regional headquarters. Having these business headquarters here is quite
important. Deloitte Access Economics estimated in Victoria that the mining and mining equipment,
technology and services sector in 2015–16—it is a little bit old—contributed $8.2 billion in value to
the state economy and around 88 000 full-time equivalent jobs. I think that is fairly significant. The
indirect economic contribution is also quite large and is estimated to be around $5.4 billion and
supporting another 33 000 or so jobs. Combined there is a $13.6 billion value-added contribution made
by this sector in this state. That is 4 per cent of economic activity in 2015–16. So I think it is really
important that we continue to understand the significance of mining in this state and then consequently,
when that mine is depleted, finished or closed for whatever reason, that we do have the processes in
place to make sure that the land there has been rehabilitated.
But I do want to just make a couple of other comments about how important this sector is to Victoria
and broadly to society in general, because so much of what we have—in fact pretty well all of what
we have—relies at some stage on mining. There are resources in products that we use every day.
Smartphones rely on over 40 mined resources. It is something that people forget, but it does not matter
what we use, it has its origins in the ground. Our refrigerators are 70 kilos of steel from iron ore,
metallurgical coal. Solar panels require titanium dioxide, silica, tellurium and cadmium—all elements
from the ground. Wind turbines require vast amounts of steel for construction, which in turn requires
coal to be produced. It does not matter what we look at in Victoria, our building and construction
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sector is so reliant on mining. Concrete is used extensively in the construction of our roads, railway
sleepers, schools, hospitals, houses and sports stadia. It is made from mined lime, silica, alumina, iron
oxide and sulphate and we have aggregate from mined rocks and sand. So all of our society is based
around the mining sector and we need to be mindful of that. Equally we need to be mindful of the
appropriate closure processes around mines and the post-closure and rehabilitation requirements.
As I said, there are a couple of queries around this bill, but the coalition are not opposing it. I hope that
some of those little queries do get resolved between here and the upper house and that the government
takes on board some of the issues that are there. But, as I said, we are not opposing this bill.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (18:16): It is great to rise and speak on the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019 and talk a little bit about the journey of the
Hazelwood mine fire inquiry, a significant event for our state, and the learnings that have evolved over
the five or six-year journey to this point in time from such a tragic event that hit the Latrobe Valley.
This is about ensuring that we implement every single one of those recommendations to support
communities in the future and protect the interests of our state and our communities that are around
mining areas.
I wanted to take up the comments of the member for Eildon, who talked about various different things
and the importance of mining in our state. I could not agree more with the member for Eildon on her
point there about the various mining practices to produce steel and concrete—the works. Never in our
state have we seen so much activity and busyness in our mining sector, so much so that we have got a
bit of a shortage on some of those resources, such is the activity and the benefits that are being derived
for Victorians. All of those resources are ours as sovereign people of Victoria and we share in that
benefit, that wealth and that worth.
In thinking about this bill and the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry as well, in that context every mine in
Victoria and all those operations are underpinning our state’s prosperity. But also those who are
operating those mines are custodians, given the right at that time, for whatever commercial purposes or
outcomes, to deliver on those products. When you think about the journey beyond that, they also have,
I think rightly so, an obligation to support the broader communities around them and ensure that those
mines do not impact harshly on our communities. The notion that you just dig it up, process it and walk
away just cannot be the option for Victorians, for our people. Given how profitable some mines are, it
is appropriate that in reaping those benefits and gaining those benefits, those profits and those outcomes
we ensure the protection of our community’s interest is at the forefront of everything we do.
It is important to reflect on those learnings from the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry. I sat on the Fiskville
inquiry in the 58th Parliament. One of the legal advisers to the committee had been legal counsel
supporting the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry. There were significant health impacts on those
communities, with irrefutable evidence of risks to human health and safety—the safety of our
firefighters and our emergency services workers who were the first responders. We do not know what
the toll might be on their health in years to come, but a substantial event like that saw hundreds and
hundreds of firefighters impacted. I remember when we went through bills previously we heard a
significant contribution by the member for Frankston, talking about near misses from rockslides or
falls that had happened during that time, the harrowing impacts of such a tragedy and disaster. In
getting to that point, we knew during that inquiry that the significant underinvestment in safety and
procedures put workers’ lives at risk and put the broader community’s safety at risk. We need to ensure
that in future we promote a culture of safety—of preservation of life and workers’ health and safety.
Those learnings from that inquiry that are audited in an annual report each year will really underpin
and inform government going forward. It is only a few years on, but the community in the Latrobe
Valley still lives with the consequences of that impact, despite the inquiry and what has happened post
the closure of Hazelwood as well and what we do going forward into the future.
I had the opportunity post budget to meet the Eden team and hear about their vision and their plans,
what they have done in the UK and a really interesting approach to where you go in the future with
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mine rehabilitation and the journey that is taken forward as well. They are exciting opportunities and
exciting plans to think about—what we can do post mining, post industry, to restore or provide a
different use that might not be envisaged at a current point and to be innovative and think what is in
the best interests of our state going forward and its promotion.
This bill establishes the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority to oversee those declared mine lands. The
bill requires declared mine licensees to have a declared mine rehabilitation plan, including the extent of
involvement of state agencies and referral authorities. I am really interested for the broader community
sector as well in what that entails going forward, that rehabilitation plan for community certainty, so
that if mining practices are underway already we steer our communities towards being involved and
consulted in the process of where that might finish up in the future so that there is that certainty and
understanding in the community of where those assets might go in the future and the opportunities that
might come. That will then reduce that uncertainty around mining potentially abruptly coming to an
end, like we saw with Engie making the decision to cease operations at Hazelwood, and around what
happens into the future as we plan for those community outcomes as well.
The Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority is envisaged to commence from 30 June 2020. It will replace
and succeed the Latrobe Valley Mine Rehabilitation Commissioner. The authority will assume the
commissioner’s current roles and functions over the Latrobe Valley coalmines and any future declared
mines and assume further functions, so that allows some time to also steer that transition from the great
work that has already been done and as we implement things into the future.
Currently the Minister for Resources can declare mines if they present significant geotechnical or
hydrogeological risks of harm to public safety, the infrastructure and the environment. Having heard
some of those testimonies and submissions and then submissions about the broader community impact
around the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry and then the impact going forward into the community, I
think that is really important and appropriate as well.
Going back to the comments made by members in this place, mining of course has a significant role
in our state, underpinning a substantial amount of employment in our community in that sector and of
course across various industries as well. Of course coalmining has been a substantial part of Victoria’s
story. Goldmining has underpinned the prosperity of our state since the early declarations of the state
of Victoria, underpinning a lot of the wealth and prosperity that we saw post the establishment of the
colony of Victoria and going forward as the state of Victoria that we love and cherish today. It is an
incredibly important sector in our community, not of the size it is in other jurisdictions like WA or
Queensland but still a substantial part of the Australian economy.
We want to support that into the future, but knowing its place in our community and in the broader
environment as well, how do we strike that balance between those commercial operations and
explorations that occur and then what we do into the future to make sure that the resources that are the
sovereign right of all Victorian people and the benefits that derive from them and the profitability are
secured? We need to ensure that there is also an acknowledgement of better practices, better oversight,
better regulation, protection of workers and protection of community interests into the future and
ensure that there is a balance struck between those interests and where we finish up in the future when
mining might cease and that we have appropriate plans to steer sooner on the conclusion of operations
to those community outcomes.
As I said, I cannot endorse the member for Eildon’s comments any more. Yes, there is a substantial
amount of mining and extraction going on in Victoria at the moment. A few years back you could
probably have mounted an argument that it was a bit lean, the extraction of resources for steel, concrete
and sand and various other activities. They might actually have sent it interstate, such was the lack of
action and enthusiasm for major projects by those opposite. But, goodness me, now when we are talking
about shortages in minerals and in resources across our state it is because our state is absolutely
humming, our mining sectors are humming, underpinned by strong growth in the construction industry,
because we are getting on and delivering for all Victorians the outcomes and projects in our state.
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Whether they are level crossings, tunnels or, out my way, freeways, there are a lot of resources being
used. I endorse the member for Eildon’s comments. It has never been a better time to be in Victoria
than at the moment, with the extraction of resources in our state. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (18:26): It gives me pleasure to rise to speak on the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019. Of course it is of most interest to the Morwell
electorate, which I have the pleasure and pride to represent. The bill does a couple of major things,
including fulfilling recommendation 15 of the Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry Report 2015/2016:
Volume IV—Mine Rehabilitation, which relates to the closure and rehabilitation of licensed mines.
The bill also improves the operations of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990,
including the granting of licence applications, compensation agreements and prospective licences.
Firstly, a thankyou to the minister’s offer for a briefing in relation to these matters. It is much
appreciated. This bill of course was debated in 2018 but did not proceed beyond the Legislative
Council at the time. I had the pleasure of speaking on this bill at that time, so forgive me for being
repetitive in some of my commentary. As members have spoken about, the genesis, or the background,
of these particular matters relates to the Morwell mine fire and subsequent inquiries and reports that
were undertaken in relation to that. A couple of comments: it was an awful, terrible time for our
community. Again, I want to put on the record my commendation to everybody who fought one of the
most complex and difficult fires over a long period of time in the most heinous of conditions. It really
was amazing the work and effort that so many people who fought that fire put into it, and the support
from and response of the community afterwards was profound. I know politics plays a part in this, but
I think everybody in the community knows that people did their best in very unique circumstances.
Nobody wanted this to happen; it did happen, and people proudly did their absolute best in the most
heinous of circumstances. I also want to put on the record my thanks to the shadow minister for his
very kind comments. Members of Parliament are here to support their community, but it was the
people who fought on the ground who had the courage, commitment and dedication, and I really want
to put on the record my thanks once again for their efforts.
Recommendation 15 of the mine fire inquiry report talks about the establishment of the independent
Latrobe Valley Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority as a statutory body, by amending the act, which
we are doing today. It was in the recommendation to commence this no later than 2026, or earlier in
the event of a premature closure of one of the mines in the Latrobe Valley. Obviously that has
happened with the Hazelwood power station closing, so essentially if this bill passes,
recommendation 15 will be implemented. Essentially what the bill does is evolve the role and
functions of the Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation commissioner, which is in place at the moment,
and establishes the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority. Obviously there will be additional functions
for the role of the authority once it is established, in addition to that of the mine rehab commissioner.
I want to put on the record my thanks and say well done to Commissioner Rae Mackay and his team
who, in my opinion, have done a fantastic job with what is a difficult brief. People have varying views
and opinions around mine rehabilitation, but Rae and his team have done a very good job in making
sure the community has been informed and has been able to provide some feedback. He does it in a
way that people really listen to. In digressing slightly, I was out at Boolarra last week, which is a small
town in my community. I thought I was attending the local community group AGM, and here were
Rae and his team out there very late on a Thursday night talking to the Boolarra community about his
role and what they do.
Having said that, I understand the authority will be established by 1 July 2020 and will be located at
the GovHub in Morwell, which is currently under construction. I think what the government will have
to deal with is a potential timing issue here, because I do not believe the GovHub will be established
by the time the authority is in place. So whether there will be some temporary lodgings in between, I
am not sure, but I do not believe the GovHub will be completed by the time the authority will actually
be established. From my perspective, as I did say in the bill briefing, there are opportunities for the
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commissioner—if he so wishes—and his staff to make sure that there are employment opportunities
as part of the new authority that is being established.
The bill in respect of mine rehabilitation has five key requirements, and one is that mine licensees are
to have a declared mine rehabilitation plan, including the extent of the involvement of state agencies
and referral authorities. In digressing slightly at the moment, the only declared mines in the state are
actually the three Latrobe Valley mines in my electorate. Beyond that the bill also requires that mine
licensees must meet the closure criteria to establish that rehabilitation is satisfactory and a bond can
be returned. In digressing again slightly, I do note that the recommendations of the mine fire inquiry
talked about giving an interim lift to the bonds required for the mines. When you have a look at the
stark differences, in reality the bonds that have now been imposed upon those mine owners are
substantial. Just for the record—and I am happy to be corrected—my understanding is Engie’s bond
is now $289 million, AGL’s is $154 million and EnergyAustralia’s is $148 million. They are quite
substantial in terms of the bonds that they have in place at the moment. Some of the concerns are: will
they suffice; what are the plans going to look like into the future; will it be too much; or will it not be
enough? I guess until we know the regulations they are really up in the air. There are three other
provisions in the bill which I will not go into, given time is of the essence.
We also have the Latrobe Valley Regional Rehabilitation Strategy, and that is to come into play at the
same time the authority is established. Whilst I am not opposed to the bill, there is certainly some
uncertainty and some concerns that exist. Part of my concern is the fact that local community assets
surrounding the pondage may not be included, and the closure of Hazelwood Pondage has certainly
had a massive impact upon our community. It is important that rehabilitation happens over a very long
time and is adequately funded, which I just referred to. There are different options around
rehabilitation, and other members have spoken about that. In an ideal world you would like to have
the best possible outcome, of course. But coal is different, and you have got to make sure that it is safe,
that it is stable, that it is technically right and that of course it is economic as well. Any plan really
needs to incorporate low-cost, long-term monitoring and maintenance as part of it. As I said, there is
some lack of clarity on the bonds and requirements for the rehabilitation when it actually occurs. I
respect the fact that regulations are yet to be drafted, established or presented to us as members of
Parliament. With that being the case at this point in time, there are a few unknowns.
I must say that in the Latrobe Valley we have an organisation, or a community advocacy group, called
the Great Latrobe Park Group. Nina Burke and her team are advocating for the best possible outcome
and solutions to any mine rehabilitation and have come up with some good ideas and concepts that
might be implemented. One of the concerns they have raised with me is around the structure of the
board of the authority. My understanding is that there is a chairperson, a deputy chairperson and a
member and there can be up to another three members. They suggest that a minimum of three is not
enough and maybe you could have five or a maximum of six members. At the moment I understand
that as part of the act it can be a maximum of six, but that you could increase that to eight. I can see in
some sense that it is important that the board is made up of not only experts in the field but also ensures
that the local community has a voice—that there is transparency, understanding and input from the
local community because ultimately it will be the generations to come in that community that see what
that rehabilitation plan is like and how that will benefit the local community.
In summary, from my perspective I do not have too many issues with the bill itself. We are still waiting
to see the regulations that will come forward in terms of how it will work specifically, but the main
thing is making sure there is transparency, information and dialogue with our local community.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (18:36): I also rise to speak on the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2019. As previous speakers have said, this legislation
further implements recommendations from the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry that the Labor
government implemented when it was elected during its last term.
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Of course we all know what a terrible situation we were in with the Hazelwood mine fire and the
terrible impact it had on local people, including lasting concerns around health and the environment at
the time with the smog and the pollution and the chemicals and what that was doing to children and
people living in the area. There was a lot of delay. Probably people ought to have been evacuated
much earlier. There were people from the Latrobe Valley who came to Parliament to speak to us about
some of the situations they were in. I remember one family that could not live in their home because
of the contamination, and they had been forced to live in the tent that they normally camped in for
Christmas holidays. They were so far away that they could not get their children to school. The father
had to work and took the car at 7 o’clock in the morning or earlier, because there was no other means
of transport. They needed the income and he was not able to get time off work. This meant that the
children were unable to go to school for quite some time. There were some really terrible situations—
awful things that people really should not have had to put up with.
This legislation does not go to prevention—there are other recommendations about that—but makes
sure there is a system or proper plan in place for the closure of a declared mine. As I understand it, the
plan is to be made well in advance, so in actual fact while the mine is still operating it should operate
in such a way that it ensures that the land that will be rehabilitated after the mine has finished is both
safe and usable.
Just going back to the Hazelwood mine inquiry, this legislation acquits some of the recommendations
of that inquiry. To date, 38 of the 50 recommendations have been implemented, and the remaining
12 actions are on track to be completed by June 2020. One of the recommendations from the mine
inquiry was that there needed to be more clarification about the closure, rehabilitation and post-closure
obligations of mine owners, and this legislation addresses that aspect. It also establishes an
independent Latrobe Valley mine authority by 2026 or earlier. Another recommendation is to establish
a post-closure trust fund.
Just talking about some of the roles and responsibilities of government, there is a requirement to make
sure that mine owners do the right thing, particularly when a mine is coming to its end. For a start, the
legislation gives the minister the power to declare a mine. The declaration of a mine comes about when
there is a potential or real safety threat or problem. The minister can declare a mine, which means that
certain requirements or obligations then come onto the owners of that mine to ensure that the mine is
conducted in a safe and responsible way, and of course when it closes that process continues.
At the moment if land shifts or there are hydrogeological issues and things like that, the minister can
declare a mine and therefore have certain powers over it. That provision has now been expanded to
include things such as if there is a threat to water, to the water table or any sort of contamination. That
is another time when a minister can have some further say over a mine and what will happen to it.
In terms of a mine authority, when looking at the dire impacts that mines can have on a community,
such as with the Hazelwood fire, but also of course the impact after a mine is depleted or closed, who
is going to be responsible for rehabilitating the land? It cannot just be left as it is. There might be all
sorts of contamination. There might be asbestos; there might be poison in the ground. How will that
be rehabilitated? Of course it ought not be the state that is required to do this; it should be the
landowners or the mine owners that have made the profits out of that land. They should have an
obligation to make sure it is safe when they leave it and that the land can be put to other uses. That is
what this legislation is about; it is about making sure that happens.
As I said earlier, it is really, really important to have that planning nice and early so that the
management of the mine deals with the final stages in the life of the mine so that perhaps there can be
some sort of rehabilitation or steps taken while the mine is still in use to bring it to a state where it is
better than it would otherwise have been had it just been left, and the only single focus of the work on
that mine was to extract the resources from it and then not really worry about what happens to it in 10,
20 or 30 years time.
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The authority established by this legislation will monitor and oversee what a mine owner is doing and
how they are doing it to ensure they are acting in the interests of the local people and doing what is
required under the law, making sure that the things they are doing really do follow best practice to
make sure the land is rehabilitated as much as possible. We know that there are so many places where
there have been old quarries or old mines and they have just been left, of no use to anybody. No-one
can go near them. They are fenced off. There are in fact places where people can become injured or
hurt because the places are left in such a state. So it is really important to make sure, especially with
our growing population, that we make the best use of land—that that land can be used after the mine
has finished and closed and that it can be used for a lot of purposes rather than just left there to be an
eyesore or in fact to be a danger to people. So they are the main things in terms of this legislation.
Of course as we know the Labor government since being elected in 2014 has certainly continued and
will continue to put its money where its mouth is. We made promises during the election campaign
and we made commitments, and those promises and commitments were acquitted and followed up.
We make sure that they happen no matter what, and I think this is a good example. We promised to
have the inquiry, which we did last term, and now we have committed to implementing all of the
recommendations to try to do whatever we can to prevent the terrible situation of the Hazelwood mine
fires happening again but also to make sure that even after the mines have finished the land and the
area on which they are are not going to impact on people and create further health hazards for both
this generation and of course the generations to come. So it is really good to see this legislation again
going through the Parliament.
Dr READ (Brunswick) (18:46): Today I am speaking on the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Amendment Bill 2019. I note that this bill is a repeat of the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Amendment Bill 2018, to which my colleague the member for Melbourne
spoke at some length. I will therefore keep my comments relatively brief.
The bill comes out of the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry, so the bill is quite important. It is also overdue.
It is important because coalmine site rehabilitation will be a significant issue for Victoria over the next
10 years, indeed probably over the next 100 or more, because of the size, the sheer size and depth, of
these pits in the Latrobe Valley and at Hazelwood, where groundwater has to be continuously pumped
out to stop upward pressure destabilising the mine. It is not clear when that will ever stop if the mine
site is not flooded. The climate crisis is just one part of coal’s disastrous legacy. Another is the
devastating impact that mining has had on our landscapes, and a third is the impact that coal pollution
has had on the health of local communities.
I recently visited the Yallourn coalmine and would like to thank the staff there for showing me around
and talking about the options they have for rehabilitating the Yallourn pit, which is truly enormous
and has to be visited to be appreciated. My Greens colleagues have also worked with members of the
local community, who have got some great ideas about how to get the most for the valley as it moves
into a post-coal era.
I think we in Victoria have a lot we can learn from Germany, where the government has developed and
funded to the tune of €40 billion-odd a comprehensive plan to replace all of that country’s coalmines,
to transition workers into new careers and to restore landscapes as part of diversified regional
economies. A good government in Victoria would have a similar plan. It would have a plan to replace
our three ageing and polluting coal-fired power stations—Yallourn, Loy Yang A and Loy Yang B—
with clean energy as quickly as possible and also to see the mines, these enormous scars on the
landscape that they are, integrated into the Latrobe Valley landscape in a way that is aesthetic and safe.
To be honest, if we can do something that stops the deeper mines of Loy Yang and Hazelwood
collapsing and destabilising the landscape with contaminated groundwater bursting upwards, that
would be a good achievement. I was troubled on visiting the shallower Yallourn mine that their
rehabilitation plan—and apparently that for all the mines in the area—seems to be to just fill it with
water. As the member for Gippsland South has already said, the sheer volume of water required would
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be very difficult if not impossible to source, so I have some concerns about this and would ask that the
government ensure that these landscapes are restored with thought, care and adequate funding. It
would be a long-term task.
In Germany they predict that some of the mines will consume more energy in rehabilitation and
stabilisation than they ever produced in coal. This is particularly important in Victoria for the
communities around the mines and particularly for the Gunnai people, whose lands we have damaged
with these mines.
Apart from the sheer volume of water, the other point is that water is becoming more and more scarce.
Since 1950 Victoria has had a decline in rainfall of between 100 millimetres and 600 millimetres
annual average rainfall per year. The 600-millimetre drop in annual average rainfall is in the mountains
just north of these mines. That rainforest is less of a rainforest now, and a lot of the water used to
supply the mines is drying up due to climate change. So I am troubled by information coming from
community members that the plan is just to fill them with water and that perhaps the government might
even support this approach, primarily to appease the major energy corporates who own these mines—
AGL, Alinta and CLP, whose front organisation in Australia is known as EnergyAustralia. Their
chairman and largest shareholder, Sir Michael Kadoorie, is number 171 on the Forbes rich list and
could probably afford to rehabilitate these mines, but EnergyAustralia reportedly pays no tax.
Nevertheless, it is important to have a plan and to do this rehabilitation in a thoughtful, careful and
potentially jobs-rich way.
Rather than repeat what other speakers have said, I want to talk now about an aspect that I do not think
has been raised so far in this debate, which is the future of the toxic coal ash dumps in Victoria. When
coal is burnt to make electricity it produces tens of thousands of tonnes of toxic ash waste. For example,
the Yallourn mine produces about 260 000 tonnes of toxic coal ash per year, so a quarter of a million
tonnes a year. At most coal-fired power stations in Australia the coal ash is mixed with saline
wastewater and pumped into enormous dumps to create a toxic sludge, including a whole cocktail of
heavy metals and dangerous pollutants—a sort of rogues’ gallery from the periodic table, with
mercury, lead, arsenic, selenium and chromium among them. Coal ash is one of Australia’s biggest
waste problems and accounts for nearly a fifth of the entire nation’s waste stream. Most of us have not
heard of it. The toxic slurry from poorly managed ash dumps across the country is contaminating water
and soil needed by farmers and ecosystems. It leaches into rivers and lakes where our families fish and
our children swim. When the dumps dry out, the dust blows into nearby communities, who then
breathe toxic particles deep into their lungs.
There are five of these toxic coal ash dumps in Victoria: Energy Brix in Morwell; the Loy Yang dump—
Loy Yang A and B share a dump; Hazelwood, Yallourn—the Yallourn dump is 180 metres from
Yallourn North Primary School; and Anglesea is the fifth. The Yallourn dump has a plastic liner
underneath it, which has reportedly been torn, and a recent environmental audit has detected
contamination of aquifers beneath the Yallourn dump and also beneath the AGL dump. So groundwater
contamination is a serious problem, and there is thought to be a toxic groundwater plume extending
downstream from both of those dumps. There is no ash management plan for this toxic slurry. For
example, in 2015 an ash pipe ruptured, releasing three and a half swimming pools worth of ash sludge
into the Morwell River, which flows into the Gippsland Lakes. EnergyAustralia had to pay a $7500 fine.
Just for comparison, Forbes estimates Sir Michael Kadoorie as being worth $7.5 billion.
The toxins in the coal ash that I have mentioned are linked to heart disease, cancer, respiratory disease
and nervous system or neurological disease. Although the health and environmental impacts of air
pollution are becoming better known, there is very little research being done in Australia on the health
and environmental impacts from water and soil contaminated by this toxic coal ash. These dumps must
be carefully and strictly managed and rehabilitated to minimise the risk that this toxic substance poses
to human and environmental health. Indeed one of the best things we can to do to reduce the scale of
the ash dump problem is to stop burning coal and stop producing the ash. While we fret about how to
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rehabilitate these enormous coal pits, we continue to expand them. The Yallourn pit advances into the
surrounding farmland at a rate of about 100 to 150 metres a year as they mine about 17 million tonnes
of coal a year, and that coal runs on a conveyor belt at about 20 kilometres an hour into a furnace. So
the urgency of replacing Yallourn in particular, but soon enough all the others, with renewable energy—
something I think we are discussing tomorrow—becomes clearer when you consider that every day we
continue to mine coal we make the rehabilitation task that much more difficult.
So in the meantime I ask that the government pay extremely close attention to the risk of the toxic coal
ash dumps in Victoria and ensure that rehabilitation adequately addresses this specific danger. The
Greens pay close attention to what happens in the Latrobe Valley, as we do across the state, and we
do not want the future of these coalmines to be swept under the carpet. So if we think about how much
coal is mined in Victoria, I would estimate conservatively that we have mined about a billion tonnes
of brown coal in the Latrobe Valley over the last 20 years. Given that the CO2 produced stays in the
atmosphere for around 50 years, most of that billion tonnes of Latrobe Valley is still up there. So as
we continue to expand these pits, it is vital that the authority created by this bill is set up to tackle this
task of rehabilitation. We look forward to the government and coal companies working together to
safeguard community health and to restore our landscapes, and we will continue to use the tools
available to us as representatives of the people in Parliament to ensure that this happens.
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for
Creative Industries) (18:58): Now, I have done a lot of preparation for this considered contribution
because of course this is a very important bill, the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development)
Amendment Bill 2019. It is an excellent piece of legislation, and I want to commend my cabinet
colleague for bringing this forward. This would be the minister for this bill, the Minister for Resources.
Of course this is an excellent piece of work, which we know is in response to the recommendations of
the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry.
As we have heard in a number of other contributions in this place, it reflects the intent of the previous
Parliament to almost have this matter considered, but now of course in a timely and appropriate way
we are considering how the rehabilitation, closure and post-closure requirements of a number of
significant mines and related sites around the state should be dealt with. Of course this is particularly
important when it comes to the issues of the post-closure management of rehabilitated mine sites. The
move to establish the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority to oversee such declared rehabilitation and
post-closure management projects is a very significant move that the government strongly supports.
The bill also makes improvements around how the Earth Resources Ministerial Advisory Council
operates in its process of consultation with community, industry and of course government, and it will
require a series of moves by the minister to consider comments from that advisory council before
deciding to grant or refuse a licence under the act in enabling compensation agreements to include a
record of agreed or non-agreed financial redress.
Indeed some of the up-sector arrangements from the mine and in the areas around the sector, as the
Honourable Minister for Water, who is at the table, would know, are particularly important because
there are some very historically dubious arrangements in place when it comes to the protection of rivers
and river systems and the downstream economy as well as ecology when it comes to how these are
dealt with, particularly in the upper reaches of some of our Gippsland rivers. So we know that the
important role that this bill will play in assisting us will be an important part of Victoria’s mining future.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
Adjournment
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:
That the house now adjourns.
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DEER CONTROL
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (19:01): (1044) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Agriculture,
and the action I seek is for the minister to release the deer management strategy. The release of this
strategy is well behind schedule, as outlined through the Engage Victoria process. An advisory group
was established in March last year. A targeted stakeholder workshop occurred in April, with a public
consultation process in October. The time line outlined on the Engage Victoria website indicated the
release for this strategy.
Deer numbers have escalated in the electorate of Eildon. From the high country around Mansfield to
the Yarra Ranges, to the south and west in Nillumbik and Murrindindi, I hear complaints from
constituents constantly about exploding numbers. My constituents are looking for action from the
government to tackle this problem. They want to see things done, because for too long they have had
to suffer. The issues that they raise are collisions with deer and enormous damage to vehicles—
panelbeaters do a lot of work in the electorate. This is particularly dangerous for people driving at
night. We have very windy roads, and it is even more dangerous. We get complaints of illegal hunting,
shots being fired too close to houses, spotlights being shone into houses, signs being shot at and
carcasses left headless on the edges of towns. The illegal activity of some hunters is damaging to the
hunters who do the right thing—and there are many of those. I hear of damage to crops; vineyards and
orchardists complain of this damage. I have had a vineyard in Taggerty say they did not pick a grape
last year because of the damage done by deer; Dixons Creek, similarly. Prevention strategies are
expensive and extra wire fencing or electrification costs a lot. We have had damage to gardens;
residents complain constantly. It is not uncommon to see deer grazing on the side of the road, and I
myself have witnessed this many times. Judy McShane of Jamison tells me:
Over the last two years what was a random problem has now become out of control—hunters shooting
throughout the night by spotlight on main roads and private property with no consideration for the residents
who live in our beautiful country town. Worse still is the fact that the deer they shoot are beheaded, and the
carcass is left to rot on roadsides, private property, or is tossed in the Goulburn River to float downstream.

Mim and Fredy Kocher from Healesville tell me:
For many years groups of feral deer have come rampaging at our place … They have caused immense damage
by debarking trees (causing them to die) stripping all branches they can reach of leaves, and trampling young
plants.

They are looking for a local cull. Locals are looking for solutions. I commend the Dixons Creek
Landcare Group for its recent initiative, bringing people implementing deer management strategies in
other areas together with local landholders to look for local solutions. The Cathedral Landcare Group
used Maxi-Beast guards to protect trees they planted on National Tree Day. That is more fiddly and
definitely more costly, but this is what is needed. We need a solution to the deer problem now.
ST PATRICK’S PARISH PRIMARY SCHOOL, MENTONE
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (19:04): (1045) My adjournment this evening is for the Minister
for Education, and the action I seek is for the minister to visit St Patrick’s primary school in Mentone
to get an update on their future building plans and ambitions to finish off the construction of their
fantastic school. Under the leadership of Tim Noonan this school has gone from strength to strength.
Supporting Catholic schools in our area is something that I am really passionate about, and our
Catholic and non-government commitment of $400 million to invest in infrastructure in the nongovernment sector is quite substantial. When you think that one in three students is educated in this
sector, we have an obligation to all Victorians to ensure that their education is supported. For the
1 million students across all sectors, we are building the Education State to make sure that every child,
regardless of their circumstance, regardless of the sector, does the very best with their opportunities
and in their education.
To hear those plans for the extra classrooms and the focus on inclusion at St Patrick’s primary is truly
inspiring. This school fundraised themselves for a lift in their school facilities to ensure that children
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with additional needs—who are in a wheelchair or have mobility issues—can access all parts of the
school. But there is that missing link, and those increased classrooms will increase capacity at the
school and deliver those important upgrades, setting them up into the future.
It was the Andrews Labor government who committed $400 million to the Catholic and nongovernment sectors. It is an exciting project and it is seeing great outcomes that include St Joseph’s
primary school and St Louis de Montfort’s Primary School being beneficiaries, and St Brigid’s
primary school—so three schools in my area that have directly benefited from that. When you look at
all the investment we are making in our schools across our sector, it is truly inspiring to see education
expanded. As the Parliamentary Secretary for Schools, I believe it is a great time in Victoria for our
education system. So my adjournment matter, then, is to ask the minister to come out and visit
St Patrick’s primary school in Mentone.
BANGERANG COMMUNITY RECOGNITION
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (19:06): (1046) My adjournment is for the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs in the other place, and the action that I seek is that the minister meet the Bangerang people,
who need support—either financially or via government administration—to be recognised as
traditional owners of their land. For too long this government has washed their hands of the traditional
owners dispute between Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation and Taungurung Land and
Waters Council and their unwillingness to recognise the Bangerang people. The Bangerang people of
the Wangaratta region that stretches across through to Echuca and the border, along the Murray River,
seek recognition of their traditional rights and acknowledgement. Yorta Yorta and Taungurung people
are and will be far better resourced to fight the Bangerang people and stop them claiming their
registered Aboriginal party status, which will allow them to administer support services to their local
people. It is not fair, and it is just not right that the local traditional custodians of the land around
Wangaratta have been locked out of the discussions because they are deemed to fall under the earlier
mentioned groups—Yorta Yorta and Taungurung. The Bangerang people do not have the resources
to fight this process, and very soon the millions of dollars that will flow into the current registered
Aboriginal parties will end any chance that the Bangerang people will be heard or treated fairly.
In Wangaratta on Sunday I attended a rally where nearly 400 people came along to show their support
for this recognition to be considered. Someone has decreed that the Bangerang people do not qualify as
a registered Aboriginal party, and it appears no correspondence will be entered into. I urge the minister
to meet with the Bangerang people and support them to be given the recognition they deserve and offer
resources so that a fair process can take place once and for all. It is not fair and it is just not right.
NILLUMBIK GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Ms WARD (Eltham) (19:08): (1047) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Planning, and
the action I seek is for the minister to visit and meet with members of my local community who have
concerns about Nillumbik’s potential changes to their green wedge management plan. Minister, as you
are well aware, my community is passionate about their green wedge and very passionate about its
preservation. Many residents have contacted both me and the member for Yan Yean with concerns
about Nillumbik’s process regarding their green wedge management plan, and what their plans, once
agreed to, could mean for the future of our green wedge. You would also be aware of the strong
concerns my community had last year when Nillumbik tried to sell off 17 reserves, and most recently
this year the old shire office site and Eltham Preschool, among other public assets. I ask the minister
to come to my community once Nillumbik has endorsed their green wedge management plan and sit
down with locals and have a chat about what this could mean for my local community.
BUNYIP NORTH QUARRY
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (19:09): (1048) I raise a matter for the Minister for Planning in
relation to the proposed Bunyip North Quarry. The proponents of the quarry are Hanson
HeidelbergCement Group, and late in 2017 the Minister for Planning called for an environment effects
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statement to be conducted as part of the planning application process for the quarry. In the latest
Bunyip North Quarry EES project update, Hanson has given notice that a number of critical aspects
of the development have been altered. Now that Hanson has significantly altered the scope of the
project, and assuming this will not trigger a restart of the EES process, I ask that the minister extend
the time allowed for the community to review the EES and make their submissions.
There are two opportunities for the community to have input into the EES process—one immediately
before the EES process commences and the other immediately after it concludes, where there are
20 working days for the community and anyone else to make a submission. Hanson will have had more
than four years to prepare their EES. It seems very unreasonable for the community group to only have
four weeks to review it and make a submission, especially when the full details of changes and the
impact of those changes on the scope of the project will not be clear until the final EES is released.
Now that Hanson have given notice of the changes to the scope of the project, key aspects will be
assessed against the various studies, including the impact on visual amenity, air quality, noise and
groundwater. One critical operational feature of this proposal is truck movements and the impact they
may have on local traffic, tourism and safety, especially at the intersection of the Princes Highway.
The annual extraction rate has been increased from 1 million tonnes per year to 2 million tonnes per
year by the sixth year of operation. This equates to four loaded truck movements per minute, and of
course every truck has to arrive empty, so really that is eight truck movements per minute exiting and
entering the Princes Highway at an already dangerous and busy intersection and travelling along local
roads that will never cope with the impact on the pavement or provide for the safety of residents and
tourists.
The proponents have indicated in their latest report that they will engage with the community regarding
the outcome of these studies and the nature and extent of any proposed mitigation measures prior to
exhibiting the EES. Given that every report that has been provided to the community so far has been
altered and only two public meetings have been held to date, there is no guarantee that the community
will be given sufficient time to review the EES, seek advice on the impacts of the revised activity and
develop a comprehensive submission, so I respectfully call on the minister to allow six months for the
community to review, seek advice on and respond to the final EES.
STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (19:11): (1049) My matter is for the Minister for Education, and the action
I seek is for the minister to meet with me and discuss the mental health practitioners in schools
initiative announced by this government. The mental health practitioners in schools initiative is a
significant step in improving mental health for young people in our state and is a very important
announcement. It is a more than $51 million program that will start in term 3 in 33 secondary schools
in Melbourne’s south-eastern suburbs, from Albert Park College to Frankston High. This government
is committed to improving mental health for young Victorians, and we know how important it is to
have the right services in our schools.
As the minister may be aware, Sunbury College in my electorate, my former school, has tragically
experienced a number of recent tragedies which have significantly affected both the college and the
broader Sunbury community. I want to take this opportunity to express my deepest sympathies to the
families and friends and the wider community, who have experienced great loss·at such a difficult
time. As you can understand, these events place significant stress on existing student welfare services
and programs. I want to have the opportunity to talk about this very important program with the
minister, and I want to take this opportunity to thank him for all of the important work he has done in
schools in my electorate.
LATROBE VALLEY GAME FISHING CLUB
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (19:13): (1050) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Fishing
and Boating in the other place. The action that I seek is for the minister to provide urgent support and
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assistance to the Latrobe Valley Game Fishing Club, who have recently received a notice that they are
required to vacate their longstanding clubrooms located on Engie’s Hazelwood Pondage site. This is
yet another long-term stakeholder who is about to be booted from the pondage without any support or
intervention from the government. We have already had the Latrobe Valley Yacht Club, who delivered
the Sailability program, and the Latrobe Valley Triathlon Club, who have basically been shifted off
site. How this has been allowed to happen is nothing short of appalling. To think that Hazelwood
power station was allowed to close so abruptly without a fight and now we have had the much-loved
and iconic pondage being left to slowly die without any intervention just defies belief. And this is
despite thousands of people within my local community signing petitions calling on the government
to intervene. This is yet another sporting and recreation club in my community that has been dudded.
We have had Latrobe Valley Squash in Morwell basically booted off site without a home to go to
because of the development of the GovHub in Morwell.
By way of background, the Latrobe Valley Game Fishing Club was established in 1982 and has got
over 100 members. Second and third-generation members are part of the club. They love their fishing.
They fish all over the country. I understand the club has the second highest number of members in
Victoria and the highest number of female members.
The fishing club were given notice to vacate by 1 October, and they rightly are devastated. On the
weekend they held their last AGM, and it is obviously a very sad and unsettling time for them. The
minister and the government quite rightly often talk about the benefits of fishing, and I quote the
minister by way of a statement within the 2019 Victorian Recreational Fishing Guide:
We will continue to focus on getting more people fishing, more often.

That is wonderful. That is fantastic. But what about supporting existing fishing clubs like the Latrobe
Valley Game Fishing Club and their members? The current clubrooms are used for regular meetings
and events. They also have a large array of memorabilia and trophies they have collected over time.
The reality is now that they do not have a home to go to, and unless we can get the minister and the
state government to provide some support and identify a new home in a short space of time, I fear for
the future of this club and their members.
It is simply not acceptable to have this club or any club or other organisation put in this position. The
cost for relocation, identifying a site and so forth is a real concern for the club, and I implore the
minister to urgently intervene and provide the adequate assistance that the club is seeking to find a
new home.
WENDOUREE ELECTORATE HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (19:16): (1051) I direct my adjournment matter to the Minister for
Disability, Ageing and Carers, and the action that I seek is for him to provide me with a detailed update
on the waiting times for home care packages for the elderly in my electorate of Wendouree as well as
Ballarat and the region of western Victoria. Home care packages are very important to many people
living in my community and their families because they allow people to maintain their independence
and age in place by accessing the support and services they need to stay in their own homes. This is
why I am interested to know what the waiting times are and what my constituents can expect in terms
of time for the delivery of necessary services to get help around the home. I look forward to the
minister’s response.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY WARRANDYTE STATION
Mr R SMITH (Warrandyte) (19:17): (1052) Tonight I wish to raise a matter for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, and the request I have is for the minister to support Warrandyte CFA’s
application to the volunteer emergency services equipment program. The Warrandyte CFA has been a
volunteer-based brigade serving the Warrandyte community since 1938 and currently has around
65 volunteers. In this extreme fire risk area the Warrandyte CFA has been at the forefront of not only
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protecting the local community but acting as part of the state’s surge capacity, most recently at the
Bunyip State Forest fire earlier this year. The current station, originally built in the 1970s, has had some
minor modifications over time but there have been plans for some time for some capital works that will
help the brigade make the station a safer environment for the volunteers. With this in mind, the brigade
has registered for the volunteer emergency services equipment program for this year, 2019.
The goal of the application by the Warrandyte fire brigade is to convert a now disused office into an
operation turnout room. Currently volunteers are required to have their protective clothing stored in
the engine bay, exposing the gear to harmful diesel particulate and meaning that members have to
change in and around moving vehicles. Breathing apparatus are currently being washed in the
brigade’s kitchen sink, emphasising the need for a specific area for this function. The creation of a
separate turnout room would allow all of the protective gear to be located away from contamination
as well as creating a safe area for members to change. The new room would also contain an area for
breathing apparatus to be rinsed, cleaned and stored. The brigade has sought and received support
from the CFA to address this significant OH&S issue. As they are currently located in and service an
area of extreme fire risk, the Warrandyte CFA is a vital part of the Warrandyte community, as I said,
and I would ask the minister to take due consideration of this when reviewing the brigade’s volunteer
emergency services equipment application. I also seek that the minister have her department and the
CFA meet with the Warrandyte CFA to discuss future funding considerations for larger capital works
that are needed for Warrandyte’s CFA brigade into the future.
DAREBIN WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (19:19): (1053) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and the action I seek is that the minister encourage Darebin
council to seek an alternative recycling processor. For the people in my electorate of Northcote
recycling is a deep part of our ethos. My community was mortified to learn that Darebin council have
been sending their recycling to landfill after the collapse of SKM Recycling. While kerbside recycling
is a responsibility of councils, the Andrews Labor government has acted decisively to get councils out
of the situation they have found themselves in.
The government is delivering immediate financial relief to affected councils and incentives for them
to seek alternative options to landfill. Over the last five years the Andrews government has made a
record $141 million investment in the recycling sector to improve how we deal with waste. As recently
as July, with a grant from government, Australian Paper Recovery opened its brand-new facility. In
June the government invested in a trial of recycled plastic railway sleepers across Metro Trains
Melbourne and V/Line services. We helped Advanced Circular Polymers open their doors at a brandnew facility to process 70 000 tonnes of plastic each year, and of course we have moved to ban singleuse plastic bags and banned e-waste from going into rubbish bins. Waste is a complex issue, but we
are not afraid of rolling up our sleeves and getting on with it. We are working on a major overhaul of
kerbside collection; including a circular economy policy, improving the quality of recycling, reducing
waste and working towards banning the export of recyclable material.
My electorate is covered by two councils. North of Heidelberg Road is Darebin and south of it is
Yarra. I have seen two very different approaches to waste. Recently Yarra has commenced a trial of
four household bins to improve the amount of material saved from landfill, a trial that the mayor tells
me is having very good outcomes so far. Sadly for my constituents in Darebin, we have seen something
more akin to what they have become used to. Instead of using the fast-tracked approval they were
provided with by the Minister for Local Government to enter into a new contract with another
processor; instead of putting an end to recyclable material going into landfill, the Greens-controlled
City of Darebin started a petition.
Ms Hutchins: Shame!
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Ms THEOPHANOUS: That is right, a petition. Once again they chose to put ideology ahead of
our community. Minister, as you know, outcomes are achieved with real solutions and hard work, not
petitions. Residents are tired of the game playing and posturing; they just want their recycling to be
recycled. I look forward to seeing genuine effort from council to seek a recycling contract. Minister,
if you can assist with this, my community would be most grateful. In the meantime the Andrews
government will get on with doing what we can to get those yellow bins rolling in the right direction
again.
RESPONSES
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services)
(19:21): Firstly, the member for Warrandyte asked me a question as the minister for emergency
services. I want to put on record my thanks to the Warrandyte CFA and the volunteers for the
contribution they make to that community and to Victorians’ safety. I will certainly commit to the
member for Warrandyte to have a look at that submission, note his support for that and also ask the
CFA to go and have discussions with the Warrandyte CFA about their ongoing and long-term needs.
A number of members have raised issues and I will pass those issues on to ministers.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The house now stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.23 pm.

